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Abstract
RGB-D data has turned out to be a very useful representation for solving fundamental com-
puter vision problems. It takes the advantages of the color images that provide appearance
information of an object and also the depth image that is immune to the variations in color,
illumination, rotation angle and scale. With the invention of the low-cost Microsoft Kinect
sensor, which was initially used for gaming and later became a popular device for computer
vision, high quality RGB-D data can be acquired easily. RGB-D image/video can facilitate
a wide range of application areas, such as computer vision, robotics, construction and med-
ical imaging. Furthermore, how to fuse RGB information and depth information is still a
problem in computer vision. It is not enough to simply concatenate RGB data and depth
data together. A new fusion method could better fuse RGB images and depth images. It
still needs more powerful algorithms on this. In this thesis, to explore more advantages of
RGB-D data, we use some popular RGB-D datasets for deep feature learning algorithms
evaluation, hyper-parameter optimization, local multi-modal feature learning, RGB-D data
fusion and recognizing RGB information from RGB-D images: i) With the success of Deep
Neural Network in computer vision, deep features from fused RGB-D data can be proved to
gain better results than RGB data only. However, different deep learning algorithms show
different performance on different RGB-D datasets. Through large-scale experiments to
comprehensively evaluate the performance of deep feature learning models for RGB-D im-
age/video classification, we obtain the conclusion that RGB-D fusion methods using CNNs
always outperform other selected methods (DBNs, SDAE and LSTM). On the other side, s-
ince LSTM can learn from experience to classify, process and predict time series, it achieved
better performances than DBN and SDAE in video classification tasks. ii) Hyper-parameter
optimization can help researchers quickly choose an initial set of hyper-parameters for a new
coming classification task, thus reducing the number of trials in terms of hyper-parameter
space. We present a simple and efficient framework for improving the efficiency and ac-
curacy of hyper-parameter optimization by considering the classification complexity of a
particular dataset. We verify this framework on three real-world RGB-D datasets. After
the analysis of experiments, we confirm that our framework can provide deeper insights
into the relationship between dataset classification tasks and hyperparameters optimization,
viii
thus quickly choosing an accurate initial set of hyper-parameters for a new coming classi-
fication task. iii) We propose a new Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)-based local
multi-modal feature learning framework for RGB-D scene classification. This method can
effectively capture much of the local structure from the RGB-D scene images and automati-
cally learn a fusion strategy for the object-level recognition step instead of simply training a
classifier on top of features extracted from both modalities. Experiments are conducted on
two popular datasets to thoroughly test the performance of our method, which show that our
method with local multi-modal CNNs greatly outperforms state-of-the-art approaches. Our
method has the potential to improve RGB-D scene understanding. Some extended evalua-
tion shows that CNNs trained using a scene-centric dataset is able to achieve an improve-
ment on scene benchmarks compared to a network trained using an object-centric dataset.
iv) We propose a novel method for RGB-D data fusion. We project raw RGB-D data into
a complex space and then jointly extract features from the fused RGB-D images. Besides
three observations about the fusion methods, the experimental results also show that our
method achieves competing performance against the classical SIFT. v) We propose a novel
method called adaptive Visual-Depth Embedding (aVDE) which learns the compact shared
latent space between two representations of labeled RGB and depth modalities in the source
domain first. Then the shared latent space can help the transfer of the depth information to
the unlabeled target dataset. At last, aVDE matches features and reweights instances jointly
across the shared latent space and the projected target domain for an adaptive classifier. This
method can utilize the additional depth information in the source domain and simultaneous-
ly reduce the domain mismatch between the source and target domains. On two real-world
image datasets, the experimental results illustrate that the proposed method significantly
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
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Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
In the past decades, there has been abundant computer vision research based on RGB im-
ages [2] [243] [45]. However, RGB images usually only provide the appearance information
of the objects in the scene. With this limited information provided by RGB images, it is ex-
tremely difficult, if not impossible, to solve certain problems such as the partition of the
foreground and background having similar colors and textures. Additionally, the objec-
t appearance described by RGB images is not robust against common variations, such as
illuminance change, which significantly impedes the usage of RGB based vision algorithms
in realistic situations. While most researchers are struggling to design more sophisticated
algorithms, another stream of the research turns to find a new type of representation that
can better perceive the scene. RGB-D image/video is an emerging data representation that
is able to help solve fundamental problems due to its complementary nature of the depth
information and the visual (RGB) information. Meanwhile, it has been proved that com-
bining RGB and depth information in high-level tasks (e.g., image/video classification) can
dramatically improve the classification accuracy [248] [247].
The core of the RGB-D image/video is the depth image, which is usually generated by
a range sensor. Compared to a 2D intensity image, a range image is robust to the variations
in color, illumination, rotation angle and scale [51]. Early range sensors (such as Konica
Minolta Vivid 910, Faro Lidar scanner, Leica C10 and Optech ILRIS-LR) are expensive
and difficult to use for researchers in a human environment. Therefore, there is not much
follow-up research at that time. However, with the release of the low-cost 3D Microsoft
Kinect sensor1 on 4th November 2010, acquisition of RGB-D data becomes cheaper and
1http://support.xbox.com/en-US/browse/xbox-360/accessories/Kinect, Kinect for Xbox 360.
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easier. Not surprisingly, the investigation of computer vision algorithms based on RGB-D
data has attracted a lot of attention in the last few years.
RGB-D images/videos can facilitate a wide range of application areas, such as computer
vision, robotics, construction and medical imaging. Since a lot of algorithms are proposed
to solve the technological problems in these areas, an increasing number of RGB-D datasets
have been created as well to verify the algorithms. The usage of publicly available RGB-D
datasets is not only able to save time and resources for researchers, but also enables a fair
comparison of different algorithms.
In this thesis, we firstly briefly review the background, hardware and software informa-
tion about Microsoft Kinect, recent important RGB-D datasets, four deep learning models
and the detailed dataset introduction used in our research in the following sections in this
chapter. Then we solve the problems in RGB-D areas: performance of deep learning mod-
els in RGB-D datasets, hyper-parameter optimization, RGB-D data fusion and recognizing
RGB information from RGB-D data in Chapter 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. More specifically, the
evaluation and developed new methods about RGB-D data for solving these five different
problems are as follows:
Summary of Remaining Chapters
Chapter 2: Classification Performance of Deep Learning Models on RGB-D Image/Video
Datasets. Since Deep Neural Networks for image/video classification have obtained much
success in various computer vision applications and high-quality RGB-D data can be easily
acquired and used to enhance computer vision algorithms [94], this chapter aims to inves-
tigate how deep learning can be employed for extracting and fusing features from RGB-D
data. In this chapter, we choose four prevalent deep learning models (i.e., Deep Belief
Networks (DBNs), Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoders (SDAE), Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Networks). Then we conduct
extensive experiments on five popular RGB-D datasets including three image datasets and
two video datasets. We then present a detailed analysis of the comparison between the
learned feature representations from the four deep learning models. In addition, a few sug-
gestions on how to adjust hyper-parameters for learning deep neural networks are made in
this chapter. According to the extensive experimental results, we believe that this evaluation
will provide insights and a deeper understanding of different deep learning algorithms for
RGB-D feature extraction and fusion.
Chapter 3: Hyper-parameter Optimization via Classification Complexity Assessment.
Following the work in Chapter 2, we observe that the performances of many machine learn-
ing methods vary significantly with different sets of hyper-parameters especially for com-
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plex models, such as DBN, SDAE, CNNs and other deep learning models, which always
have tens to hundreds of hyper-parameters. More specifically, achieving the best perfor-
mance with many machine learning methods depends critically on model hyper-parameter
optimization. However, this optimization, which requires strong expertise, is often a “black
magic” especially on deep learning models. Currently, the widely used classic methods such
as random search, grid search and manual search are computationally expensive and unprac-
tical. They have to face the same challenge about how to choose the initial set of trials from
random hyper-parameter permutation and combination. In this chapter, we present a simple
and efficient framework for improving the efficiency and accuracy of hyper-parameter opti-
mization by considering the classification complexity of a particular dataset. Through this
framework, we can quickly choose an initial set of hyper-parameters that are suitable for a
new classification task, thus reducing the number of trials in the hyper-parameter space. Re-
sults on six real-world datasets using three representative deep learning models demonstrate
the effectiveness of our framework for hyper-parameter optimization.
Chapter 4: Feature Learning for RGB-D Scene Classification. Besides the performance
evaluation and hyper-parameter optimization through the utilization of RGB-D datasets,
a new Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)-based local multi-modal feature learning
framework (LM-CNN) for RGB-D scene classification is also proposed. LM-CNN is dif-
ferent from most of the past deep learning methods which are proposed for RGB-D scene
classification use global information and directly consider all pixels in the whole image for
high-level tasks. Such past deep learning methods cannot hold much information about lo-
cal feature distribution, and simply concatenate RGB and depth features without exploring
the correlation and complementarity between raw RGB and depth images. From the hu-
man vision perspective, we recognize the category of one unknown scene mainly relying on
the object-level information which includes appearance, texture, shape and depth of each
object and the structural distribution of different objects. Based on this observation, con-
structing mid-level representations with discriminative object parts would generally be more
attractive for scene analysis. In this chapter, our proposed LM-CNN for RGB-D scene clas-
sification can effectively capture much of the local structure from the RGB-D scene images
and automatically learn a fusion strategy for the object-level recognition step instead of sim-
ply training a classifier on top of features extracted from both modalities. The experimental
results on two popular datasets, i.e., NYU v1 depth dataset and SUN RGB-D dataset, show
that our method with local multi-modal CNNs outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
Chapter 5: RGB-D Data Fusion in Complex Space. Different from the method which
automatically learns a fusion strategy for the object-level recognition step in Chapter 4, we
project the RGB and depth data into a complex space and make the fusion strategy at the
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initial stage. Most of the RGB-D fusion methods extract features from RGB data and depth
data separately and then simply concatenate them or encode these two kinds of features.
Such frameworks cannot explore the correlation between the RGB pixels and their corre-
sponding depth pixels. In this chapter, motivated by the physical concept that range data
correspond to the phase change and color information corresponds to the intensity, we pro-
pose a novel method for RGB-D data fusion. We first project raw RGB-D data into a com-
plex space and then jointly extract features from the fused RGB-D images. The advantages
of the proposed fusion method are verified from three aspects: mutual information and in-
dependence, feature distribution and Euclidean KS-distance to uniformity. Meanwhile, we
modify the classical SIFT to complex-valued SIFT (C-SIFT) to evaluate our fusion method.
Besides, some traditional algorithms and deep learning models can also be generalized for
this fusion method. Consequently, the correlated and individual parts of the RGB-D infor-
mation in the new feature space are well combined. Experimental results on two widely
used RGB-D scene datasets show that our proposed RGB-D fusion method can achieve
competing performance against the classical fusion methods. Our fusion method is valuable
for other researchers who are exploring better features.
Chapter 6: Recognizing RGB Information from RGB-D data. Though the feature learn-
ing and RGB-D fusion methods have been proposed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we still
need to explore how to recognize RGB images captured by conventional surveillance cam-
eras through leveraging a set of labeled RGB-D data. Recognizing RGB Information from
RGB-D data is a promising application, which significantly reduces the cost while can still
retain high recognition rates [116] [37] [111]. However, existing methods still suffer from
the domain shifting problem due to conventional surveillance cameras and depth sensors are
using different mechanisms. In this chapter, we aim to simultaneously solve the above two
challenges: 1) how to use the additional depth information in the source domain? 2) how to
reduce the data distribution mismatch between the source and target domains? We propose
a novel method called adaptive Visual-Depth Embedding (aVDE) which learns the compact
shared latent space between two representations of labeled RGB and depth modalities in the
source domain first. Then the shared latent space can help the transfer of the depth informa-
tion to the unlabeled target dataset. At last, aVDE models two separate learning strategies
for domain adaptation (feature matching and instance reweighting) in a unified optimization
problem, which matches features and reweights instances jointly across the shared latent
space and the projected target domain for an adaptive classifier. We test our method on
two pairs of datasets for object recognition and scene classification, the results of which
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future work. In this chapter, we briefly summary the contri-
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Fig. 1.1 The main studies and the correlation of all chapters carried out in this thesis. Ac-
cording to the RGB-D data exploration, all studies are explored further step by step: per-
formance evaluation and hyper-parameter optimization (Chapters 2, 3), RGB-D fusion for
classification tasks (Chapters 4, 5) and unsupervised domain adaptation on RGB-D data
(Chapters 6).
butions of above work and discuss the future research directions.
For further explaining on the correlation between chapters and promoting a holistic un-
derstanding about this thesis, the main studies and correlation of all chapters are organized
into Fig. 1.1.
1.2 A Brief Review of Kinect
In the past years, as a new type of scene representation, RGB-D data acquired by the
consumer-level Kinect sensor or other similar sensors has shown the potential to solve chal-
lenging problems for computer vision. In this section, we select Kinect sensor as the core of
the review. The reasons can be summarized as: 1) The hardware sensor as well as the soft-
ware package of Kinect are released by Microsoft in November 2010, which makes Kinect
sensor as the first released low-cost RGB-D sensor with powerful features. 2) Kinect sensor
as the most representative RGB-D camera has a vast of sales until now. 3) Most RGB-D
datasets are created in a time range from 2011 to 2017. The comparison of RGB-D dataset-
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Fig. 1.2 Illustration of the structure and internal components of the Kinect sensor. Two
example images from RGB and depth sensors are also displayed to show their differences.
s (from Table 1.4 to Table 1.6) shows that almost all of the datasets choose Kinect v1 or
Kinect v2 as the related devices. Meanwhile, all of the selected datasets in our experiments
are based on Kinect sensor.
At the beginning, Kinect acts as an Xbox accessory, enabling players to interact with the
Xbox 360 through body language or voice instead of the usage of an intermediary device,
such as a controller. Later on, due to its capability of providing accurate depth informa-
tion with relatively low cost, the usage of Kinect goes beyond gaming, and is extended to
the computer vision field. This device equipped with intelligent algorithms is contributing
to various applications, such as 3D-simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [109]
[153], people tracking [190], object recognition [21] and human activity analysis [163] [38],
etc. In this subsection, we introduce Kinect from two perspectives: hardware configuration
and software tools.
1.2.1 Kinect Hardware Configuration
Generally, the basic version of Microsoft Kinect consists of a RGB camera, an infrared
camera, an IR projector, multi-array microphone [138] and motorized tilt. Fig. 1.2 shows
the components of Kinect and two example images captured by RGB and depth sensors,
respectively. The distance between objects and the camera is ranging from 1.2 meters to 3.5
meters. Here, RGB camera is able to provide the image with the resolution of 640× 480
pixels at 30 Hz. This RGB camera also has option to produce higher resolution images
(1280×1024 pixels), running at 10 Hz . The angular field of view is 62 degrees horizontal-
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ly and 48.6 degrees vertically. Kinect’s 3D depth sensor (infrared camera and IR projector)
can provide depth images with the resolution of 640× 480 pixels at 30 Hz. The angular
field of this sensor is slightly different with that of the RGB camera, which is 58.5 degrees
horizontally and 46.6 degrees vertically. In the application such as NUI (Natural User Inter-
face), multi-array microphone can be available for a live communication through acoustic
source localization of Xbox 360. This microphone array actually consists of four micro-
phones, and the channels of which can process up to 16-bit audio signals at a sample rate of
16 kHz. Following Microsoft, Asus launched Xtion Pro Live2, which has more or less the
same features with Kinect. In July 2014, Microsoft released the second generation Kinect:
Kinect for windows v23. The difference between Kinect v1 and Kinect v2 can be seen in
Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 The difference between Kinect for windows v1 and Kinect for windows v2.
Kinect for windows v1 Kinect for windows v2
Color Resolution 640×480 1920×1080fps 30fps 30fps
Depth Resolution 640×480 512×424fps 30fps 30fps
Sensor Structured Light Time of Flight
Range 1.2∼ 3.5m 0.5∼ 4.5m
Joint 20 joint / people 25 joint / people
Hand State Open / closed Open / closed / Lasso
Number of Apps Single Multiple
Body tracking 2 people 6 people
Body Index 6 people 6 people
Angle of View Horizontal 62 degree 70 degreeVertical 48.6 degree 60 degree
Tilt Motor Yes No
Aspect Ratio 4:3 6:5
Supported OS Win 7, Win 8 Win 8
USB Standard 2.0 3.0
In general, the technology used for generating the depth map is based on analyzing the
speckle patterns of infrared laser light. The method is patented by PrimeSense [74]. For
more detailed introductions, I refer to [78].
2http://www.asus.com, Asus Corporation, Xtion Pro Live
3http://www.xbox.com/en-GB/xbox-one/accessories/kinect, Microsoft Corporation, Kinect v2
for Xbox 360.
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1.2.2 Kinect Software Tools
When Kinect is initially released for Xbox360, Microsoft actually did not deliver any SD-
Ks. However, some other companies forecast an explosion in using Kinect and thus provide
unofficial free libraries and SDKs. The representatives include CL NUI Platform4, OpenK-
inect/Libfreenect5, OpenNI6 and PCL7. Although most of libraries provide basic algorith-
mic comments, such as camera calibration, automatic body calibration, skeletal tracking,
facial tracking, 3-D scanning and so on, each library has its own characteristics. For exam-
ple, CL NUI Platform developed by NUI researchers can obtain the data from RGB camera,
depth sensor and accelerometer. Open Kinect focuses on providing free and open source
libraries, enabling researchers to use Kinect over Linux, Mac and Windows. OpenNI is an
industry-led open source library which can program RGB-D device for NUI applications.
It is not specifically built for Kinect, and it can support multiple PrimeSense 3D sensors.
Normally, users need to install SensorKinect, NITE, and OpenNI to control the Kinect sen-
sor, where SensorKinect is the driver of Kinect and NITE is the middleware provided by
PrimeSense. The latest version of OpenNI is version 2.2.0.33 until March 2017. The Point
Cloud Library (PCL) is a standalone open source library which provides SLAM-related
tools such as surface reconstruction, sample consensus, feature extraction, and visualization
for RGB-D SLAM. It is licensed by Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD). More details
and publications about PCL can be found in [204].
The official version of Kinect for Windows SDK8 was released in July 2011, which pro-
vides a straightforward access to Kinect data: depth, color and disparity. The newest version
is SDK 2.0. It can be applied for Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 and Windows Em-
bedded 8 with C++, C# or VB.NET. The development environment uses Visual Studio 2010
or higher versions. Regarding the software tool, it mainly contains skeletal tracking, higher
depth fidelity, audio processing and so on.
The comparison of Kinect Windows SDK and unofficial SDK, e.g., OpenNI, can be
summarized below. The detailed same and difference between the Kinect Windows SDK
and unofficial SDK can be seen in Table 1.2.
Kinect Windows SDK:
1) It supports audio signal processing and allows to adjust the motor angle.
2) It provides a full-body tracker including head, feet, hands and clavicles. Mean-
while, some details such as occluded joints are processed meticulously.




8http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/, Microsoft Kinect SDK [Online].
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3) Multiple sensors can be supported.
OpenNI/NITE library:
1) Commercial use of OpenNI is allowed.
2) Frameworks for hand tracking and hand-gesture recognition are included in Open-
NI. Moreover, it automatically aligns the depth image and the color image.
3) It consumes less CPU power than that of Kinect Windows SDK.
4) It supports Windows, Linux and Mac OSX. In addition, streaming the raw Infrared
video data becomes possible.
In conclusion, the most attractive advantage of OpenNI is the feasibility for multiple op-
erational platforms. Besides it, using OpenNI is more convenient and can obtain better re-
sults for the research of colored point clouds. However, in terms of collection quality of the
original image and the technology for pre-processing, Kinect for Windows SDK seems to
be more stable. Moreover, Kinect for Windows SDK is more advantageous when requiring
skeletal tracking and audio processing.
1.3 RGB-D Benchmark Datasets
Since the Kinect sensor was just released a few years ago, most RGB-D datasets are created
in a time range from 2011 to 2017. Different from the traditional RGB datasets, RGB-D
dataset not only has RGB data but also depth data. To have a clear structure, we divide the
RGB-D datasets into 5 categories depending on the facilitated computer vision applications.
More specifically, the reviewed datasets fall into object detection and tracking, human activ-
ity analysis, object and scene recognition, SLAM and hand gesture analysis. However, each
dataset may not be limited to one specific application only. For example, object RGB-D can
be used in detection as well. Table 1.3 illustrates a summary of these 5 categories.
1.3.1 RGB-D Datasets for Object Detection and Tracking
Object detection and tracking is one of the fundamental research topics in computer vision
[233] [67]. It is an essential building-block of many intelligent systems. As we mentioned
before, the depth information of an object is immune to changes of the object appearance
or/and environmental illumination, and subtle movements of the background. With the
availability of the low-cost Kinect depth camera, researchers immediately noticed that the
feature descriptor based on depth information can help significantly detect and track the
object in the real world where all kinds of variations occur. Therefore, RGB-D based object
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Table 1.2 Comparison between the Kinect Windows SDK and unofficial SDK.
Kinect Windows SDK Unofficial SDK
Windows 7x86/x64 Windows XP/Vista/7x86/x64
Windows 8, Windows 8.1 and
Windows Embedded 8
Windows 8, Windows 8.1 and
Windows Embedded 8




language C++, C# C, C++, C#, Java
Commercial use No Yes
Supports for audio




CPU power More Less
Includes head, hands, feet, clavicles No head, hands, feet, clavicles
Full body tracking Calculates positions for the joints,but not rotations
Calculates both positions and
rotations for the joints
Only tracks the full body,
no hands only mode Supports for hands only mode
Supports for Unity3D
game engine No Yes
Supports for record/
playback to disk No Yes
Supports to stream the
raw InfraRed video data No Yes
detection and tracking have attracted great attention in recent a few years. As a result, many
datasets are created for evaluating proposed algorithms [232] [222].
1.3.2 Human Activity Analysis
The usage of RGB-D data opens up more opportunities to solve human activity analy-
sis problems [161] [271]. Algorithms which combine RGB information and depth data
can effectively increase the accuracy of activity recognition in a cluttered and illumination
changed background.
1.3.3 Object and Scene Recognition
Object and scene recognition is a fundamental problem which aims to provide the infor-
mation whether the image contains the object [296] [263]. In the real world environment,
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Table 1.3 The summary of RGB-D dataset categories. It includes RGB-D People dataset
[235], TUM Texture-Less dataset [97], object segmentation dataset (OSD) [202], object
discovery dataset [176], Princeton tracking benchmark dataset (PTB) [232], Berkeley 3-D
object dataset (B3DO) [119], NYU (New York University) depth V1 and V2 dataset [222],
object dataset [144], Biwi head pose dataset [64], UR (University of Rzeszow) fall de-
tection dataset [142], MSRDailyActivity3D (Microsoft research Activity3D) dataset [265],
RGB-D person re-identification dataset [11], Kinect FaceDB [180], Big BIRD (Berkeley In-
stance Recognition dataset) [225], High Resolution Range based Face dataset (HRRFaceD)
[172], TUM (University of Technology Munich) dataset [239], ICL-NUIM (Imperial Col-
lege London and National University of Ireland Maynooth) dataset [95], Microsoft Research
Cambridge-12 (MSRC-12) Kinect Gesture dataset [71], Sheffield Kinect Gesture (SKIG)










People [235] Biwi head pose [64] Object [144] TUM [239] MSRC-12 Gesture [71]
TUM Texture-Less [97] UR fall detection [142]
NYU depth
V1 and V2 [222] ICL-NUIM [95] SKIG [163]




PTB [232] Kinect FaceDB [180]
B3DO [119] Big BIRD [225]
NYU depth
V1 and V2 [222] HRRFaceD [172]
Object [144]
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recognizing objects from camera signal has to solve many problems, such as change of il-
lumination, different levels of occlusion, textureless objects and reflection. One of the key
challenges in RGB-D based object and scene recognition is how to formulate visual infor-
mation (from RGB camera) and range information (from depth camera) to a fully descriptive
and discriminative descriptor [286].
1.3.4 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
The general problem of SLAM for both camera trajectory recovering and the map generation
from sensor data attracts great attention from scientists in computer vision and robotics
[288] [213]. Several datasets and benchmarks have been created for RGB-D based SLAM
systems [239] [95]. However, how to provide an optimal up-to-date representation of the
map in real-time is still a challenge.
1.3.5 Hand Gesture Analysis
In recent years, the research of hand gesture analysis from RGB-D sensors develops quickly,
because it can facilitate a wide range of applications in human computer interaction, human
robot interaction and pattern analysis [31] [40]. Compared to human activity analysis, hand
gesture analysis does not need to deal with the dynamics from other body parts but only fo-
cuses on the hand region. On the one hand, the focus on the hand area only helps to increase
the analysis accuracy. On the other hand, it also reduces the complexity of the system, thus
enabling real-time applications. Basically, a hand gesture analysis system covers three com-
ponents: hand detection and tracking, hand pose estimation and gesture classification. Since
situations like occlusions, different illumination conditions and skin color affect the results
of hand gesture analysis, improving the recognition accuracy of unconstrained human hand
motions still needs a lot of efforts.
1.3.6 Comparison of RGB-D datasets
In this subsection, the comparison of RGB-D datasets is conducted from several aspects.
For easy access, all the datasets are ordered alphabetically in three tables (from Table 1.4
to Table 1.6). If the dataset name starts with a digital number, it is ranked numerical-
ly following all the datasets which starts with English letters. For more comprehensive
comparisons, besides these 20 mentioned datasets in Table 1.3, another 26 extra RGB-D
datasets for different applications are also added into the tables: Birmingham University
Objects, Category Modeling RGB-D [289], Cornell Activity [240] [132], Cornell RGB-
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D [131], DGait [22], Daily Activities with occlusions [1], Heidelberg University Scenes
[178], Microsoft 7-scenes [221], MobileRGBD [256], MPII Multi-Kinect [241], MSR Ac-
tion3D Dataset [265], MSR 3D Online Action [284], MSRGesture3D [140], DAFT [86], Pa-
per Kinect[197], RGBD-HuDaAct [188], Stanford Scene Object [127], Stanford 3D Scene
[295], Sun3D [274], SUN RGB-D [231], TST Fall Detection [75], UTD-MHAD [36], Vien-
na University Technology Object [3], Willow Garage [269], Workout SU-10 exercise [186]
and 3D-Mask [62]. In addition, we name those datasets without original names by means
of creation place or applications. For example, I name the dataset in [178] as Heidelberg
University Scenes.
Let us now explain these tables. The first and second columns in the tables are always
the serial numbers and the names of the dataset. Table 1.4 shows some features including
the authors of the datasets, the year of the creation, the published papers describing the
dataset, the related devices, data size and number of references related to datasets. The au-
thor (the third column) and the year (the forth column) are collected directly in the datasets
or are found in the oldest publication related to the dataset. The cited references in the
fifth column contain the publications which elaborate the corresponding dataset. Data size
(the seventh column) refers to the size of all information, such as the RGB and depth infor-
mation, camera trajectory, ground truth and accelerometer data. For a scientific evaluation
about these datasets, the comparison of number of citation is added into Table 1.4. A part
of these statistical numbers are derived from the number of papers which use related dataset
as benchmark. The rest are from the papers which do not directly use these datasets but
mention these datasets in their published papers. It is noted that the numbers are roughly es-
timated. It can be easily seen from the table that the datasets with longer history [131] [239]
[144] always have more related references than those of new datasets [289] [127]. Partic-
ularly, Cornell Activity, MSR Action3D Dataset, MSRDailyActivity3D, MSRGesture3D,
Object RGB-D, People, RGBD-HuDaAct, TUM and NYU Depth V1 and V2 all have more
than 100 citations. However, it does not necessarily mean that the old datasets are better
than the new ones.
Table 1.5 presents the following information: the intended applications of the datasets,
label information, data modalities and the number of the activities or objects or scenes along
with the datasets. The intended applications (the third column) of the datasets are divided
into five categories. However, each dataset may not be limited to one specific application
only. For example, object RGB-D can be used in detection as well. The label information
(the forth column) is valuable because it aids in the process of annotation. The data modal-
ities (the fifth column) include color, depth, skeleton and accelerometer, which are helpful
for researchers to quickly identify the datasets especially when they work on multi-modal
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Table 1.4 The characteristics of the selected 46 RGB-D datasets.
No. Name Author Year Description Device Datasize Number ofcitation
1 Big BIRD Arjun Singh et al. 2014 [225] Kinect v1 and DSLR ≈ 74G Unknown
2 Birmingham UniversityObjects Krzysztof Walas et al. 2014 No Kinect v2 Unknown Unknown
3 Biwi Head Pose Fanelli et al. 2013 [64] Kinect v1 5.6G 88
4 B3DO Allison Janoch et al. 2011 [119] Kinect v1 793M 96
5 Category ModelingRGB-D Quanshi Zhang et al. 2013 [289] Kinect v1 1.37G 4
6 Cornell Activity Jaeyong Sung et al. 2011 [240] Kinect v1 44G > 100
7 Cornell RGB-D Abhishek Anand et al. 2011 [131] Kinect v1 ≈ 7.6G 60
8 DAFT David Gossow et al. 2012 [86] Kinect v1 207M 2
9 Daily Activitieswith occlusions Abdallah DIB et al. 2015 [1] Kinect v1 6.2G 0
10 DGait Ricard Borrs et al. 2012 [22] Kinect v1 9.2G 7
11 Heidelberg UniversityScenes Stephan Meister et al. 2012 [178] Kinect v1 3.3G 24
12 HRRFaceD Tomás Mantecón et al. 2014 [172] Kinect v2 192M Unknown
13 ICL-NUIM A. Handa et al. 2014 [95] Kinect v1 18.5G 3
14 Kinect FaceDB Rui Min et al. 2012 [180] Kinect v1 Unknown 1
15 Microsoft 7-scenes Antonio Criminisi et al. 2013 [221] Kinect v1 20.9G 10
16 MobileRGBD Dominique Vaufreydaz et al. 2014 [256] Kinect v2 Unknown Unknown
17 MPII Multi-Kinect Wandi Susanto et al. 2012 [241] Kinect v1 15G 11
18 MSRC-12 Gesture Simon Fothergill et al. 2012 [71] Kinect v1 165M 83
19 MSR Action3D Dataset Jiang Wang et al. 2012 [265] Similar to Kinect 56.4M > 100
20 MSRDailyActivity3D Zicheng Liu et al. 2012 [265] Kinect v1 3.7M > 100
21 MSR 3D Online Action Gang Yu et al. 2014 [284] Kinect v1 5.5G 9
22 MSRGesture3D Alexey Kurakin et al. 2012 [140] Kinect v1 28M 94
23 NYU Depth V1 and V2 Nathan Silberman et al. 2011 [222] Kinect v1 520G > 100
24 Object RGB-D Kevin Lai et al. 2011 [144] Kinect v1 84G > 100
25 Object Discovery Julian Mason et al. 2012 [176] Kinect v1 7.8G 8
26 Object Segmentation A. Richtsfeld et al. 2012 [202] Kinect v1 302M 28
27 Paper Kinect F. Pomerleau et al. 2011 [197] Kinect v1 2.6G 32
28 People L. Spinello et al. 2011 [235] Kinect v1 2.6G > 100
29 Person Re-identification B. I. Barbosa, M et al. 2012 [11] Kinect v1 Unknown 37
30 PTB Shuran Song et al. 2013 [232] Kinect v1 10.7G 12
31 RGBD-HuDaAct Bingbing Ni et al. 2011 [188] Kinect v1 Unknown > 100
32 SKIG L. Liu et al. 2013 [163] Kinect v1 1G 35
33 Stanford Scene Object Andrej Karpathy et al. 2014 [127] Xtion Pro Live 178.4M 29
34 Stanford 3D Scene Qian-Yi Zhou et al. 2013 [295] Xtion Pro Live ≈ 33G 15
35 Sun3D Jianxiong Xiao et al. 2013 [274] Xtion Pro Live Unknown 16
36 SUN RGB-D S. Song et al. 2015 [231] Kinect v1, Kinect v2, etc. 6.4G 8
37 TST Fall Detection S. Gasparrini et al. 2015 [75] Kinect v2 12.1G 25
38 TUM J. Sturm et al. 2012 [239] Kinect v1 50G > 100
39 TUM Texture-less S Hinterstoisser et al. 2012 [97] Kinect v1 3.61G 26
40 UR Fall Detection Michal Kepski et al. 2014 [129] Kinect v1 ≈ 5.75G 2
41 UTD-MHAD Chen Chen et al. 2015 [36] Kinect v1 and Kinect v2 ≈ 1.1G 3
42 Vienna UniversityTechnology Object Aitor Aldoma et al. 2012 [3] Kinect v1 81.4M 19
43 Willow Garage Aitor Aldoma et al. 2011 [269] Kinect v1 656M Unknown
44 Workout SU-10 exercise F Negin et al. 2013 [186] Kinect v1 142G 13
45 3D-Mask N Erdogmus et al. 2013 [62] Kinect v1 Unknown 18
46 50 salads Sebastian Stein et al. 2013 [238] Kinect v1 Unknown 4
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Table 1.5 The characteristics of the selected 46 RGB-D datasets.
No. Name Intended applications Label information Datamodalities
Number of
categories
1 Big BIRD Object and scene recognition Masks, ground truth poses,registered mesh Color, depth 125 objects
2 Birmingham UniversityObjects Object detection and tracking The model into the scene Color, depth 10 to 30 objects
3 Biwi Head Pose Human activity analysis 3D position and rotation Color, depth 20 objects
4 B3DO Object and scene recognitionObject detection and tracking
Bounding box labeling




Object and scene recognition
Object detection and tracking Edge segments Color, depth
900 objects
and 264 scenes
6 Cornell Activity Human activity analysis Skeleton joint position and orientationon each frame
Color, depth
skeleton 120+ activities
7 Cornell RGB-D Object and scene recognition Per-point object-level labeling Color, depth,accelerometer
24 office scenes and
28 home scenes
8 DAFT SLAM Camera motion type, 2D homographies Color, depth Unknown
9 Daily Activitieswith occlusions Human activity analysis
Position markers of the 3D joint
location from a MoCap system
Color, depth,
skeleton Unknown
10 DGait Human activity analysis Subject, gender, age andan entire walk cycle Color, depth 11 activities
11 Heidelberg UniversityScenes SLAM
Frame-to-frame transformations and
LiDAR ground truth Color, depth 57 scenes
12 HRRFaceD Object and scene recognition No Color, depth 22 subjects
13 ICL-NUIM SLAM Camera trajectories for each video.Geometry of the scene Color, depth 2 scenes
14 Kinect FaceDB Object and scene recognition The position of six facial landmarks Color, depth 52 objects
15 Microsoft 7-scenes SLAM 6DOF ground truth Color, depth 7 scenes
16 MobileRGBD SLAM speed and trajectory Color, depth 1 scene
17 MPII Multi-Kinect Object detection and tracking Bounding box and polygons Color, depth 10 objectsand 33 scenes
18 MSRC-12 Gesture Hand gesture analysis Gesture, motion tracking ofhuman joint locations
Color, depth,
skeleton 12 gestures
19 MSR Action3D Dataset Human activity analysis Activity being performed and20 joint locations of skeleton positions
Color, depth,
skeleton 20 actions
20 MSRDailyActivity3D Human activity analysis Activity being performed and20 joint locations of skeleton positions
Color, depth,
skeleton 16 activities
21 MSR 3D Online Action Human activity analysis Activity in each video Color, depth,skeleton 7 activities
22 MSRGesture3D Hand gesture analysis Gesture in each video Color, depth 12 activities
23 NYU Depth V1 and V2 Object and scene recognitionObject detection and tracking Dense multi-class labeling
Color, depth,
accelerometer 528 scenes
24 Object RGB-D Object and scene recognitionObject detection and tracking Auto-generated masks Color, depth
300 objects
and scenes
25 Object Discovery Object detection and tracking Ground truth object segmentations Color, depth 7 objects
26 Object Segmentation Object detection and tracking Per-pixel segmentation Color, depth 6 categories
27 Paper Kinect SLAM 6DOF ground truth Color, depth 3 scenes
28 People Object detection and tracking Bounding box annotations and a‘visibility’ measure Color, depth Multiple people
29 Person Re-identification Object and scene recognition
Foreground masks, skeletons,
3D meshes and
an estimate of the floor
Color, depth 79 people
30 PTB Object detection and tracking Bounding box covering target object Color, depth 3 types and 6 scenes
31 RGBD-HuDaAct Human activity analysis Activities being performed ineach sequence Color, depth 12 activities
32 SKIG Hand gesture analysis The gesture is performed Color, depth 10 gestures
33 Stanford Scene Object Object detection and tracking Ground truth binary labeling Color, depth 58 scenes
34 Stanford 3D Scene SLAM Estimated camera pose Color, depth 6 scenes
35 Sun3D Object detection and tracking Polygons of semantic classand instance labels Color, depth 254 scenes
36 SUN RGB-D Object and scene recognitionObject detection and tracking Dense semantic Color, depth 19 scenes





38 TUM SLAM 6DOF ground truth Color, depth,accelerometer 2 scenes
39 TUM Texture-less Object detection and tracking 6DOF pose Color, depth 15 objects
40 UR Fall Detection Human activity analysis Accelerometer data Color, depth,accelerometer 66 falls





42 Vienna UniversityTechnology Object Object and scene recognition 6DOF GT of each object Color, depth 35 objects
43 Willow Garage Object detection and tracking 6DOF pose, per-pixel labelling Color, depth 6 categories
44 Workout SU-10 exercise Human activity analysis Motion Files Color, depth,skeleton 10 activities
45 3D-Mask Object and scene recognition Manually labeled eye positions Color, depth 17 people
46 50 salads Hand gesture analysis Accelerometer data and labeling ofsteps in the recipes
Color, depth,
accelerometer 27 people
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1 Big BIRD Yes Yes Yes http://rll.berkeley.edu/bigbird/
2 Birmingham UniversityObjects No No Yes http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~walask/SHREC2015/
3 Biwi Head Pose No No No https://data.vision.ee.ethz.ch/cvl/gfanelli/head_pose/head_forest.html#
4 B3DO No No No http://kinectdata.com/
5 Category ModelingRGB-D No No No http://sdrv.ms/Z4px7u
6 Cornell Activity No No No http://pr.cs.cornell.edu/humanactivities/data.php
7 Cornell RGB-D Yes No No http://pr.cs.cornell.edu/sceneunderstanding/data/data.php
8 DAFT Yes No No http://ias.cs.tum.edu/people/gossow/rgbd
9 Daily Activitieswith Occlusions No No NO https://team.inria.fr/larsen/software/datasets/
10 DGait No No No http://www.cvc.uab.es/DGaitDB/Download.html
11 Heidelberg UniversityScenes No No Yes
http://hci.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de//Benchmarks/
document/kinectFusionCapture/
12 HRRFaceD No No No https://sites.google.com/site/hrrfaced/
13 ICL-NUIM Yes No No http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~ahanda/VaFRIC/iclnuim.html
14 Kinect FaceDB No No Yes http://rgb-d.eurecom.fr/
15 Microsoft 7-scenes Yes No Yes http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/7-scenes/
16 MobileRGBD Yes No Yes http://mobilergbd.inrialpes.fr//#RobotView




18 MSRC-12 Gesture No No No http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/cambridge/projects/msrc12/
19 MSR Action3D Dataset No No No http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/zliu/actionrecorsrc/
20 MSRDailyActivity3D No No No http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/zliu/actionrecorsrc/
21 MSR 3D Online Action No No No http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/zliu/actionrecorsrc/
22 MSRGesture3D No No No http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/zliu/actionrecorsrc/
23 NYU Depth V1 and V2 Yes No No http://cs.nyu.edu/~silberman/datasets/nyu_depth_v1.htmlhttp://cs.nyu.edu/~silberman/datasets/nyu_depth_v2.html
24 Object RGB-D No No No http://rgbd-dataset.cs.washington.edu/
25 Object Discovery Yes No No http://wiki.ros.org/Papers/IROS2012_Mason_Marthi_Parr
26 Object Segmentation No No No http://www.acin.tuwien.ac.at/?id=289
27 Paper Kinect Yes No No http://projects.asl.ethz.ch/datasets/doku.php?id=Kinect:iros2011Kinect
28 People No Yes No http://www2.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~spinello/RGBD-dataset.html
29 Person Re-identification No No Yes http://www.iit.it/en/datasets-and-code/datasets/rgbdid.html
30 PTB Yes No No http://tracking.cs.princeton.edu/dataset.html
31 RGBD-HuDaAct No No Yes http://adsc.illinois.edu/sites/default/files/files/ADSC-RGBD-dataset-download-instructions.pdf
32 SKIG No No No http://lshao.staff.shef.ac.uk/data/SheffieldKinectGesture.htm
33 Stanford Scene Object NO No No http://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/discovery/
34 Stanford 3D Scene Yes No No https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B6qjzcYetERgaW5zRWtZc2FuRDg&usp=sharing
35 Sun3D Yes No No http://sun3d.cs.princeton.edu/
36 SUN RGB-D No No No http://rgbd.cs.princeton.edu
37 TST Fall Detection No Yes No http://www.tlc.dii.univpm.it/blog/databases4kinect
38 TUM Yes Yes No http://vision.in.tum.de/data/datasets/rgbd-dataset
39 TUM Texture-less No No No http://campar.in.tum.de/Main/StefanHinterstoisser
40 UR Fall Detection No Yes No http://fenix.univ.rzeszow.pl/~mkepski/ds/uf.html
41 UTD-MHAD No No No http://www.utdallas.edu/~kehtar/UTD-MHAD.html
42 Vienna UniversityTechnology Object No No No http://users.acin.tuwien.ac.at/aaldoma/datasets/ECCV.zip
43 Willow Garage No No No http://www.acin.tuwien.ac.at/forschung/v4r/mitarbeiterprojekte/willow/
44 Workout SU-10 exercise No No Yes http://vpa.sabanciuniv.edu.tr/phpBB2/vpa_views.php?s=31&serial=36
45 3D-Mask NO NO Yes https://www.idiap.ch/dataset/3dmad
46 50 salads No No Yes http://cvip.computing.dundee.ac.uk/datasets/foodpreparation/50salads/
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fusion [162] [34] [35]. Accelerometer data is able to indicate the potential impact of the
object and starts an analysis of depth information, at the same time, it simplifies the com-
plexity of the motion feature and increases its reliability. The number of the activities or
objects or scenes is connected closely with the intended application. For example, if the
application is SLAM, we focus on the number of the scenes in the dataset.
Table 1.6 concludes the information, such as whether the sensor moves during the col-
lection process, whether it enables multi-sensor or not, whether it is download restricted,
and the web link to the dataset. Camera movement is another important information when
the algorithm selects the datasets for its evaluation. The rule in these tables is as follows:
if the camera is still all the time in the collection procedure, it is marked “No”, otherwise
“Yes”. The fifth column is related to the license agreement requirement. Most of the datasets
can be downloaded directly from the web. However, downloading data from some datasets
may need to fill in a request form. Moreover, few datasets are not public. The link to each
dataset is also provided which can better help the researchers in related research areas.
1.4 Deep Learning Models
Many successful deep learning methods [24, 100, 146, 257] as efficient feature learning tools
have been applied in a large amount of research. The aim of deep nets is to learn high-level
features at each layer from the features in low-level. Some methods like (DBNs [100] and
SDAE [257]) have something in common: they have two steps in the training procedure.
One is unsupervised pre-training and the other is fine-tuning. In the first step, through
an unsupervised algorithm, the weights of the network are able to be better than random
initialization. This phase can avoid local minimum when doing supervised gradient descent.
Therefore, we can consider that unsupervised pre-training is a regularizer. In the fine-tuning
step, criterion (the prediction error which uses the labels in a supervised task) is minimized.
These two approaches for learning deep networks are shown to be essential to train deep
networks. Other methods like CNNs [136] contain more connections than weights. The
model itself realizes a form of regularization. The aim of this kind of neural networks is
to learn filters, in a data-driven fashion, as a tool to extract features describing inputs. This
is not only used in 2D convolution but also can be extended into 3D-CNNs [122]. Up to
date, though various successful deep learning methods are proposed in the field of computer
vision, we can observe that these methods can be divided into four categories according to
the basic methods they are derived from: Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [101],
CNNs, Auto-Encoder and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). Some representative works
in the categorization of deep learning methods can be found in Table 1.7. In the following
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subsections, we will briefly introduce four representative classic deep learning methods in
the four categories (DBNs, SDAE, CNNs and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural
Networks). In addition, the selected four introduced classic deep learning methods are used
for the classification performance evaluation on RGB-D Image/Video datasets in Chapter 2.
Table 1.7 A categorization of the deep learning methods which includes RBM-based meth-
ods, Auto-Encoder-based methods, CNN-based methods and RNN-based methods, and
their representative works.
Deep Learning Methods
RBM-based Methods Auto-Encoder-based Methods CNN-based Methods RNN-based Methods
Deep Belief Networks [100]
Stacked Denoising
Auto-Encoders [257] AlexNet [137] Long Short-Term Memory [104]
Deep Boltzmann Machines [206]
Sparse
Auto-Encoders [200] Clarifai [287] Bidirectional RNNs [212]
Deep Energy Models [187]
Contractive
Auto-Encoders [203] SPP [193] Deep RNNs [87]
VGG [224] Echo State Networks [118]
GoogLeNet [244]
Gated Recurrent Unit
Recurrent Neural Networks [44]
Clockwork RNNs [133]
1.4.1 Deep Belief Networks
As a neural network, Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) stack and train many layers of unsuper-
vised Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) in a greedy manner which is first introduced
in [100]. A deep hierarchical representation of the training data can be extracted by DBNs.
DBNs consist of visible layers vector x and the ℓ hidden layers hk. Each neuron on the layers
is fully connected to all the neurons on the next layer. Through an unsupervised algorithm,
the learned weights which are better than random initialization weights are used to initialize
a multi-layer neural network and then adjusted to the current task through supervised infor-
mation for classification. The model of the joint distribution between visible vector x and
hidden layers hk can be expressed:














where x is denoted as h0. P
(
hk | hk+1) is the conditional distribution about the visible u-





distribution over the visible units and hidden units on the top-level RBM. A schematic rep-
resentation can be found in Fig. 1.3.
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Fig. 1.3 The schematic representation of DBN. It is just an example about DBN structure.
In practice, the number of units on each hidden layer is flexible.
The capability of “learning features” in a “layer-by-layer” manner is the greatest advan-
tage of DBNs. From the previous layers, the higher-level features can be learned. These
features are believed to be more complicated and can better reflect the information which
is contained in the structures of input data. Another advantage of DBNs is that it learns the
generative model without imposing subjective selection of filters. Factored RBM is able
to learn the filters while learning the feature activities in an unsupervised learning man-
ner. It solves the concern of the legality of the selected filters. Meanwhile, it shows the
biological implementation of visual cortex, namely, the receptive fields for cells in the pri-
mary visual cortex. However, a well-performing DBN requires a lot of empirically decided
hyper-parameter settings, e.g., learning rate, momentum, weight cost number of epochs and
number of layers. Inadequate selection of hyper-parameters will result in over-fitting and
blow up DBNs. The property of DBNs that is sensitive to the empirically selected parame-
ters has also been proved in our experiments. An improper set of hyper-parameters results
in a huge difference from the best performance. To some extent, this disadvantage compro-
mises the potential of DBNs.
DBNs have been applied for generating and recognizing images [14], video sequences
[242], motion-capture data [249] and natural language understanding [207].
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Fig. 1.4 The figure of Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoders includes unsupervised pre-training
steps and supervised fine-tuning steps. Through performing gradient descent on a super-
vised cost, the parameters are fine-tuned to minimize the error with the supervised target.
1.4.2 Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoders
The second model is Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoders (SDAE) [257] which is an extension
of Stacked auto-encoder [145]. This model has something in common with DBNs: they
have two steps in the training procedure. One is unsupervised pre-training and the other
is fine-tuning. SDAE also uses the greedy principle, but stacks denoising auto-encoders
to initialize the deep network. An auto-encoder contains an encoder h(·) and a decoder
g(·). Therefore, the reconstruction of the input x can be expressed as Re(x) = g(h(x)). The
reconstruction accuracy is able to be obtained from minimizing the average reconstruction
error loss(x,Re(x)). The figure of Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoders is shown in Fig. 1.4.
SDAE makes use of different kinds of encoders to transform the input data, which can
preserve a maximization of the mutual information between the original and the encoded
information. Meanwhile, it utilizes a noise criterion for minimizing the transformation error.
We mentioned that DBNs and SDAE have something in common: they have two steps in
the training procedure - one is unsupervised pre-training and the other is fine-tuning. The
advantage of using auto-encoders as unsupervised building block of the deep architecture
is that the training criterion is continuous in the parameters, almost any parametrization of
the layers is possible [13]. However, in SDAE, training with gradient descent is slow and
hard to parallelize. The optimization of SDAE is inherently non-convex and dependent on
its initialization. Besides, since SDAE does not correspond to a generative model, unlike
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Fig. 1.5 The classical schematic representation of CNN. It includes input layer, convolu-
tional layers, max-pooling layers and output layer. Fully connected part is also presented in
this figure.
DBNs which is with generative models, samples cannot be drawn to qualitatively check
what are learned.
SDAE is currently applied to many areas such as domain adaptation [80], images clas-
sification [275] and text analysis [264].
1.4.3 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [149] obtained much success in many image pro-
cessing tasks in past years. A BP-trained CNN [148] set a new MNIST record of 0.39%
[198] with no unsupervised pre-training. In 2012, GPU-implementation CNN achieved the
best results on ImageNet classification benchmark [136]. CNNs consist of one image pro-
cessing layer, one or more convolutional layers and max-pooling layers and one classifica-
tion layer. A classical schematic representation of CNNs can be found in Fig. 1.5. Accord-











(t fn − y fn)2, (1.1)
where t fn is the value of the n-th dimension about f -th patten’s corresponding label, and y
f
n
is the n-th output layer unit related to f -th input patten.
The major advantage of CNNs is the use of shared weights. The same filter is utilized
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for pixels in the layer, which leads to the reduction of memory footprint and the improve-
ment of result performance. For image classification applications, CNNs utilize relatively
little pre-processing, which means that the networks in CNNs are responsible to learn the
filters. Another advantage of CNNs is that CNNs do not depend on human effort and prior
knowledge for designing features. Besides, compared to traditional neural networks, CNNs
are more robust towards variation of input features. The neurons in the hidden layers are
connected to the neurons which are in the same spatial area instead of being connected to
the nodes in previous layers. Furthermore, when calculating to higher layers, the resolution
of the image data will be reduced. However, besides a complex implementation, CNNs have
another significant disadvantage that they require very large training data and consume an
often impractical amount of time to learn the parameters of the network, which always take
several days or weeks. Though the framework for accelerating training and classification
of CNNs on Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) has been implemented and performs nearly
hundreds of times faster than on the CPU, it is still not enough for real-world applications.
CNNs are considered as one of the most attractive supervised feature learning method-
s nowadays. CNNs have achieved superior performance for different tasks such as image
recognition [244], video analysis [122], Natural language processing [220] and drug dis-
covery [260]. Especially, CNNs based on GoogLeNet increased the MAP (Mean Average
precision) of object detection to 0.439 and reduced the classification error to 0.067 [244].
Both of the performances are the best results up to now.
1.4.4 Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks
Long short-term memory (LSTM) is the extension of recurrent neural network (RNN) ar-
chitecture which was first proposed in [104] for addressing the vanishing and exploding
gradient problems of conventional RNNs. Different from traditional RNNs, when there ex-
ist long time lags of unknown size among important events, an LSTM network can classify,
predict and process time series from experience. LSTM provides remedies for the RNN’s
weakness of exponential error decay through adding constant error carousel (CEC) which
allows for constant error signal propagation along with the time. Besides, the access to the
CEC can be controlled through taking advantages of multiplicative gates.
An LSTM architecture consists of an input layer, an output layer and a layer of memory
block cell assemblies. A classical schematic representation of standard LSTM architecture
is shown in Fig. 1.6. Fig. 1.6 shows that the memory block assemblies consist of many
separate layers: the input gate layer (ι), the memory cell layer (c), the forget gate layer (φ )
and the output gate layer (ω). The input layer projects all of the connections to each layer.
The memory cell layer projects all the connections to the output layer (θ ). A diagram of a
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Fig. 1.6 The standard LSTM architecture. The memory block assemblies contain input
gates, separate layers of memory cells, forget gates and output gates, in addition to the input
and output layers. Blue solid arrows show full all-to-all connectivity between units in one
layer. Blue dashed arrows mean connectivity between the units in the two layers which have
same index. The light gray bars denote gating relationships.
Fig. 1.7 A cross-section of an LSTM network, with a single memory block, and connections
from the input layer (bottom) to the output layer (top).
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single memory block which consists of four specialized neurons: a memory cell, an input
gate, a forget gate and an output gate can be found in Fig. 1.7. The memory cell and the
gates receive a connection from every neuron in the input layer. Through gated control, the
network can effectively maintain and make use of past observations. The mapping from
input sequences x = (x1, · · · ,xT ) to output sequences y = (y1, · · · ,yT ) can be computed by
the LSTM network through the network unit activations with the equations iteratively from
t = 1 to T [205]:
it = σ(Wixxt +Wimmt−1+Wicct−1+bi), (1.2)
ft = σ(Wf xxt +Wm f mt−1+Wc f ct−1+b f ), (1.3)
ct = ft ⊙ ct−1+ it ⊙g(Wcxxt +Wcmmt−1+bc), (1.4)
ot = σ(Woxxt +Wommt−1+Wocct +bo), (1.5)
mt = ot ⊙h(ct), (1.6)
yt =Wymmt +by, (1.7)
where the W terms denote weight matrices, the b terms denote bias vectors, σ is the logistic
sigmoid function. i, c, f and o represent the input gate, the cell activation vectors, the
forget gate and the output gate respectively. All of them have the same size with the cell
output activation vector m. h and g are the cell output and the cell input activation functions
respectively. ⊙ is the element-wise product for vectors.
LSTM can solve the vanishing gradient point problem in RNN. Meanwhile, LSTM has
the capability of bridging long time lags between inputs, which can remember inputs up to
1000 time steps in the past. This advantage makes LSTM learn long sequences with long
time lags. Besides, it appears that there is no need for parameter fine tuning in LSTM [104].
LSTM can work well over a broad range of parameters such as learning rate, input gate bias
and output gate bias. However, in LSTM, the explicit memory adds more weights to each
node, and all of these weighs have to be trained. This increases the dimensionality of the
task and potentially makes it harder to find an optimal solution.
Applications of LSTM include speech recognition [87], handwriting recognition [88]
and human action recognition [8]. Besides, LSTM is also applicable to robot localization
[70], online driver distraction detection [270] and many other tasks. Specially, LSTM RN-
N/HMM hybrids won the best known performance on medium-vocabulary [84] and large-
vocabulary speech recognition. Moreover, LSTM-based methods set benchmark records
in audio onset detection [173], prosody contour prediction [68] and text-to-speech synthe-
sis [63]. Note that different from DBNs, SDAE and CNNs, LSTM is a sequence learning
method which is hardly applied to image classification and object detection. Therefore, in
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our comparison experiments in Chapter 2, we only show the performance about LSTM on
a gesture recognition dataset (SKIG dataset) and an action recognition dataset (MSRDaily-
Activity3D dataset).
1.5 Datasets in Our Research
1.5.1 RGB-D Object Dataset
University of Washington and Intel Labs Settle released this large-scale RGB-D object
dataset on June 20, 2011 [144]. It contains 300 common household objects (i.e., apple,
banana, keyboard, potato, mushroom, bowl, coffee mug) which are classified into 51 cate-
gories. Each object in this dataset was recorded from multiple view angles with resolution
of 640×480 at 30 Hz, thus resulting in 153 video sequences (3 video sequences for each ob-
ject) and nearly 250,000 RGB-D images. Fig. 1.8 illustrates some selected objects from this
dataset as well as the examples of RGB-D images. Through WordNet hyponym/hypernym
relations, the objects are arranged in a hierarchical structure, which helps many possible
algorithms. Ground truth pose information and per-frame bounding boxes about all these
300 objects are offered in the dataset. On April 5, 2014, the RGB-D scenes dataset was
upgraded to v.2, adding 14 new scenes with the tabletop and furniture objects. This new
dataset further boosts the research on applications such as category recognition, instance
recognition, 3D scene labeling and object pose estimation [143] [20] [19].
To help researchers use this dataset, RGB-D object dataset provides code snippets and
software for RGB-D kernel descriptors, reading point clouds (MATLAB) and spinning im-
ages (MATLAB) on their website. The performance comparison of different methods tested
on this dataset is also reported on the web. RGB-D object dataset is the first large-scale
hierarchical multi-view RGB-D dataset, which immediately becomes popular for the eval-
uation of RGB-D data based methods including CNN-RNN [229], R2ICA [121], HMP-S
[21] and so on. Compared to other object based RGB-D datasets, RGB-D object dataset has
more categories, which is used in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 for object classifica-
tion, hyper-parameter optimization and domain adaptation. RGB-D object dataset can be
downloaded from their website9.
9http://rgbd-dataset.cs.washington.edu/.
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Fig. 1.8 Sample objects from the RGB-D object dataset (left), examples of RGB image and
depth image of an object (right top) and RGB-D scene images (right bot).
1.5.2 NYU Depth V1 and V2
Vision Learning Graphics (VLG) lab in New York University created the NYU Depth V1
for indoor-scene object segmentation in 2011. Compared to most works in which the scenes
are in a very limited domain [154], this dataset is collected from much wider domains (the
background is changing from one to another), facilitating multiple applications. It records
video sequences of a great diversity of indoor scenes [222], including a subset of densely
labeled video data, raw RGB images, depth images and accelerometer information. On
the website, users can find a toolbox for processing data, and suggested training/test splits.
Examples of RGB images, raw depth images and labeled images in the dataset are illustrated
in Fig. 1.9. Besides the raw depth images, this dataset also provides some pre-processed
images on which the black areas with missed depth values have been filled (see Fig. 1.10 for
an example). The sampling rate of the Kinect camera is varying from 20 frames per second
to 30 frames per second. As a result, there are 108,617 RGB-D images captured from 64
different indoor scenes, such as bedroom, bathroom and kitchen. Every 2 to 3 seconds,
frames extracted from the obtained video are processed with dense multi-class labeling.
This special subset contains 2347 unique labeled frames.
NYU Dataset V2 [185] is an extension of NYU Dataset V1 and was founded in 2012.
This new dataset includes approximately 408,000 RGB images and 1449 aligned RGB-D
images with detailed annotations from 464 indoor scenes across 26 scene classes. Obvious-
ly, the scale of this dataset is even larger and it is more diversified than NYU dataset V1. The
RGB-D images are collected from numerous buildings in three US cities. Meanwhile, this
dataset includes 894 different classes about 35,064 objects. Particularly, to identify multiple
instances of an object class in one scene, each instance in this scene is given a unique la-
bel. The representative research work using these two datasets as the benchmark for indoor
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segmentation and classification can be found in [215] [248] [247]. NYU Depth V1 and V2
are the first large-scale indoor-scene based RGB-D datasets, which are immediately consid-
ered as the benchmark for the evaluation of RGB-D scene data based methods [262] [124].
Compared to the RGB-D scene datasets which are created before low-cost RGB-D cameras
(e.g. Kinect) are invented, NYU Depth V1 and V2 have more categories and data, which can
help researchers explore more sophisticated algorithms. NYU Depth V1 and V2 are used in
Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, which can be downloaded from
their websites10.
Fig. 1.9 Selected examples of RGB images, raw depth images and class labeled images in
NYU dataset.
1.5.3 2D&3D object dataset
2D&3D object dataset includes 18 different categories (i.e., bottles, books, binders, coffee
pots, cans, dishes, cups, dish liquids, mice, monitors, pens, perforator, phone, knives, folks,
scissors, spoons and drink cartons) with each of them containing 3 to 14 objects resulting
in 162 objects. The views of object are recorded every 10 degrees along the vertical ax-
is. Therefore, there are totally 162× 36 = 5832 RGB images and 162× 36 = 5832 depth
10http://cs.nyu.edu/~silberman/datasets/nyu_depth_v1.html, http://cs.nyu.edu/
~silberman/datasets/nyu_depth_v2.html.
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Fig. 1.10 Output of the RGB camera (left), pre-processed depth image (mid) and class la-
beled image (right) from NYU Depth V1 and V2 dataset.
Fig. 1.11 Example images in the 2D&3D Object dataset, which contains 14 object classes
(binder, bottles, books, cans, coffee pots, dishes, cups, dish liquids, mice, scissors, pens,
monitors, drink cartons and silverware). There are totally 14 paired samples shown in this
figure. The Cropped RGB image is shown on the top and the corresponding depth image is
on the bottom.
images respectively. Example images from this dataset are given in Fig. 1.11. 2D&3D
object dataset is created in 2011 [26] and then widely used in many applications ranging
from robotics to computer vision [9] [21]. Compared to the RGB-D object datasets [179]
which are created by the past range sensors (e.g. Minolta Vivid 910), 2D&3D object dataset
has more categories and samples, which can help researchers better explore RGB-D data.
2D&3D object dataset is used in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, which can be downloaded from
their website11.
1.5.4 Sheffield Kinect Gesture Dataset (SKIG)
SKIG is a hand gesture dataset which was supported by the University of Sheffield since
2013. It is first introduced in [163] and applied to learn discriminative representations. This
dataset includes totally 2160 hand-gesture video sequences from six people, 1080 RGB se-
quences and 1080 depth sequences, respectively. In this dataset, there are 10 categories of
11http://www.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/research/dep.html.
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gestures: triangle (anti-clockwise), circle (clockwise), right and left, up and down, wave,
hand signal “Z”, comehere, cross, pat and turn around. All these sequences are extracted
through a Kinect sensor and the other two synchronized cameras. In order to increase the
variety of recorded sequences, subjects are asked to perform three kinds of hand postures:
fist, flat and index. Furthermore, three different backgrounds (i.e., wooden board, paper
with text and white plain paper) and two illumination conditions (light and dark) are used
in SKIG. Therefore, there are 360 different gesture sequences accompanied by hand move-
ment annotation for each subject. Fig. 1.12 shows some frames in this dataset. SKIG is
created after the creation of the RGB-D gesture dataset MSRGesture3D [140]. Many re-
searchers choose these two datasets as the benchmarks for the evaluation of RGB-D data
based methods [285] [292]. SKIG dataset is used in Chapter 2, which can be downloaded
from their website12.
Fig. 1.12 Sample frames from Sheffield Kinect gesture dataset and the descriptions of 10
different categories.
1.5.5 MSRDailyActivity3D Dataset
MSRDailyActivity3D dataset [265] is a daily activity dataset which contains 16 activity
types (e.g., drink, eat, play game). There are 10 subjects with each of them performs every
activity twice. one is in sitting position and the other is in standing position. Examples of
RGB images, raw depth images in this dataset are illustrated in Fig. 1.13. MSRDailyActiv-
ity3D is a popular dataset, which has over 700 citations till Aug 2017. Many researchers
choose MSRDailyActivity3D dataset as the benchmark for the evaluation of RGB-D data
based human activity analysis [192] [168]. MSRDailyActivity3D dataset is used in Chapter
2, which can be downloaded from their website13.
12http://lshao.staff.shef.ac.uk/data/SheffieldKinectGesture.htm.
13http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/zliu/actionrecorsrc/.
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Fig. 1.13 Selected examples of RGB images and raw depth images in MSRDailyActivity3D
dataset.
1.5.6 SUN RGB-D dataset
SUN RGB-D dataset [231] is captured by four different sensors (Asus Xtion, Intel Re-
alSense, Kinect v1 and Kinect v2) and contains 10,335 RGB-D images. These images are
organized into 19 scene categories such as bathroom, computer room and lecture theatre
with more than 80 images in each category. Fig. 1.14 shows some example images from
this dataset. Every shown scene is from one of the 19 scene categories. To the best of
our knowledge, compared to other RGB-D scene datasets, SUN RGB-D dataset has more
categories and samples, which makes it as the largest and most challenging RGB-D scene
dataset currently. SUN RGB-D dataset is used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, which can be
downloaded from their website14.
1.5.7 Caltech-256 dataset
Caltech-256 dataset [90] contains 256 object categories, for example, “calculator”, “ball”,
“coffee mug”, “cereal box”, “Flashlight”, “keyboard”, “mushroom”, “soda can”, “light bul-
b” and “tomato”. Each category has more than 80 images. It only contains color images.
Fig. 1.15 shows some example images from this dataset. Caltech-256 dataset is used in
Chapter 6 for the application of recognizing RGB information from RGB-D data, which
can share ten common categories with the RGB-D object dataset. Caltech-256 dataset can
14http://rgbd.cs.princeton.edu/.
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Fig. 1.14 Some example images from the SUN RGB-D dataset. It includes 19 scene cat-
egories (conference room, classroom, bookstore, printer room, corridor, dining room and
so on). Due to space limitation, we only show 5 paired scene samples in this figure. In
each pair, the RGB image is shown on the top and the corresponding depth image is on the
bottom.
Calculator Keyboard Tomato Mushroom Flashlight
Fig. 1.15 Selected examples of RGB images in Caltech-256 dataset.
be downloaded from their website15.
1.5.8 Scene-15 dataset
Scene-15 dataset [66] contains 15 scene categories, for example, “bedroom”, “kitchen”,
“living room”, “MIT street”, “office” and “MIT forest”. Each category has more than 150
images. It only contains color images. Fig. 1.16 shows some example images from this
dataset. Scene-15 dataset is used in Chapter 6 for the application of recognizing RGB
information from RGB-D data, which can share four common categories with the NYU
15http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/Caltech256/.
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Bedroom Kitchen Livingroom MITstreet Office
Fig. 1.16 Selected examples of RGB images in Scene-15 dataset.
Depth v1 dataset. Scene-15 dataset can be downloaded from the website16.
16http://www-cvr.ai.uiuc.edu/ponce_grp/data/.
Chapter 2
Classification Performance of Deep
Learning Models on RGB-D
Image/Video Datasets
2.1 Overview
Learning good feature representations from input data for high-level tasks receives much at-
tention in computer vision, robotics and medical imaging [152, 155, 272, 277]. Image/video
classification is a classic and challenging high-level task, which has many practical ap-
plications, such as robotic vision [4], image annotation [184, 216] and video surveillance
[126, 258]. The objective is to predict the labels of new coming images/videos. Though
RGB image/video classification has been studied for many years, it still faces a lot of chal-
lenges, such as complicated background, illuminance change and occlusion. With the inven-
tion of the low-cost Microsoft Kinect sensor, it opens a new dimension (i.e., depth data) to
overcome the above challenges. Compared to RGB images, depth images are robust to the
variations in color, illumination, rotation angle and scale [51]. Moreover, Deep Neural Net-
works for high-level tasks obtain great success in recent years. Different from hand-crafted
feature representations such as SIFT [167], HOG [53] and STLPC [214], deep learned fea-
tures are automatically learned from the images or videos. These neural network models
improve the state-of-the-art performance on many important datasets (e.g., the ImageNet
dataset), and some of them even overcome human performance [261]. Combining the ad-
vantages of RGB-D images and Deep Neural Networks, many researchers are making great
efforts to design more sophisticated algorithms. However, no single existing approach can
successfully handle all scenarios. Therefore, it is important to comprehensively evaluate the
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deep feature learning algorithms for image/video classification on popular RGB-D datasets.
We believe that this chapter will provide insights and a deeper understanding of different
deep learning algorithms for RGB-D feature extraction and fusion.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we give the literature
review of this chapter. In Section 2.3, we present the data pre-processing techniques on
deep learned features. Section 2.4 describes experimental analysis, results and some tricks
on our selected RGB-D datasets. Finally, we draw the summary in Section 2.5.
2.2 Literature Review
2.2.1 Related work to RGB-D information
In the past decades, since RGB images usually provide the limited appearance information
of the objects in different scenes, it is extremely difficult to solve certain challenges such as
the partition of the foreground and background which have the similar colors and textures.
Besides that, the object appearance described by RGB images is sensitive to common vari-
ations, such as illuminance change, which significantly impedes the usage of RGB based
vision algorithms in realistic situations. Complementary to the RGB images, depth infor-
mation for each pixel can help to better perceive the scene. RGB-D images/videos provide
richer information, leading to more accurate and robust performance on vision applications.
The depth images/videos are generated by a depth sensor. The research of computer
vision algorithms based on RGB-D data has attracted a lot of attention in the last few years.
Bo et al. [21] presented a hierarchical matching pursuit (HMP) based on sparse coding
to learn new feature representations from RGD-D images in an unsupervised way. Tang
et al. [246] designed a new feature called histogram of oriented normal vectors (HONV)
to capture local 3-D geometric characteristics for object recognition on depth images. In
[18], Blum et al. presented an algorithm that can automatically learn feature responses
from the image, and the new feature descriptor encodes all available color and depth data
into a concise representation. Spinello et al. introduced an RGB-D based people detection
approach which combines a local depth-change detector employing HOD and RGB data
HOG to detect the people from the RGB-D data in [235] and [236]. In [61], Endres et al.
introduced an approach which describes a volumetric voxel representation [273] through
optimizing the 3D pose graph using the g2o [139] framework which can directly be used
for robot localization, path planning and navigation [106]. More papers on combining color
and depth channels from multiple scenes using RGB-D perception can be found in [250],
[219], [158].
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2.2.2 Related work to deep learning methods
According to our evaluation, we select four representative deep learning methods including
DBNs, SDAE, CNNs and LSTM for our experiments which have been introduced in detail
in Chapter 1. These methods have been widely applied in numerous contests in pattern
recognition and machine learning. DBN is fine-tuned by backpropagation (BP) without
any training pattern deformations which receives much success with 1.2% error rate on
the MNIST handwritten digits [101]. Meanwhile, it achieved a good result with an error
rate of 26.7% on phoneme recognition on the TIMIT core test set [182]. SDAE was first
introduced in [257] as an extension of Stacked auto-encoder (SAE) [145]. BP-trained CNNs
[148] achieved a new MNIST record of 0.39% [198]. In 2012, GPU-implemented CNNs
achieved the best results on the ImageNet classification benchmark [136]. LSTM won the
ICDAR handwriting competition in 2009 and achieved the record of 17.7% phoneme error
rate on TIMIT natural speech dataset in 2013. More relevant work and history on these four
deep learning methods can be found in [209].
Currently, aiming to obtain more robust features from RGB and depth images/videos,
various algorithms based on Deep Neural Networks have been proposed. R. Socher et al.
presented convolutional and recursive neural networks (CNN-RNN) [229] to obtain higher
order features. In CNN-RNN, CNN layers firstly learn low-level translationally invariant
features, and then these features are given as inputs into multiple, fixed-tree RNNs. Bai et
al. proposed subset based sparse auto-encoder and recursive neural networks (Sub-SAE-
RNNs) [9] which first train the RGB-Subset-Sparse auto-encoder and the Depth-Subset-
Sparse auto-encoder to extract features from RGB images and depth images separately for
each subset. These learned features are then transmitted to RNNs to reduce the dimension-
ality and learn robust hierarchical feature representations. In order to combine hand-crafted
features and machine learned features, Jin et al. used Locality-constrained Linear Coding
(LLC) based spatial pyramid matching to extract hand-crafted features and the CNNs for
the machine learned representation [124]. This new feature representation method can ob-
tain the advantages of deep learned features and hand-crafted features. From these above
successful methods, we can observe that they are all the extensions of our selected methods
(CNNs, DBNs, SDAE or LSTM). Therefore, it is important to explore the performance of
our selected methods on different kinds of RGB-D datasets.
Aiming to make a comprehensive performance evaluation, we collect five representative
datasets including two RGB-D object datasets [26, 144], an RGB-D scene dataset [223], an
RGB-D gesture dataset [163] and an RGB-D activity dataset [265] which can be divided
into four categories: object classification, scene classification, gesture classification and ac-
tion classification. This is the first work to comprehensively focus on the performance of
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deep learning methods on popular RGB-D datasets. In our experiments, in order to make
the comparison of CNNs, DBNs, SDAE and LSTM under a fair environment, we consider
our experiment setting from three aspects: 1) No other pre-training data are included. For
example, the pre-trained CNNs model through abundant RGB data can help performance
improvement of the RGB-D datasets after the RGB data and HHA-coding depth data fine-
tuning. However, not all of our selected four deep learning methods can use other RGB data
for pre-training. Therefore, we do not use extra data for pre-training. 2) No other RGB-D
coding methods are included. Some particular RGB-D coding methods may not be suitable
for other three kinds of deep learned features. Therefore, the design of our experiments
is in a traditional way for providing insights and a deeper understanding of different deep
learning algorithms for RGB-D feature extraction and fusion. 3) The fixed time for hyper-
parameter adjustment. Different hyper-parameters result in much different performances.
For a fair comparison, we take almost the same time to adjust hyper-parameters. The de-
sign of our experiments is introduced in detail in Section 2.4. In addition, besides results
of the classification accuracies, our evaluation also provides a detailed analysis including
confusion matrices and error analysis. Some tricks about adjusting hyper-parameters that
we observed during our experiments are also given in this chapter.
2.3 Data Preprocessing on Deep Learned Features
Data preprocessing is an important part of the procedure of learning deep features. In prac-
tice, through a reasonable choice of preprocessing steps, it will result in a better performance
according to the related task. Common preprocessing methods include normalization and
PCA/ZCA whitening. Generally, one without much working experience about the deep
learning algorithms will find it hard to adjust the parameters for raw data. When the data is
processed in a small regular range, tuning parameters will become easier [48]. However, in
the whole process of our experiments, we find that not every dataset is suitable to be either
normalized or whitened. Therefore, we will have a test on the dataset and then choose the
preprocessing steps according to the situations. Additionally, before we test the algorithms
on the datasets, we will first observe properties of the data itself to gain more information
which will help us to save more time.
2.3.1 Normalization
General normalization approaches include simple rescaling, per-example mean subtraction
and feature standardization. The choice of these methods mainly depends on the data. In our
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experiments, since feature standardization is able to set every dimension of raw data to have
unit-variance and zero-mean, at the same time, deep features will work with the linear SVM
classifier, we choose feature standardization to normalize our data. Therefore, our data is
normalized through first subtracting the mean of each dimension from each dimension and
then dividing it by its standard deviation.
2.3.2 PCA/ZCA Whitening
Following the step of feature standardization, we apply PCA/ZCA whitening to the entire
dataset [117]. This is commonly used in deep learning tasks (e.g., [135]). Whitening cannot
only make the deep learning algorithm work better but also speed up the convergence of the
algorithm. However, in our experiments, for SDAE and DBNs, the results after whitening
did not show an obvious improvement. To make the experiments under a fair environment,
as long as whitening does not lead to a worse result, we choose to do ZCA whitening to the
normalized data. Since we transfer RGB images to grey-scale images to make the data have
the stationary property in our experiments and the data has been scaled into a reasonable
range, the value of epsilon in ZCA whitening is set large (0.1) for low-pass filtering. More
details about PCA/ZCA whitening can be found in [117].
2.4 Experiments on Deep Learning Models
In this section, we evaluate four deep feature learning algorithms (DBNs, CNNs, SDAE
and LSTM) on three popular image recognition datasets and two video recognition datasets
including 2D&3D object dataset [26], RGB-D object dataset [144], NYU Depth v1 indoor
scene segmentation dataset [223], Sheffield Kinect Gesture dataset (SKIG) [163] and MSR-
DailyActivity3D dataset [265]. Note that in our experiments, we only show the performance
about LSTM on SKIG dataset and MSRDailyActivity3D dataset. In all of these five dataset-
s, we follow the standard setting procedures according to the authors of their respective
datasets. Over all of the datasets, we process raw RGB images into grey-scale images and
choose the first channel of the depth images as training and test data. According to DBNs,
CNNs, SDAE and LSTM, after weights are learned in the deep neural networks, we are able
to extract the image or video features from the preprocessed images/videos. Then a linear
SVM classifier is trained and tested on the related test sets. To make the results compre-
hensive, we compare the final results computed on deep features from RGB data only, deep
features from depth data only, RGB-D features concatenation and deep features from RGB-
D fusion. In RGB-D features concatenation experiments, we concatenate the feature vectors
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which are extracted from RGB data and depth data respectively into new vectors. Different
from concatenation experiments, according to RGB-D fusion experiments, we firstly con-
catenate RGB images/frames and relative depth images/frames together, and then extract
features from deep learning models. Illustration about these two experimental procedures
is shown in Fig. 2.1. Detailed experimental settings, some important parameters, tricks and
experiences about adjusting hyper-parameters are shown in the following subsections. Al-
l experiments are performed using Matlab 2013b and C++ on a server configured with a
16-core processor and 500G of RAM running the Linux OS.
(a) RGB-D features concatenation (b) Deep features from RGB-D fusion
Fig. 2.1 Illustration about two experimental procedures used in our evaluation work.
2.4.1 2D&3D Object Dataset
We evaluate deep feature learning for object category recognition on the 2D&3D object
dataset. For the consistency with the setup in [26], since the low number of examples of
classes perforator and phone, our experiments do not include them. Meanwhile, knives,
forks and spoons are combined into one category ‘silverware’. We choose 6 objects per
category for training, and the left are used for testing. If the number of objects in a category
is less than 6 (e.g., scissors), 2 objects are added into the test. Since images are cropped
in different sizes, we resize each image into 56× 56 pixels. We give the final comparison
results between neural-network classifier and SVM in Table 2.1.
The hyper-parameters of the DBNs, SDAE and CNNs models are described in Ta-
ble. 2.2, Table. 2.3 and Table. 2.4. Fig. 2.2 shows confusion matrixes about our three deep
learning models across 14 classes on the 2D&3D dataset.
From the comparison results of our experiments about three selected deep learning mod-
els on 2D&3D dataset in Table. 2.1, it can be seen that the accuracy of RGB, depth and
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Table 2.1 The final comparison results between neural-network classifier and SVM on the
2D&3D object dataset. The second, fourth and seventh columns are the results of RGB test
images, depth test images and RGB-D fusion test images on the neural-network classifier
separately. The third, fifth, sixth and eighth columns are the results of RGB test images,















DBNs 72.1 74.5 75.7 78.6 82.3 78.3 79.1
CNNs 77.3 79.1 81.0 83.5 83.6 82.7 84.6
SDAE 73.0 74.5 74.2 75.6 79.3 77.6 78.4
Table 2.2 Hyper-parameters about DBNs experiments on the 2D&3D dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 3 3 2
Units for each layer 100/100/100 100/100/100 100/100
Unsupervised learning rate 0.1 0.1 0.1
Supervised learning rate 0.009 0.009 0.008
Number of unsupervised epochs 13 13 13
Number of supervised epochs 17 30 24
RGB-D fusion results through SVM outperforms that through the neural-network classifi-
er. In each deep learning method, accuracies of RGB-D concatenation through SVM and
RGB-D fusion features through SVM are higher than deep features from RGB data only
and deep features from depth data only. In these three methods (DBNs, CNNs and SDAE),
CNNs obtain the highest performance (84.6). From the comparison of three confusion ma-
trixes in Fig. 2.2, we can see that our three deep learning models all have the lowest error
rates in bottles, cans, coffee pots and cups. Binders, books, pens and scissors have higher
error rates. The main reason is that binders and books are similar in shape and color. Pens,
Table 2.3 Hyper-parameters about SDAE experiments on the 2D&3D dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 2 2 2
Units for each layer 100/100 100/100 100/200
Unsupervised learning rate 0.1 0.1 0.1
Supervised learning rate 0.1 0.1 0.1
Number of unsupervised epochs 10 10 15
Number of supervised epochs 10 10 30
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Table 2.4 Hyper-parameters about CNNs experiments on the 2D&3D dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of convolution layers 2 2 2
Number of sub-sampling layers 2 2 2
Kernel size 5 5 5
Learning rate 0.1 0.06 0.1
Number of epochs 30 60 30
Fig. 2.2 Confusion matrixes about three deep learning models on the 2D&3D dataset. The
labels on the horizontal axis denote the predicted classes. The labels on the vertical axis
express the true classes.
scissors and silverware are similar in shape. It is worth to note that the error rates of binders
and books in SDAE and DBNs are much lower than that of binders and books in CNNs,
and the error rates of pens and scissors in SDAE and DBNs are much higher than that of
pens and scissors in CNNs. The error rates of other categories are approximately similar.
This interesting phenomenon may be due to the principle of the three different deep learning
methods. In addition, it proves that in general SDAE and DBNs are more in common than
CNNs.
2.4.2 Object RGB-D Dataset
We test these deep learning algorithms on the second dataset called RGB-D object dataset.
Following the setup in [144], we choose to run category recognition experiments by ran-
domly leaving one object out from each category for testing and train the classifiers on
the remaining objects. Each image in object RGB-D dataset is resized into 56× 56 pixels
for consistency with the 2D&3D dataset. Table 2.5 summarizes the comparison between
neural-network classifier and SVM.
The hyper-parameters of three deep learning models DBNs, SDAE and CNNs are shown
in Table 2.6, Table 2.7 and Table 2.8.
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Fig. 2.3 Confusion matrix about CNNs on Object RGB-D Dataset. The labels on the ver-
tical axis express the true classes and the labels on the horizontal axis denote the predicted
classes.
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Table 2.5 The final comparison results between neural-network classifier and SVM on Ob-
ject RGB-D dataset. The second, fourth and seventh columns are the results of RGB test
images, depth test images and RGB-D fusion test images on the neural-network classifier
separately. The third, fifth, sixth and eighth columns are the results of RGB test images,















DBNs 80.9 81.6 75.1 78.6 84.3 82.4 83.7
CNNs 82.4 82.5 75.5 78.9 83.4 83.2 84.8
SDAE 81.4 82.0 71.9 73.7 82.3 82.6 84.2
Table 2.6 Hyper-parameters about DBNs experiments on Object RGB-D dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 3 3 3
Units for each layer 110/100/20 110/100/20 110/100/20
Unsupervised learning rate 0.1 0.1 0.1
Supervised learning rate 0.009 0.009 0.009
Number of unsupervised epochs 13 13 13
Number of supervised epochs 8 10 22
As we can see from Table 2.5, CNNs outperform DBNs and SDAE by 0.5% and 0.3%.
Due to the limitation of space, we only give the confusion matrix of the best performance
(CNNs RGB-D fusion) in our experiments. Fig. 2.3 shows the confusion matrix about CNNs
across 51 classes over object RGB-D dataset.
Table 2.7 Hyper-parameters about SDAE experiments on Object RGB-D dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 2 2 2
Units for each layer 100/100 130/100 110/200
Unsupervised learning rate 0.1 0.1 0.1
Supervised learning rate 0.1 0.08 0.05
Number of unsupervised epochs 10 15 15
Number of supervised epochs 15 30 30
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Table 2.8 Hyper-parameters about CNNs experiments on Object RGB-D dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of convolution layers 2 2 2
Number of sub-sampling layers 2 2 2
Kernel size 5 5 5
Learning rate 0.1 0.06 0.03
Number of epochs 30 60 80
2.4.3 NYU Depth v1
Besides image object classification, we also evaluate these three deep feature learning mod-
els on indoor scene classification. NYU Depth v1 dataset consists of 7 different kinds of
scene classes totally containing 2347 labeled frames. Since the standard classification pro-
tocol removes scene ‘cafe’ from the dataset, we use the remaining 6 different scenes. It is
worth noting that since there are so many objects in one scene and the correlation between
images in one scene is low, it makes NYU Depth v1 a very challenging dataset. The baseline
when only using RGB images is 55% [223]. Table 2.9 shows the performance comparison
between neural-network classifier and SVM on this dataset.
Table 2.9 The performance comparison results between neural-network classifier and SVM
on NYU Depth v1 dataset. The second, fourth and seventh columns are the results of RGB
test images, depth test images and RGB-D fusion test images on the neural-network classi-
fier separately. The third, fifth, sixth and eighth columns are the results of RGB test images,















DBNs 62.4 66.7 57.3 60.8 68.3 65.5 70.5
CNNs 68.4 69.5 56.5 56.9 70.4 70.1 71.8
SDAE 65.2 68.4 51.5 55.0 70.3 69.6 71.1
The hyper-parameters of DBNs, SDAE and CNNs can be found in Table 2.10, Table 2.11
and Table 2.12. Fig. 2.4 shows confusion matrixes about our three deep learning models
across 6 classes over NYU Depth v1 dataset.
As we have mentioned above, NYU depth v1 dataset is very challenging. Therefore,
in our three deep learning methods, CNNs achieve the best performance which is only
71.8%. Different from 2D&3D object dataset and object RGB-D dataset, RGB-D fusion
through SVM always obtains the higher recognition accuracy (70.5% DBNs, 71.8% CNNs
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Fig. 2.4 Confusion matrixes about three deep learning models on NYU Depth v1 dataset.
The labels on the horizontal axis denote the predicted classes. The labels on the vertical axis
express the true classes.
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Table 2.10 Hyper-parameters about DBNs experiments on NYU Depth v1 dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 3 3 3
Units for each layer 120/100/80 120/100/80 110/100/100
Unsupervised learning rate 0.06 0.04 0.1
Supervised learning rate 0.006 0.008 0.008
Number of unsupervised epochs 3 3 3
Number of supervised epochs 35 45 22
Table 2.11 Hyper-parameters about SDAE experiments on NYU Depth v1 dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 3 3 3
Units for each layer 120/100/80 120/100/60 130/200/120
Unsupervised learning rate 0.01 0.01 0.01
Supervised learning rate 0.1 0.1 0.1
Number of unsupervised epochs 15 15 15
Number of supervised epochs 30 35 50
and 71.1% SDAE) compared to RGB-D concatenation (SVM) and RGB-D fusion. It may
be because the scene images from NYU depth v1 dataset contain many irregular objects
which seem much more complicated than the object images from the previous two datasets.
From the confusion matrixes about these three deep learning methods, to a great extent, it
can be seen that the distribution of error rates is similar.
2.4.4 Sheffield Kinect Gesture (SKIG) Dataset
We also evaluate these four deep feature learning algorithms on video classification dataset-
s. SKIG is a hand gesture dataset which contains 10 categories of hand gestures with 2160
hand gesture video sequences from six people, including 1080 RGB sequences and 1080
depth sequences respectively. In our experiments, since it has been proved that 5∼7 frames
Table 2.12 Hyper-parameters about CNNs experiments on NYU Depth v1 dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of convolution layers 2 2 2
Number of sub-sampling layers 2 2 2
Kernel size 8 8 8
Learning rate 0.008 0.008 0.004
Number of epochs 50 45 80
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(0.3∼0.5 seconds of video) are enough to have the similar performance with the one obtain-
able with the entire video sequence [208]. Therefore, each video sequence is resized into
64× 48× 13. Following the experimental setting in [163], we choose four objects as the
training set and test on the remaining data. Table 2.13 shows the performance comparison
between neural-network classifier and SVM on SKIG dataset. Additionally, since 3D-CNNs
gain much success in video data classification, we use 3D-CNNs instead of 2D-CNNs in our
experiments.
Table 2.13 The performance comparison results between neural-network classifier and SVM
on SKIG dataset. The second, fourth and seventh columns are the results of RGB test
videos, depth test videos and RGB-D fusion test videos on the neural-network classifier
separately. The third, fifth, sixth and eighth columns are the results of RGB test videos,















DBNs 78.3 83.1 68.9 73.8 84.7 81.5 85.9
3D-CNNs 87.2 91.3 77.5 82.2 92.6 88.1 93.3
SDAE 78.9 79.1 74.4 78.9 81.1 78.3 83.3
LSTM 82.6 83.1 75.7 77.5 87.2 86.7 91.3
The hyper-parameters of DBNs, SDAE, 3D-CNNs and LSTM can be found in Ta-
ble 2.14, Table 2.15, Table 2.16 and Table 2.17.
Table 2.14 Hyper-parameters about DBNs experiments on SKIG dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 3 3 3
Units for each layer 120/100/100 120/100/100 110/100/100
Unsupervised learning rate 0.1 0.1 0.1
Supervised learning rate 0.01 0.009 0.006
Number of unsupervised epochs 3 3 3
Number of supervised epochs 30 40 55
To get better results in the 3D-CNNs model, we decay the learning rate a half in each
epoch.
Fig. 2.5 shows confusion matrixes about our four deep learning models across 10 classes
on the SKIG dataset.
From the comparison of these four deep learning models in Table 2.13, we can see
that 3D-CNNs achieve the best performance among four - 93.3%. It may be because that
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(d) DBN (e) LSTM
Fig. 2.5 Confusion matrixes about four deep learning models on SKIG dataset. The labels
on the horizontal axis denote the predicted classes. The labels on the vertical axis express
the true classes. From left to right in order, (a) SDAE, (b) 3DCNNs, (c) DBN, (d) LSTM.
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Table 2.15 Hyper-parameters about SDAE experiments on SKIG dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 2 2 2
Units for each layer 100/80 100/85 100/100
Unsupervised learning rate 0.01 0.01 0.01
Supervised learning rate 0.01 0.015 0.01
Number of unsupervised epochs 12 15 30
Number of supervised epochs 1200 500 500
Table 2.16 Hyper-parameters about 3D-CNNs experiments on SKIG dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of convolution layers 2 2 2
Number of sub-sampling layers 2 2 2
First Kernel size 7×7×7 7×7×7 7×7×7
Second Kernel size 7×7×5 7×7×5 7×7×5
Initial Learning rate 0.0005 0.0005 0.0004
Number of epochs 40 45 60
3D-CNNs consider the more temporal correlation between video frames [122]. Sequence
learning method LSTM with raw pixel features achieves 91.3% on the SKIG dataset, which
is better than the performances of DBN and SDAE. It is reasonable because LSTM can
learn from experience to classify, process and predict time series. Overall, we obtain high
accuracies in this dataset. The main reason is that the ten categories in SKIG dataset can be
classified easily. Each category is much different from other categories, and every test video
in one category is similar to other test videos in the same category. Therefore, in terms of
SKIG dataset, inter-class distance is big and intra-class distance is small. The analysis above
suggests that deep learning will produce a good performance with less training samples if
the experimental dataset is not challenging.
Table 2.17 Hyper-parameters about LSTM experiments on SKIG dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Memory blocks 50 50 60
Output neurons 10 10 10
Learning rate 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Number of epochs 2000 2000 2500
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2.4.5 MSRDailyActivity3D Dataset
The last dataset which we test on is MSRDailyActivity3D dataset [265]. We do the same
preprocessing procedure like SKIG and resize each sequence to 64×48×13. Then subject
1 to subject 5 of “sitting on sofa” and subject 1 to subject 5 of “standing” in this dataset are
used as training set and the rest are used for evaluation. Table 2.18 shows the accuracies of
three deep learning methods.
Table 2.18 The performance comparison results between neural-network classifier and SVM
on MSRDailyActivity3D Dataset. The second, fourth and seventh columns are the results
of RGB test videos, depth test videos and RGB-D fusion test videos on the neural-network
classifier separately. The third, fifth, sixth and eighth columns are the results of RGB test















DBNs 51.9 62.5 50.6 53.1 66.3 65.0 68.1
3D-CNNs 50.5 65.6 47.3 58.2 61.3 61.3 68.9
SDAE 57.5 59.4 46.3 48.1 64.4 62.5 66.3
LSTM 49.4 64.4 46.3 57.5 63.1 60.0 68.1
The hyper-parameters of DBNs, SDAE, 3D-CNNs and LSTM are shown in Table 2.19,
Table 2.20, Table 2.21 and Table 2.22.
Table 2.19 Hyper-parameters about DBNs experiments on MSRDailyActivity3D Dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 3 3 3
Units for each layer 120/100/100 120/100/100 110/100/100
Unsupervised learning rate 0.1 0.1 0.1
Supervised learning rate 0.004 0.008 0.005
Number of unsupervised epochs 4 4 4
Number of supervised epochs 55 46 60
To get better results in the 3D-CNNs model, we use the same trick as in the experiments
of SKIG Dataset by decaying the learning rate a half in every epoch.
In our deep learning experiments on MSRDailyActivity3D dataset, 3D-CNNs achieve
a higher accuracy (68.9%) than DBNs (68.1%) and SDAE (66.3%). But compared to the
performance of SKIG dataset, we only obtain low accuracies. There are two main reasons.
First, it is a very challenging video dataset. According to this dataset, inter-class distance is
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(a) DBN (b) 3D-CNN
(d) SDAE (e) LSTM
Fig. 2.6 Confusion matrixes about four deep learning models on MSRDailyActivity3D
dataset. The labels on the vertical axis express the true classes and the labels on the hori-
zontal axis denote the predicted classes. From left to right in order, (a) DBN, (b) 3D-CNNs,
(c) SDAE, (d) LSTM.
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Table 2.20 Hyper-parameters about SDAE experiments on MSRDailyActivity3D Dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of hidden layers 2 2 2
Units for each layer 110/80 110/85 100/100
Unsupervised learning rate 0.01 0.01 0.01
Supervised learning rate 0.01 0.015 0.01
Number of unsupervised epochs 15 20 33
Number of supervised epochs 1000 800 800
Table 2.21 Hyper-parameters about 3D-CNNs experiments on MSRDailyActivity3D
Dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Number of convolution layers 2 2 2
Number of sub-sampling layers 2 2 2
First Kernel size 7×7×7 7×7×7 7×7×7
Second Kernel size 7×7×5 7×7×5 7×7×5
Initial Learning rate 0.0003 0.0005 0.0004
Number of epochs 50 45 60
small and intra-class distance is big. Second, there are no enough training samples for deep
learning models. Therefore, it can be seen that it will show a bad performance with less
training samples if the experimental dataset is very challenging. Fig. 2.6 shows confusion
matrixes about our four deep learning models across 16 classes over MSRDailyActivity3D
dataset.
2.4.6 Tricks For Adjusting Hyper-parameters
Deep neural network learning involves many hyper-parameters to be tuned such as the learn-
ing rate, the momentum, the kernel size, the number of layers and the number of epochs. In
the process of adjusting hyper-parameters, inappropriate parameters may result in overfit-
ting or convergence to a locally optimal solution, so it requires a strong practical experience.
Table 2.22 Hyper-parameters about LSTM experiments on MSRDailyActivity3D dataset.
Selected hyper-parameters RGB Depth RGB-D fusion
Memory blocks 60 60 70
Output neurons 16 16 16
Learning rate 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Number of epochs 2000 2000 2500
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Therefore, many researchers who did not utilize neural networks in the past have the im-
pression of this tuning as a “black art”. It is true that experiences can help a lot, but the
research on hyper-parameter optimization moves towards a more fully automated fashion.
The widely used strategies on hyper-parameter optimization are grid search and manual
search. Bergstra and Bengio [15] first proposed the very simple alternative called “random
sampling” to standard methods which works very well. Meanwhile, it is easy to imple-
ment. Bergstra et al. then presented automatic sequential optimization which outperforms
both manual and random search in [16]. This work is successfully extended in [228] which
considers the hyper-parameters optimization problem through the framework of Bayesian
optimization. In this chapter, we give some tricks about how to choose hyper-parameters in
our experiments. It can help other researchers use deep neural networks.
During our experiments, we find that DBNs are more difficult than CNNs and SDAE
in hyper-parameter optimization. With inappropriate parameters, DBNs easily converge to
locally optimal solutions. According to DBNs, CNNs, SDAE and LSTM, the reconstruction
error always increases remarkably if the learning rate is too large. Therefore, we follow
the simplest solution and try several small log-spaced values (10−1,10−2, . . .) [99]. Then
we narrow the region and choose the value where we obtain the lowest error. During the
training, the learning rate is reduced half in each epoch prior to termination. The choice of
the number of hidden layers and units for each layer is very much dataset-dependent. From
most tasks that we worked on, it can be found that when the image size is small and training
samples are not a lot, it does not need a large number of hidden units and very deep hidden
layers in DBNs and SDAE. Therefore, we define the initial number of hidden layers as 2
and the initial units for each layer as 100. Then we keep fine-tuning the number of hidden
layers and the units manually till finding the ideal results. For CNNs, the kernel size of small
image datasets is usually in the 5×5 range. On the other hand, natural image datasets which
have more pixels in each dimension are better to use large kernel sizes such as 10× 10 or
15×15. In all of our experiments, we set momentum which is used for increasing the speed
of learning as 0.9. The number of unsupervised epochs and number of supervised epochs is
usually initialized as 10 and increased with the step 5 (10,15,20, . . .).
2.4.7 Overall Performance Analysis
Based on the experimental results reported and analyzed above, we also conduct a detailed
analysis of all the benchmarking deep learning models and RGB-D datasets. From the
comparison of selected deep learning models (DBNs, SDAE, LSTM and 2D, 3D-CNNs),
2D-CNNs for RGB-D images and 3D-CNNs for RGB-D videos always outperform DBNs,
SDAE and LSTM in classification tasks. LSTM shows advantages compared to DBNs and
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SDAE in RGB-D video classification tasks. The results of RGB-D concatenation (SVM)
and RGB-D fusion (SVM) are better than other methods. For a fair comparison, we take
almost the same time to adjust hyper-parameters. From the final performances of Table 2.1,
Table 2.5 and Table 2.9, we can find that the more challengeable the dataset is, the lower the
accuracy. In our RGB-D video experiments, the results in Table 2.13 reveal that it will also
show a great performance without lots of training samples when the experimental datasets
are simple. According to the results of our experiments, we can find that sometimes the
performance of the depth images is a little better than the performance of the RGB images
(Table 2.1). It may be due to the choice of the particular dataset. Compared to other se-
lected RGB-D datasets, 2D&3D object dataset is an object-centric dataset which has less
categories and samples. Particularly, since the scene-centric datasets such as NYU Depth
v1 have more objects in one image, which makes the RGB images variable, the appearance
and texture information from the RGB images play a more important role than the shape in-
formation from the depth images. Therefore, in the experiments of NYU Depth v1 dataset,
RGB images are more informative than depth images. On the other hand, in the compar-
ison between 2D&3D object dataset and Object RGB-D dataset, though both of these two
datasets are object-centric datasets, 2D&3D object dataset has much less categories and
samples (18 categories and 5832 RGB-D image pairs) than Object RGB-D dataset (51 cat-
egories and 45000 RGB-D image pairs). It makes the shapes of different categories show
larger discrimination among inter-class object images. For example, the categories (onion,
ball, apple and tomato) in Object RGB-D dataset will result in similar shapes. Less cate-
gories which have similar shapes in a classification task will result in a higher performance
of object depth images. Therefore, since 2D&3D object dataset has a small amount of im-
ages which results in the RGB image pairs are not variable and the depth image pairs have
larger discrimination in the shape, it is reasonable that the depth images have a better per-
formance than RGB images in this dataset. In addition, in our experiments, sometimes the
combination of RGB data and depth information does not show a significant improvement
than the utilization of only one of them. This is what we expect, the conclusion is that com-
bining both RGB and depth information gives higher overall performance regardless of the
choice of deep learning methods. The information complement each other. According to
some experimental results, using RGB data alone already gives a high accuracy. Therefore,
including depth information does not increase performance significantly. The scene image
classification task is much more challenging which results in the combination of RGB and
depth information improves the accuracy dramatically.
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we perform large-scale experiments to comprehensively evaluate the perfor-
mance of deep feature learning models for RGB-D image/video classification. Based on the
benchmark experiments, we give the overall performance analysis about our results and in-
troduce some tricks about adjusting hyper-parameters. We note that RGB-D fusion methods
using CNNs with numerous training samples always outperform our other selected methods
(DBNs, SDAE and LSTM). Since LSTM can learn from experience to classify, process and
predict time series, it achieved better performances than DBN and SDAE in video classi-
fication tasks. Moreover, this large-scale performance evaluation work facilitates a better





Following the work in Chapter 2, we observe that the performances of many machine learn-
ing methods vary significantly with different sets of hyper-parameters especially for com-
plex models, such as DBN, SDAE, CNNs and other deep learning models, which always
have tens to hundreds of hyper-parameters. Hyper-parameters such as learning rate, kernel
size, number of layers and number of epochs, which are generally set via trials, are differ-
ent from the parameters which are learned on data in a training procedure. The difference
between hyper-parameters and parameters can be found in Fig. 3.1. Adequate control of
hyper-parameters can prevent over-fitting which happens when the model is too flexible.
Since deep learning models involve many hyper-parameters to be tuned, which often results
in a huge difference between unoptimized and state-of-the-art performance, it is difficult to
reproduce and extend published results [47, 49, 196]. Therefore, choosing a proper set of
hyper-parameters is both crucial and difficult.
The rest of this chapter is organized in the following way. In Sect. 3.2, we show the
literature review. The motivation and contributions of this chapter are discussed in Sect.
3.3. In Sect. 3.4, we introduce the classification complexity measures which are used in our
methodology. In Sect. 3.5, we give a detailed introduction of our methodology including
a flow chart. Experimental setup and results on the verification details of our framework
and the relevant experimental result analysis are comprehensively presented in Sect. 3.6.
Finally, the scenario and summary of this work are given in Sect. 3.7 and 3.8.
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Fig. 3.1 The difference between hyper-parameters and parameters. The set of hyper-
parameters is manually adjusted. On the other hand, the parameters in the models are
learned in a training procedure.
3.2 Literature Review
Hyper-parameter optimization has not made great progress up till now. Previously, the only
available methods were Bayesian optimization [181], grid search [145] and random search
[15]. Bayesian optimization based on Gaussian process models is a methodology for the
global optimization of the unknown functions, which proves to outperform other global
hyper-parameter optimization methods in low-dimensional problems with numerical hyper-
parameters on a few challenging optimization benchmarks [25] [125]. Grid search is a
commonly used way in practice for hyper-parameter optimization, which is quite simple but
very expensive. It applies a grid on all hyper-parameter values and exhaustively searches
each block of the grid in a learning algorithm. Therefore, a strategy called manual grid
search, which first runs a small grid to observe the optimum point and then expands the grid
in that direction, is proposed in [145] [98]. Random search is a very simple alternative of
grid search, which is much more efficient than grid search for optimizing the parameters of
neural networks [15] and very easy to implement. It takes a fewer random sample points
on the grid instead of the points over the entire grid. Meanwhile, random search can be
improved into automatic sequential optimization [16]. Bergstra et al. show that random
search performs as well as grid search in high-dimensional spaces in [15].
Following the above works, an increasing number of more sophisticated tuning methods
have been proposed in recent years. Frank Hutter et al. proposed a sequential model-based
optimization method, which approximates the response surface through training a random
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forest of regression trees and offers principled approaches to weight the importance of each
dimension [113] [115] [237]. This method is proved to outperform Gaussian processes
for categorical hyper-parameters. Zheng and Bilenko present Nelder-Mead for improving
the efficiency of hyper-parameter search in supervised machine learning by minimizing the
number of re-sampled evaluations at each configuration [291]. This algorithm is easy to
be implemented and no less efficient than Bayesian optimization. Bardenet et al. pro-
posed a generic method called surrogate-based collaborative hyper-parameter tuning which
incorporates the knowledge from past experiments when simultaneously tuning a learning
algorithm on new problems [60]. Yang et al. introduced structured search which generalizes
the notion of independence among sparseness of the Hessian in nonlinear optimization, ran-
dom variables in statistics and the generalized distributive law [279]. In addition, there are
some released software packages for hyper-parameter optimization which are widely used
by many researchers, such as scikit-learn (Grid search and random search) [195], Spearmint
(Bayesian optimization using Gaussian processes) [228] and SMAC (Random forest tuning)
[114].
3.3 Motivation and Contributions
Motivation. Above mentioned hyper-parameters optimization methods have their limita-
tions. For example, the computational expense of grid search grows dramatically with the
number of hyper-parameters in the model, thus in general grid search is limited to few
hyper-parameters with no more than 10 which makes it difficult to evaluate some chal-
lenging benchmarks such as DBN and CNNs. Even though following method random
search which randomly chooses trials has been proved that it is more efficient and prac-
tical than grid search, it has to face the cumbersome step: how to choose the initial set
of trials from {P1,P2, · · · ,Pn}? Currently, the initial sets of all methods are randomly cho-
sen by researchers. If the initial set of hyper-parameters is far away from the optimal set,
the procedure of hyper-parameter optimization will become extremely inefficient. In [15],
Yoshua Bengio et al. propose that different datasets, tasks and learning algorithm families
result in different sets of hyper-parameters. Motivated by this, we assume that there should
be a relationship between the data distribution of datasets and hyper-parameters, then we
give a novel framework to assess our assumption. Results from three representative deep
learning models on six real-world datasets demonstrate that our assumption provides insight
into the relationship between dataset classification tasks and hyper-parameters optimization.
Through our framework, we can obtain an initial set of relative hyper-parameters, thus re-
ducing the number of trials in terms of hyper-parameter space {P1,P2, · · · ,Pn}.
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Contributions. Firstly, we propose a novel framework to assess the relationship between
dataset classification complexity measures and hyper-parameters optimization. Through
this framework, it can be available to choose the initial set of hyper-parameters for a random
classification task. To our best knowledge, it is the first work to optimize hyper-parameters
through the classification complexity concept. Secondly, a new method to search similar
classification complexity data distribution is presented in this chapter. This new method not
only bridges dataset classification complexity measures and hyper-parameters optimization
in deep learning models, but also can be widely used in optimization of general machine
learning models, effective prototype selection and classifier selection.
3.4 Classification Complexity Measures
The concept of dataset classification complexity measure is firstly proposed in [103], which
is immediately widely used in classifier selection [171], instance selection [156] and pro-
totype selection [183]. In our experiments, to verify the relationship between classification
complexity and hyper-parameters, we select 10 n-class complexity measures from [103] and
[183]. Some other complexity measures which are only defined for two-class discrimina-
tion in [103] are extended to n-class discrimination in [183]. Then we put these measures
into a 10-dimensional measurement space and represent each classification complexity by
points in this space. These measures are normalized as far as possible in the experiments
for comparability. Based on the literature of supervised and unsupervised learning, Ho and
Basu group classification complexity measures into three categories: measures of overlap,
measures of class separability and measures of geometry, and topology and density. These
selected measures are briefly described in the following subsections.
3.4.1 Measures of overlap
Generalized Fisher’s Discriminant Ratio (F1). The plain version of Fisher’s discriminant
ratio which is first proposed in [103] computes the two classes separability according to
feature distribution. It is then extended to n-class which also considers the whole space. It
measures the inter-class distances over the inner-class distances. It can be denoted as:
F1 =







where ni is the number of samples in class i, δ is the metric, m is the overall mean, xij
expresses the sample j of class i and mi is the mean of class i. The range of this measure is
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from 0 to +∞. If F1 is small, it means strong overlapping.
Volume of overlap region (F2). This measure is to find the maximum and minimum
values of each class for each feature and then compute the length of the overlap region. F2







where (ci,c j) are all pairs of classes and i = 1, . . . ,d for a d-dimensional problem. Then the
minimum and maximum values of each feature fk can be defined in class ci and class c j as
min( fk,ci), min( fk,c j), max( fk,ci) and max( fk,c j) respectively. Therefore, in Eq. (3.2), we
can let
MINmaxk = min{max( fk,ci),max( fk,c j)},
MAXmink = max{min( fk,ci),max( fk,c j)},
MAXmaxk = max{max( fk,ci),max( fk,c j)},
MINmink = min{min( fk,ci),min( fk,c j)}.
The range of F2 is 0 to 1. If values of F2 are small, it indicates small overlapping.
Feature efficiency (F3). This measure evaluates how much each feature contributes to
the classification of n-class. J. M. Sotoca et al. define it as the whole parts of points in the
overlap range of any features in all pairs of classes. The points which are in more than one
range are only counted one time. The joint contribution features are not included in this






Ph = {xi|xih ≤MAXminh or xih ≥MINmaxh}, (3.4)
where Ne is the number of examples in the dataset. xih is the h-th attribute value of the i-th
pattern xi. The value of F3 is from 0 to 1. Small value of F3 expresses a high overlap.
3.4.2 Measures of class separability
Minimized sum of error distance by linear programming (L1). The formulation of this
measure is proposed in [227] for solving both separable and nonseparable conditions. It can
be obtained through minimizing the sum of distances of the error points to the separating
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hyperplane,
minmize att
sub ject to Ztw+ t≥ b
t≥ 0,
(3.5)
where a, b are constant vectors which are both chosen as 1, t is the error vector. w is the
weight vector. Z is the matrix. Each column z on Z can be defined on an input vector x and
its class c (c1 or c2): z =+x if c = c1z =−x if c = c2 (3.6)
If L1 is small, it means dataset is linearly separable. The value of L1 is in the range [0,1].
Error rate of linear classifier by linear programming (L2). Considering the definition
of L1, measure L2 is expressed as the error rate of the linear classifier on the original training
set. The value of L2 is from 0 to 1. Small values in L2 mean that the dataset is linearly
separable.
Fraction of points on class boundary (N1). Through a class-blind Minimum Spanning
Tree (MST) connecting all the points to their nearest neighbors over the entire dataset, the
part of the points connected to other classes by an edge over all points in the dataset are
calculated as measure N1 (see Fig. 3.2). N1 is in the domain [0,1]. Large values calculated
by this measure indicate that the dataset is difficult for classification.
Ratio of average intra/inter class nearest neighbor distance (N2). After the computa-
tion of the Euclidean distance from each point to its nearest neighbor within or outside the
class, the measure N2 can be calculated as the ration of the average of all the distances to
intra-class nearest neighbors and the average of all the distance to inter-class nearest neigh-





where exi is each input class, intraDist(exi) is the distance of exi to its nearest neighbor
within the class and interDist(exi) is the distance of exi to nearest neighbor of any other
classes. The domain of N2 is from 0 to 1. Larger values mean that the samples in the same
class are disperse.
Error rate of 1 nearest neighbor classifier (N3). Measure N3 can be calculated by
means of the leave-one-out error of the nearest neighbor classifier. The range of N3 is from
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Fig. 3.2 Example of an MST. Bold lines connect instances which belong to different classes.
The sum of these connections is divided by the total number of instances and taken as N1.
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0 to 1. Low values indicate that the complexity of this classification problem is low.
3.4.3 Measures of geometry, topology and density
Nonlinearity of linear classifier by linear programming (L3). The measure on nonlinearity
is first proposed in [105]. According to a training set, L3 is defined through the creation of
a test set by linear interpolation between random pairs of points belonging to the same class
(see Fig. 3.3). The domain of L3 is from 0 to 1. If L3 is small, it indicates that the dataset is
not linearly separable.
Fig. 3.3 Example of an overlap region obtained by L3.
Nonlinearity of 1 nearest neighbor classifier (N4). N4 is defined in the same way with
L3, but considers classifier as the 1 nearest neighbor. N4 is in the range [0,1]. Contrary to
L3, low values of N4 indicate that the dataset is linearly separable.
ε-Neighborhoods (T1). Lebourgeois and Emptoz first propose the measure of T 1 in
[72]. In [103], a reflexive and symmetric binary relation R of two points x and y in a set
F is considered. R can be defined by xRy↔d(x,y)<ε , where d(x,y) is a matric and ε is
nonzero constant. Define Γ(x) = {y ∈ F | yRx}, the adherence mapping ad from the power
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setP(F) toP(F) can be expressed as:
ad(φ) = φ
ad({x}) = {x}∪Γ(x)
ad(A) = ∪x∈Aad({x}) ∀A⊂ F
(3.8)
Adherence subsets can be grown from a singleton:
{x} : {x}= ad0(x),
ad({x}) = ad1({x}), · · · ,
ad(adn({x})) = adn+1({x}),
(3.9)
where j can be called as the adherence order in ad j({x}). From a point of each class, one
can grow successive adherence subsets to the higher order n such that adn({x}) includes
only points of the same class but adn+1({x}) includes points of the opposite class. T 1 can
be obtained from the number of biggest adherence subsets needed to cover each class. Then
T 1 can be calculated through the normalization of the counted number with the total number
of points (see Fig. 3.4). The values of T 1 are in the range [0,1]. Small values of T 1 mean
that the samples in this dataset are easily separable. More details about T 1 can be found in
[72].
Density measure (T2). Measure T 2 relates the density of spatial distributions of samples
to the space through calculating the average number of instances of the dataset over the





where N is the average number of instances in the dataset and D is the number of feature
dimensions.
From the above 12 complexity measures for classification problem, since L3 cannot be
extended to a multi-classification problem and T 2 is not suitable to our framework, we select
10 (F1, F2, F3, L1, L2, N1, N2, N3, N4, T 1) of them to define our vector for assessing
complexity of a dataset classification problem. In this chapter, we consider each measure
as one feature in the complexity feature vector. In addition, the complexity feature vector is
always corresponding to one dataset. In total, we extract 10 dimensional features for each
classification problem. The depict of our complexity feature vector is shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.4 Example of adherence subsets required to describe the class boundary between two
classes.
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Fig. 3.5 The flow chart of the extraction procedure of our complexity feature vector. We use
the defined complexity measures to extract the complexity feature vectors.
3.5 Methodology
In this chapter, we intend to combine classification complexity measures and hyper-parameters
optimization to build an effective hyper-parameters selection framework. Our basic as-
sumption is that the selection of hyper-parameters may relate to classification complexity.
According to much experimental experience, we find that sometimes when a set of hyper-
parameters is manually adjusted and available for one classification task, it is also suitable
for another classification task. But sometimes the available set of hyper-parameters is in-
appropriate to other classification tasks. To verify our assumption and find the relationship
between classification tasks and hyper-parameters, we create the illustrated framework in
Fig. 3.6. As we can see from Fig. 3.6, the proposed hyper-parameters selection framework
mainly consists of two components: classification tasks manual adjustment procedure and
new classification task selection procedure. The classification tasks manual adjustment pro-
cedure is marked by blue arrows and new classification task selection procedure is marked
by red arrows. In the first component, it shows a lot of classification tasks {T1,T2, · · · ,Tn}
including object RGB/Depth image classification task, indoor scene RGB/Depth classifi-
cation task and so on. Then these tasks are put into complexity measure system and deep
learning models respectively. Through the complexity measure system, a complexity feature
vector set {V1,V2, · · · ,Vn} can be obtained. Each vector Vn is corresponding to a classifica-
tion task Tn. The hyper-parameters of deep learning models are manually adjusted. Each
set of hyper-parameters is collected into the hyper-parameter sets {P1,P2, · · · ,Pn}. In the
second component, the complexity feature vector Vnew of new classification task Tnew is
firstly obtained through complexity measure system. Via k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm,
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Fig. 3.6 The flow chart of the proposed framework. The framework intends to select the
optimal set of hyper-parameters for a new classification task (see text for more details).
the nearest vector Vm of Vnew can be selected from the complexity feature vector set, where
m ∈ {1, · · · ,n}. Then the corresponding hyper-parameter set Pm of Vm is chosen as initial
hyper-parameter set for Tnew. After fine-tuning through random search or other methods on
Pm, the optimal hyper-parameter set of Tnew can be acquired.
3.6 Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe the selected datasets, the verification details of our framework
and the relevant experimental results analysis.
3.6.1 Datasets
In this chapter, we systematically verify the relationship between classification complexity
and hyper-parameters in deep learning models on three popular RGB-D datasets including
2D&3D object dataset, RGB-D object dataset and NYU Depth v1 indoor scene dataset.
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Since each RGB-D dataset has one RGB dataset and one depth dataset, we actually carry
out our verification on six datasets.
2D&3D object dataset: For the consistency with the setup in [26], since the low number
of examples of classes perforator and phone, our experiments do not include them. Mean-
while, knives, folks and spoons are combined into one category ‘silverware’. We choose
6 objects per category for training, and the left are used for test. If the number of objects
in category is less than 6 (scissors), 2 objects are added into test. Since cropped images in
different sizes, we resize each image into 56×56 pixels.
RGB-D object dataset: Following the setup in [144], we choose to have category recog-
nition experiments with randomly sample one object from the categories for testing. Each
image in object RGB-D dataset is resized into 56×56 pixels.
NYU Depth v1 indoor scene dataset: Since the standard classification protocol re-
moves scene ‘cafe’ from dataset1, we use the remaining 6 different scenes.
3.6.2 Experimental environment and data preprocessing
In these six datasets, we follow the standard setting procedure with the corresponding au-
thors on their respective data. Over our experiments, we process raw RGB images into
grey-scale images and choose the first channel of the depth images as training and test data.
Generally, a disordered data distribution will bring much trouble to the researchers who are
without much working experience about the deep learning methods in the adjustment of
hyper-parameters. Tuning parameters will become easier if the data values are processed
into a small regular range. Therefore, in order to gain a better performance with the relat-
ed task, we choose reasonable data preprocessing steps before putting data into complexity
assessment system and deep learning models. Common preprocessing method includes
normalization (simple rescaling, per-example mean subtraction and feature standardization)
and PCA/ZCA whitening. The choice of these methods clearly depends on the data. There-
fore, we will first have tests on the datasets and then choose the suitable preprocessing steps
according to the properties of data. In our experiments, same with the data preprocessing
work in Chapter 2, since feature standardization can set every dimension of raw data to
have unit-variance and zero-mean, we choose feature standardization as our normalization
method. Our data is normalized through first subtracting the mean of each dimension from
each dimension and then dividing it by its standard deviation. On the other hand, PCA/ZCA
whitening improves the performance of CNNs. But for SDAE and DBN, the results after
whitening cannot have an obvious improvement. To make the experiments under a fair envi-
ronment, as long as whitening method does not lead to a worse result, we choose to do ZCA
whitening to the normalized data. Since we transfer RGB images to grey-scale images for
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making the data have the stationary property and the data has been scaled into a reasonable
range, the value of epsilon in ZCA whitening is set large (0.1) for low-pass filtering. Aim to
obtain accurate experimental results, after weights are learned in the deep neural networks,
we enable to extract the image features from the preprocessed images. The classification
measure to each dataset is also calculated from preprocessed data. All our experiments are
performed using Matlab 2013b and C++ on a server configured with a 16-core processor
and 500G of RAM running the Linux OS.
3.6.3 Classification complexity measures in experiments
Table. 3.1 summarizes the values for the selected complexity measures (F1, F2, F3, L1,
L2, N1, N2, N3, N4, T 1) on six experimental datasets (2D&3D object RGB, 2D&3D object
depth, object RGB, object depth, NYU v1 RGB and NYU v1 depth). The complexity feature
vectors are defined as 10-dimensional. In our experiments, we consider the complexity
feature vectors on 2D&3D object RGB, 2D&3D object depth, object RGB, object depth,
NYU v1 RGB and NYU v1 depth as vector 1, vector 2, vector 3, vector 4, vector 5 and
vector 6 respectively. Aim to better express the relationship among these classification tasks,
we use k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm (k-NN) to calculate the distance in these features.
Fig. 3.7 shows the relationship among these vectors. Low values mean that these two vectors
are near, and high values mean that these two vectors are far. It can be seen from this figure
that the distance among vector 1, vector 2, vector 3 and vector 4 is short and the distance
between vector 5 and vector 6 is also short, but vector 1 to vector 4 are far from vector 5
and vector 6. It maybe because of two reasons. One reason is that vector 1 to vector 4 are
from object classification tasks. The images from object classification tasks are cropped
objects. But vector 5 and vector 6 are from scene classification tasks. Each image from
scene classification tasks are indoor scenes. The other reason is that NYU v1 RGB and
NYU v1 depth datasets are more challenging than 2D&3D object RGB, 2D&3D object
depth, object RGB and object depth.
3.6.4 Hyper-parameters and performance in experiments
In this part, we will provide the values of the hyper-parameters about the performance in
our classification task experiments. In total, we can obtain six sets of hyper-parameters on
six datasets. Since there are a great many permutations of hyper-parameter values and all of
the adjustment work is accomplished manually, our results are probably not the best perfor-
mance of the selected deep learning models. During our manual adjustment procedure, we
follow the simplest solution and try several small log-spaced values (10−1,10−2, . . .) [99].
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Table 3.1 Complexity measures on experimental datasets. We consider the complexity fea-
ture vectors on 2D&3D object RGB, 2D&3D object depth, object RGB, object depth, NYU
v1 RGB and NYU v1 depth as vector 1, vector 2, vector 3, vector 4, vector 5 and vector 6
respectively.











F1 0.5739 0.8210 0.7505 0.5940 0.2231 0.2518
F2 0 0 0 0 3.6293e−47 3.8727e−314
F3 0.6471 0.6500 0.5521 0.5832 0.1200 0.0619
L1 0.0048 0.0048 0 0 0 0.0010
L2 0.0012 0.0012 0 0 0 0.0010
N1 0.1248 0.1252 0.1172 0.2179 0.6561 0.4837
N2 0.3921 0.3823 0.4258 0.4746 0.7387 0.5749
N3 0.0440 0.0507 0.0229 0.0852 0.4724 0.3020
N4 0.0812 0.0160 0.0027 9.1575e−04 0.0378 0.0714
T1 0.3293 0.3610 0.3595 0.3559 0.5102 0.6337
Fig. 3.7 This figure shows the distance among the complexity feature vectors of experimen-
tal datasets. Each block is the relationship between two vectors. Low values mean that these
two vectors are near, and high values mean that these two vectors are far.
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Then we narrow the region and choose the value where we obtain the lowest error. This
process takes much time in the experiment. During training, the learning rate is reduced
half in each epoch prior to termination. The choice of the number of hidden layers and units
for each layer is very much dataset-dependent. In all of our experiments, we set the momen-
tum which is used for increasing the speed of learning as 0.9. The number of unsupervised
epochs and number of supervised epochs are usually initialized as 10 and increased with
the step 5 (10,15,20, . . .). The chosen hyper-parameters of DBN, SDAE and CNNs on six
datasets are shown in Table. 3.2.
After obtaining the hyper-parameters of DBN, SDAE and CNNs on six datasets, to
observe the accuracy performance, we test each set of hyper-parameters of one dataset over
other five datasets. It leads to 3 (deep models)×6 (hyper-parameter sets)×6 (datasets)= 108
accuracy results in total. These data are collected in Table. 3.3 (DBN), Table. 3.4 (SDAE)
and Table. 3.5 (CNNs). In these tables, set 1 to set 6 are the hyper-parameters of DBN,
SDAE or CNNs in Table. 3.2. Each set of hyper-parameters corresponds to one cell from
the left to the right of one model in Table. 3.2. The values express the classification results
of each set of hyper-parameters on different datasets. We highlight the highest accuracies in
each dataset.
Performance analysis: In Table. 3.3, Table. 3.4 and Table. 3.5, the highlighted diago-
nal lines are the highest accuracies which we obtained from our classification performance
experiments in Chapter 2 (Table 2.1, Table 2.5 and Table 2.9). Other values are all lower
than the values on the diagonal lines. The experiment setting follows three aspects: 1) No
other pre-training data are included. 2) No other RGB-D coding methods are included. 3)
The fixed time for hyperparameter adjustment. The highest accuracies which we obtained
use the same set of hyperparameters with the accuracies in Table. 2.1, Table. 2.5 and Table.
2.9. From these tables (Table. 3.3, Table. 3.4 and Table. 3.5), we can find that when we
use hyper-parameter set 1 to set 4 to test 2D&3D object RGB dataset, 2D&3D object depth
dataset, object RGB dataset and object depth dataset, the accuracies are always dramatically
higher than hyper-parameter set 5 and set 6 on these datasets, and the difference among
these accuracies is small. Meanwhile, when we use hyper-parameter set 5 and set 6 to test
NYU v1 RGB dataset and NYU v1 depth dataset, the accuracies are dramatically higher
than hyper-parameter set 1 to set 4 on these two datasets, and the difference among these
accuracies is also small. Therefore, it shows that hyper-parameter set 1 to set 4 are more
suitable for 2D&3D object RGB dataset, 2D&3D object depth dataset, object RGB dataset
and object depth dataset, and hyper-parameter set 5 and set 6 are more suitable for NYU
v1 RGB dataset and NYU v1 depth dataset. The experimental results and the relationship
among the complexity feature vectors of experimental datasets (in Fig. 3.7) show how our
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Table 3.2 The chosen hyper-parameters of DBN, SDAE and CNNs on six datasets which
include 2D&3D object RGB dataset, 2D&3D object depth dataset, object RGB dataset, ob-
ject depth dataset, NYU Depth v1 RGB dataset and NYU Depth v1 depth dataset. In this
table, Nh is the number of hidden layers, Units is the number of units for each layer, Un_lr is
unsupervised learning rate, lr is Supervised learning rate, un_ep= 13 is the number of unsu-
pervised epochs and ep is the number of supervised epochs in DBN and SDAE. Con_layers,
Sub_layers, Ker_size, lr and ep are number of convolution layers, number of sub-sampling
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Table 3.3 The performance of each hyper-parameter set of DBN on six datasets. Set 1 to
set 6 are the hyper-parameters of DBN in Table. 3.2. The values express the classification













Set 1 (%) 72.1 67.3 71.6 72.2 39.7 36.5
Set 2 (%) 70.3 75.7 70.5 68.4 37.7 39.7
Set 3 (%) 69.2 72.0 80.9 74.6 38.3 37.2
Set 4 (%) 69.5 72.2 78.1 75.1 38.0 40.3
Set 5 (%) 52.1 44.5 60.2 55.9 62.4 49.3
Set 6 (%) 42.4 41.3 47.2 50.8 58.3 57.3
Table 3.4 The performance of each hyper-parameter set of SDAE on six datasets. Set 1 to
set 6 are the hyper-parameters of SDAE in Table. 3.2. The values express the classification













Set 1 (%) 73.0 74.2 76.3 68.4 43.1 29.6
Set 2 (%) 73.0 74.2 76.3 68.4 43.1 29.6
Set 3 (%) 71.2 72.5 81.4 66.3 45.0 32.2
Set 4 (%) 67.4 71.7 76.6 71.9 46.7 34.5
Set 5 (%) 36.4 40.1 51.4 39.2 65.2 47.8
Set 6 (%) 38.5 33.9 37.5 37.8 63.2 51.5
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Table 3.5 The performance of each hyper-parameter set of CNNs on six datasets. Set 1 to
set 6 are the hyper-parameters of CNNs in Table. 3.2. The values express the classification













Set 1 (%) 77.3 76.1 74.5 68.3 37.2 31.3
Set 2 (%) 70.8 81.0 72.6 71.6 41.1 35.6
Set 3 (%) 72.4 68.7 82.4 72.6 39.8 36.9
Set 4 (%) 69.9 73.3 80.2 75.5 42.2 31.8
Set 5 (%) 50.0 44.5 52.7 60.1 68.4 44.2
Set 6 (%) 53.4 47.3 44.8 57.8 61.7 56.5
system is validated. Specifically, the nearer the complexity feature vectors are, the smaller
the differences among these accuracies are. On the contrary, the farther the complexity fea-
ture vectors are, the bigger the differences among these accuracies are. The experimental
results validate our system and can be considered as the successful tests. It can also be found
in Table. 3.2 that hyper-parameter set 1 to set 4 or hyper-parameter set 5 and set 6 can easily
approximate to the best hyper-parameter set with a fine tuning.
In this Chapter, we use the strategy that the same fixed time for hyper-parameter ad-
justment to select hyper-parameters. Currently, deep learning model is still a “black box”
which has to depend on trial-and-error to adjust hyper-parameters. However, this optimiza-
tion requires strong expertise. Indeed, the use of some global optimization techniques as
genetic algorithms, harmony search [76], and particle swarm optimization [128] can result
in higher classification accuracies. If the deep learning model has to face abundant data and
has a long training time, it becomes impractical to use these global optimization techniques.
For example, in our experiments, the test for one set of hyperparameters will cost over 12
hours. If the genetic algorithm initial population has 100 individuals, we will have to spend
over 50 days to calculate the fitness, which makes the use of genetic algorithm unpractical.
Therefore, we follow the tricks in Chapter 2.4.6 to adjust the hyperparameters manually.
3.6.5 Overall performance analysis
In this subsection, we combine subsection 3.6.3 and subsection 3.6.4 together to show a
comprehensive analysis about the experiment. From the six experimental datasets, we select
2D&3D object RGB dataset as a new coming task. Each of other datasets is corresponding
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to one vector in complexity feature vector set and one hyper-parameter set. Through the
complexity measure system (10-dimensional) which is defined by us, we can use vector 1
to express the classification complexity of 2D&3D object RGB dataset. From the given
relationship among vector 2 to vector 6 in Fig. 3.7, we then choose vector 4 which is the
nearest vector towards vector 1 as the similar vector. The hyper-parameter set which is cor-
responding to vector 4 is considered as the initial set for 2D&3D object RGB dataset. From
the performance of DBN in Table. 3.3, we can find that the accuracy of hyper-parameter set
4 on 2D&3D object RGB dataset is 69.5% which is a bit lower than the highest accuracy
72.1%. From Table. 3.2, we can find that, with a fine-tuning, it is easy to obtain the optimal
set for 2D&3D object RGB dataset. According to the performance of SDAE in Table. 3.4,
it can be found that the result of hyper-parameter set 4 on 2D&3D object RGB dataset is
67.4% which is a bit lower than the highest performance 72.1%. With a fine-tuning, we can
obtain the optimal set for 2D&3D object RGB dataset. In CNNs method, the accuracy of
hyper-parameter set 4 on 2D&3D object RGB dataset is 69.9% which is not far away from
the highest accuracy 77.3%. Generally, in our experiment, when we select one dataset as
a new coming task, it can be found that the accuracy of initial hyper-parameter set on this
dataset is always only a bit lower than the highest accuracy. Meanwhile, it is easy to obtain
the optimal set for the new coming task with a fine-tuning.
In summary, our experiments include six datasets and three deep learning models. Ac-
cording to the above analysis, the experiments prove to support our framework. In addition,
if we can have more complexity feature vectors extracted from other datasets, the distance
between complexity feature vector from the new coming task and the selected similar com-
plexity feature vector will become shorter. In other words, the accuracy of initial hyper-
parameter set on the new coming task will be higher.
3.7 Real-world scenario
Since it has been verified that our framework plays a significant role on hyper-parameter
optimization among a small scale of datasets, to extent this work, we illustrate a scenario
for further research around our framework. It needs other researchers to collect more com-
plexity feature vectors from other datasets, which can make the selection of initial set of
hyper-parameters closer to the optimal set. Meanwhile, more complexity feature vectors
can speed up the optimization process. Furthermore, the collection of more datasets can
make the hyper-parameter sets heterogeneous on different kinds of machine learning meth-
ods. Through the contribution from other researchers, deep learning will become easier to
use under this framework in the future.
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3.8 Summary
In this chapter, aim to tackle the challenges of the computationally expensive cost and initial
hyper-parameter set choice in hyper-parameter optimization, we extend the work of classifi-
cation complexity which previously is only applied to classifier selection, instance selection
and prototype selection. This new framework is easy and practical which improves the effi-
ciency and accuracy of hyper-parameter optimization by combining classification complex-
ity and hyper-parameter optimization. We first select 10 complexity measures to define our
complexity feature vector to assess complexity of a classification problem. Then, to verify
our assumption about the relationship between selection of hyper-parameters and classifi-
cation complexity, we choose three representative deep learning models on six real-world
RGB-D datasets. After the analysis of experiments, we confirm that our framework can
provide deeper insights into the relationship between dataset classification tasks and hyper-
parameters optimization, thus quickly choosing an accurate initial set of hyper-parameters
for a new coming classification task.

Chapter 4
Feature Learning for RGB-D Scene
Classification
4.1 Overview
Indoor scene classification has received increasing attention in both academia and industry
over the past few years. It plays an important role for a wide range of practical applications,
e.g., semantic recognition [23, 50, 141], content-based image indexing and retrieval [17, 73,
259] and mobile robots [267, 297]. In the real world situation, the intra-class variation of
scenes is massive and the spatial layouts are vastly different. In addition, occlusion, low
illumination, sophisticated background, and even different view angles can result in more
challenges. Therefore, although much progress has been made, indoor scene recognition is
still a challenging task.
CNNs obtain great success for high-level tasks, such as action recognition [43, 160],
image classification [169, 245, 280] and object detection [79]. It improves the state-of-
the-art performance on many important datasets (e.g., the ImageNet dataset [56]), and even
surpasses human performance on some datasets [261]. However, on the scene classification
task, CNN features are still used rudimentarily. For example, Zhou et al. [294] simply
collected a large-scale scene-centric dataset called “Places” to train Alexnet [136]. Then
they directly extracted holistic CNN features from the model. Additionally, they simply
combined the training set of Places-CNN and the training set of ImageNet-CNN to train a
Hybrid-CNN for Hybrid features. Although the published performance can be improved
through scene-centric CNNs, it mainly depends on the abundant training data and very deep
networks. Therefore, it is considered that scene classification with Deep Neural Networks
is still in its infancy.























Fig. 4.1 Human vision system for scene classification in a natural environment. Humans
firstly find some representative objects in these scenes. Then humans learn these scene
categories through the mid-level object features. Consequently, humans can show better
recognition performance on the similar scenes.
An indoor scene usually contains many different objects which can provide indirec-
t clues for higher level tasks. Humans recognize the class of one unknown scene mainly
relying on the object-level information. Given a new indoor image, for example, “Toilet”,
we can quickly recognize this scene category when we find some representative object-
s such as “closestool”, “mirror” and “hand sink” in it. In addition, we will enhance the
recognition accuracy on this kind of scenes when we see other similar scenes. How humans
recognize a scene is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Therefore, the scene categories represented by
object information would reduce the variety among intra-class scene images and show larger
discrimination among inter-class scene images. It makes constructing mid-level represen-
tations with discriminative object parts generally more useful than directly considering all
pixels in the whole image for the scene classification task.
Recent developments in low-cost RGB-D sensors have opened a new dimension which
can generate depth information from the surrounding environment. From the human vision
perspective, when humans simultaneously obtain the appearance, texture and shape infor-
mation of one object, it can help us improve the recognition accuracy. Though it has been
proved that combining RGB and depth information in image/video classification can signif-
icantly improve the classification accuracy, it still needs a highly efficient method to fuse
information from these two modalities to perform high-level reasoning.
There is no doubt that combining the advantages of Deep Convolutional Neural Net-
works, local scene features and RGB-D image information can help researchers design more
sophisticated scene classification algorithms. Most of the methods which are proposed for
indoor scene image classification using local information and depth data have something
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Fig. 4.2 The flow chart of the proposed pipeline. a) High-quality RGB region proposals are
generated through Edge Boxes. We choose the top-ranked proposals. b) Unrepresentative
region proposals are removed by one-class SVMs. c) These proposals are grouped into
clusters through RIM. The discarded region proposals are considered in an extra cluster. d)
Depth region proposals are then encoded into JET-style depth proposals. e) Multi-modal
local fine-tuning architecture is performed on Caffe pre-trained network, which can decide
the category of a test region. f) We train an image classifier for multi-level representation
from region proposals. (See text for more details)
in common: RGB-D CNN features are firstly extracted at different locations and scales of
an image separately. And then these learned features are simply concatenated as RGB-D
features or encoded as a combined feature representation. At last, the feature representa-
tions are classified using a classifier such as SVM. Though results show that these kinds
of feature representations are competitive and object-level information has the potential to
improve scene classification, it still has one issue: according to scene images, since spatial
aggregation performed by pooling layers in CNNs is too simple and does not hold much
information about local feature distributions, the fundamental architecture of CNNs is not
supposed to be most suitable for classifying scene images. Local feature distributions in the
aggregated features are neglected when critical inferences happen in the fully connected lay-
ers near the top of CNNs. Meanwhile, the learning procedure cannot be adjusted mutually.
In order to address this issue, in this chapter, we propose an RGB-D local multi-modal
feature learning method (LM-CNN) for scene classification. LM-CNN can effectively cap-
ture much of the local structure from the RGB-D scene images and automatically learn a
fusion strategy for the object-level recognition step instead of simply training a classifier
on top of features extracted from both modalities. The flow chart of our proposed method
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is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. We firstly utilize one region proposal extraction method over ex-
perimental RGB-D datasets and do proposal screening on these generated region proposals
to select the representative region proposals. Then we group these selected proposals into
clusters and encode selected depth proposals. Following the human way of scene recogni-
tion, we perform the CNNs to understand objects in the early stage. Our local fine-tuning
multi-modal network automatically learns to combine these two processing streams on an
additional layer in a late fusion approach. At last, the multi-level scene image represen-
tation is built from top of the probability distribution of the region proposals. LM-CNN is
described in detail in Section 4.3. The main contributions of this chapter are a novel pipeline
for scene classification built on top of CNN features and a local fine-tuning multi-modal net-
work using the representative proposals discovered from the target dataset.
The rest of this chapter is organized in the following way. In Section 4.2, we show the
literature review. In Section 4.3, we give a detailed introduction of LM-CNN. Experimental
setup and results on the verification details of our framework and the relevant experimental
result analysis are comprehensively presented in Section 4.4. Finally, the summary is given
in Section 4.5.
4.2 Literature Review
As for the global deep feature learning methods, Place-CNN [294] is the most successful
deep feature learning model in scene classification. Place-CNN is trained on a large-scale
scene-centric dataset with 205 scene categories and 2.5 million images with category labels
using the well-known architecture Alexnet [136]. During the past few years, much work on
classifying scene images using local deep learned information has been conducted. Gong
et al. [83] presented a multi-scale orderless pooling scheme (MOP-CNN) which extracted
CNN activations for local image patches at multiple scale levels. MOP-CNN performs
orderless vector of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) pooling of these activations at
each level separately, and then concatenates the features as the final feature representation.
Yoo et al. [283] presented a straightforward framework for better image representation
by combining low-level local descriptors and mid-level deep neural activations of CNNs.
The proposed multi-scale pyramid pooling method can perform better utilization of neural
activations from pre-trained CNNs. Liao et al. [159] developed a scene classification model
with regularization of semantic segmentation based on the Alexnet, called SS-CNN, where
the features learned for scene classification in SS-CNN automatically contain object-level
information. Although these methods have made great progress in scene recognition tasks,
they do not provide a natural solution to fuse with the depth information.
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There are also several methods proposed for RGB-D data fusion. For example, Gupta
et al. [92] proposed one algorithm which generalizes the gPb− ucm approach [6] through
making effective use of depth information. Bo et al. [21] proposed Hierarchical Matching
Pursuit (HMP) to obtain abstract representations of RGB-D data, which builds feature hier-
archies with an increasing receptive field layer by layer. Beyond this, Lai et al. [144] used
3D spin images and SIFT descriptors for depth features, and texton, color histogram and
standard deviation of each color channel for RGB features. Socher et al. [229] presented a
model which is based on the combination of CNNs and Recursive Neural Networks (RNNs)
[230], but this model extracted features of RGB-D images separately. Song et al. [234] pro-
posed an approach which made a 3D volumetric scene from RGB-D images as inputs and
a 3D object bounding box as output through Region Proposal Network (RPN) to learn ob-
jectness and a joint 2D+3D object recognition network to extract geometric features in 3D
and color features in 2D. However, the above mentioned methods have not explored the
correlation and complementarity between raw RGB and depth images. Most of the meth-
ods just learn features from RGB and depth separately and then simply concatenate them
as RGB-D features or encode these two kinds of features. The major disadvantage is that
the correlation and complementary property between RGB and depth are ignored, and the
learning procedure cannot be adjusted mutually.
In contrast, the proposed CNNs-based local multi-modal feature learning framework
(LM-CNN) in this chapter can effectively capture much of the local structure from the RGB-
D scene images and automatically learn a fusion strategy for the object-level recognition
step instead of simply training a classifier on top of features extracted from both modalities.
4.3 Methodology
In this section, we introduce our LM-CNN in detail. The pipeline can be implemented as fol-
lows. As we mentioned in previous sections, our pipeline is built on the top of pre-trained
CNNs. We firstly choose the state-of-the-art region proposal generating method which is
most suitable for our pipeline to do region proposal extraction on our RGB-D datasets (In
Subsection 4.3.1). The reasons of this step are as following: 1) The recent scene classifica-
tion work still uses the CNN features rudimentarily (such as the work in [294]). The first
step of our proposed pipeline is to do region proposal extraction on the RGB-D datasets. An
end-to-end CNNs method is considered that it may not be best suited for classifying images,
especially scene images, where local features follow a complex distribution. According to
scene images, since spatial aggregation performed by pooling layers in CNNs is too simple
and does not hold much information about local feature distributions, the fundamental ar-
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chitecture of CNNs is not supposed to be most suitable for classifying scene images. Local
feature distributions in the aggregated features are neglected when critical inferences hap-
pen in the fully connected layers near the top of CNNs. Meanwhile, according to the whole
image, it shows that it is consistently better to extract CNN features from local region pro-
posals arranged in regular grids [83]. 2) In addition, the interaction among different objects
in the whole scene images, such as occlusion, shows a challenge. Therefore, applying the
end-to-end CNN structure directly for scene image classification is not feasible. Then we do
proposal screening on these generated region proposals for the selection of representative
region proposals (In Subsection 4.3.2). After obtaining the discriminative region proposals,
we group these proposals into clusters through an approach called Regularized Information
Maximization (RIM) [134] (In Subsection 4.3.3). Before we apply local fine-tuning of the
multi-modal model on the above grouped region proposals, an RGB to depth encoding al-
gorithm is performed over these proposals (In Subsection 4.3.4). Our local multi-modal
fine-tuning model is introduced in Subsection 4.3.5. At last, the multi-level scene image
representation can be built from the top of the probability distribution of region proposals
(In Subsection 4.3.6).
4.3.1 RGB-D region proposal extraction
Generating region proposals aims to obtain a set of relative bounding boxes which try to
contain all objects of the image. It has wide applications such as efficient object detection
[253, 268] and weakly supervised learning [58, 226]. Currently, many approaches have been
proposed for generating region proposals including BING [42], MCG [7] and Edge Boxes
[299]. BING trains a simple linear classifier over edge features, and then this classifier is
applied in a sliding window manner. After this, a very fast agnostic detector can be obtained.
MCG combines the advantages of two leading methods for generating proposals (gPbUCM
[91] and CPMC [33]). Moreover, MCG proposes an improved hierarchical segmentation, a
new method to generate proposals and a new ranking procedure. Edge boxes is similar to
BING, but it uses object boundaries as features for the scoring. In our pipeline, the quality of
the extracted region proposals plays an important role. The effective region proposals should
satisfy three criteria: high recall rate, few number of proposals and tolerable evaluation
speed. One paper which evaluates ten publicly available detection proposal methods has
proposed that only Edge Boxes maintains good performance on above three criteria [107].
Therefore, we choose Edge Boxes to generate high-quality RGB region proposals in our
pipeline. Meanwhile, region proposals from hierarchical image segmentation [6] are also
used. The corresponding depth region proposals can be acquired through cropping the depth
scene images into depth region proposals along the location of the RGB region proposals
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Fig. 4.3 Example images about RGB-D region proposals from the SUN RGB-D dataset and
the NYU Depth v1 dataset. Images on the same row belong to the same cluster. First, third,
fifth and seventh rows are the RGB region proposals. Second, fourth, sixth and eighth rows
are the corresponding depth region proposals.
on the RGB scene images. Some example images about RGB-D region proposals can be
found in Fig. 4.3. We choose ImageNet-CNN features [136] which are learned from the
pre-trained Caffe model [123] on image classification dataset (i.e. ImageNet) for all the
image region proposals. The feature dimension after CNNs in the FC7 layer is 4096.
4.3.2 Region proposal screening
In practice, we can consider that there exist some representative region proposals in each
scene category. Some other unrepresentative region proposals may also appear in this scene
category, but only few images contain these region proposals. We consider these unrepre-
sentative region proposals as outliers. Motivated by [210], we use one-class SVM to remove
these unrepresentative region proposals and then estimate the discriminative power among
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scene categories for each region proposal. A one-class SVM can separate the data from the
origin to remove unrepresentative region proposals. The region proposal screening is a sepa-
rate part in our pipeline. After the discriminative region proposals are obtained, these region
proposals are sent into the local fine-tuning multi-modal architecture. Let x1,x2, · · · ,xn be
the region proposals from one class, and kernel mapping ϕ: X→H maps original region











s.t. (u ·ϕ(xi))≥ η−λi,λi ≥ 0, i ∈ (1,2, · · · ,n),
(4.1)
where v ∈ (0,1] controls the ratio of outliers. The decision function can be obtained:
f (x) = sign(u ·ϕ(xi)−η), (4.2)
which returns the positive sign when given the representative region proposals and returns
the negative sign when given the outliers. Aiming to achieve better performance, we use
three cascaded classifiers. We define that each of the classifiers labels 15% of the input
region proposals as unrepresentative proposals and prune them.
According to our hypothesis, since each image Ii can be expressed as several region
proposals, we define each region proposal from Ii as rij, where i is the number of input
images and j is the number of representative region proposals. Meanwhile, we use yi to
express the labels of the input scene images. In a natural world, a discriminative region
proposal should usually appear in one scene category but unusually appear in other scene
categories. Following this, we give the discriminative power for each region proposal among
scene categories. The discriminative power is from 0 to 1. We can also consider it as the
weight W ij of each region proposal. W
i
j can be expressed as follows:






where Ky is the number of region proposals among the K nearest neighbors which share
the same scene labels with r j. We set K as 100 in all our experiments. Table 4.1 gives the
distribution of region proposal weights after the screening.
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Table 4.1 Region proposal weight distribution.
Weight [0,0.2] (0.2,0.4] (0.4,0.6] (0.6,0.8] (0.8,1]
Percentage 34.5% 26.1% 16.2% 16.0% 7.2%
4.3.3 Discriminative region proposals clustering
After obtaining the discriminative region proposals, we group these proposals into clusters.
It can help us discover the relationship between scene category labels and region proposal
labels. [134] proposed a framework called Regularized Information Maximization (RIM)
which can simultaneously cluster the data and train a discriminative classifier. This algo-
rithm contains the optimization of an intuitive information theoretic object function which
strikes a balance among class separation, class balance and cluster complexity. As we can
see from Fig. 4.3, the region proposals after clustering have the similar appearance and
semantic meaning. Till now, we can obtain the region proposal clusters of RGB images.
To acquire the corresponding depth region proposals, we crop the depth scene images into
depth region proposals according to the locations of the RGB region proposals on the RGB
scene images. Fig. 4.3 shows some RGB-D scene images and RGB-D region proposal pairs
from the SUN RGB-D dataset and the NYU Depth v1 dataset.
4.3.4 Depth region proposal encoding
After we have obtained the depth region proposals, unlike RGB images, these depth im-
ages cannot be directly used as inputs for the CNNs. To solve this problem, one encoding
method called HHA [93] has been proposed. HHA encodes the depth image into 0 to 255
range with three channels at each pixel and emphasizes complementary discontinuities in
the image (depth, surface normal and height). In this step, we employ the MATLAB jet col-
ormap which is effective and computationally cheap. Jet firstly normalizes the depth values
between 0 to 255, then the normalized image is transformed from a single channel to a three
channel image by a jet color map. For the pixels on the depth image, the distance to color
values is mapped from red (near) over green to blue (far). Some examples of the encoded
images from the dataset can be found in Fig. 4.4. In our experiments (Section 4.4.4), it
proves that Jet encoding outperforms HHA encoding for our method.
4.3.5 Local fine-tuning of multi-modal architecture
After we obtain the RGB region proposals and their corresponding depth region proposals,
we choose to fine-tune the pre-trained CNNs on these RGB-D region proposals. During
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Fig. 4.4 Some examples of the Jet encoded images from the dataset. Images on the first row
are the depth region proposals. Images on the second row are the Jet encoded depth region
proposals.
the training phase, all the original RGB/Depth images are randomly cropped into 227×227
pixels. These cropped images are the inputs of the Caffe model. The used CNNs contain
five fully convolutional layers, 60 million parameters and three fully-connected layers. The
proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 4.2. It contains two streams - which process the RGB
data and depth data independently, and then are combined in a late fusion approach. Each
stream contains one Caffe model implementation of the CNNs which are pre-trained for
object classification on the ImageNet dataset. Then we fine-tune the CNNs on our region
proposal categories. The details about the CNNs architecture can be found in [136].
We have defined each RGB region proposal as Rrij and each corresponding depth region
proposal as Drij. The region proposal label can be expressed as yi. In each individual stream,
we choose to use the pre-trained Alexnet on the large-scale image classification dataset
(ImageNet). All parameters including the weights and biases PR from RGB region proposals
and PD from depth region proposals are initialized from the Caffe trained network on the
ImageNet dataset. We then train the two streams separately through putting a randomly
initialized softmax classification layer on the top of the RGB and depth layers. For the RGB
or depth region proposal image stream network, we minimize the negative log likelihoodL












L (so f tmax(W DgD(di;PD)),yi), (4.5)
where W R and W D are the weights on the softmax layer, which map from g(·) to RM.
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gR(ri;PR) and gD(di;PD) are the representations of RGB’s last fully connected layer and




The softmax function is defined as:
so f tmax(z) =
exp(z)
∥z∥ . (4.7)
After these two stream networks are trained, we firstly discard the softmax weights
and then concatenate them. We fine-tune the responses gR(ri;PR) and gD(di;PD) as we
mentioned in Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5). At last, a fusion stream f ([gR(ri;PR),gD(di;PD)];PF)
is used for the last layer responses. Same with RGB and depth individual networks, RGB-D
fusion network also ends at the softmax layer. All weights of the network are learned with
a fixed momentum (set to 0.9). The dropout ratio of the fully-connected layer is set to 0.5.
To avoid over-fitting, we initialize the learning rate to 0.01 and make it reduce to 0.001 after
20k iterations. It finally stops at 50k iterations. For the fusion network, we train this through
jointly optimizing the parameters to minimize the negative log likelihood:
min




L (so f tmax(W f f ([gR,gD];P f ),yi), (4.8)
where gR and gD are the representations of RGB-D’s last fully connected layers. W f is the
weight of the softmax layer, and P f is the parameter from RGB-D fusion region proposals.
Note that we obtain N (around several hundreds) region proposal classes during the
clustering step, but we change the output layer of the ImageNet 1000-way classification
into (N+1)-way classification. Meanwhile, other layers remain unchanged. The extra way
means the region proposals which are thrown away in the screening step. It can make the
region proposal classifier robust to the noisy labels.
4.3.6 Multi-level representation from region proposals
After N RGB-D region proposal clusters have been learned in the discriminative clustering
step, the recognition of a given RGB-D image pair can be summarized as follows. We firstly
perform the EdgeBoxes method on the given image pair to generate the region proposals.
Each RGB-D region proposal can be classified into one pair of the clusters through the re-
gion proposal classifier. Since it has been proved that Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM)
[278] and modified Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [5, 120] are suc-
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cessful, we decide to choose both of these two methods. According to SPM, we use three
levels of SPM. We choose the center of all region proposal clusters which falls into one
SPM region as splitting center in our experiments. Then we can obtain a hierarchical his-
togram of region proposal labels for this image. It is then used for the classification of the
coming image. The difference between modified VLAD and VLAD is that modified VLAD
does not use K-means clustering, and modified VLAD chooses discriminative region pro-
posal clusters as the clusters for VLAD. Then we can obtain n clusters for RGB-D images
separately. Each region proposal of the test image is assigned to its nearest cluster center
resulting in a 4096-d vector per cluster. Then each 4096-d is reduced into 4096/2n-d vec-
tor through PCA. At last, we can obtain a 4096-d VLAD descriptor through concatenating
these 4096/2n-d vectors.
Another kind of feature we consider is hybrid Places feature which is first mentioned in
[294]. It is learned from over 2.5 million labelled pictures of scenes and combines local and
global information of these scene images. In our experiments, RGB hybrid Places image
features and depth hybrid Places image features are obtained separately.
At last, we concatenate normalized VLAD/SPM features and the RGB-D hybrid Places
features to train a network with two hidden layers. The image representation can be ex-
pressed as a concatenation of all of the feature vectors. The activation function of the neu-
rons during the fully-connected hidden layers is rectified linear function (ReLU).
4.4 Experimental results
We evaluate our LM-CNN along with current state of the art on the NYU Depth v1 dataset
and the SUN RGB-D dataset. Both of these two datasets are derived from the publicly
available RGB-D sensor-based scene database. In our experiments, we not only compare
our method with hand-crafted methods such as GIST [191], but also deep feature learning
models such as Alexnet, VGG [224] and some other representative models. The Places-
CNN [294] scene features which are learned through Alexnet or VGG use the Places dataset
for model pre-training. The Places2-CNN scene features use the Places2 dataset which has
much more scene images than the Places dataset for model pre-training. Details of the
datasets and experimental setup are provided below.
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4.4.1 Datasets
NYU Depth v1
To evaluate our proposed pipeline, we firstly conduct experiments on the NYU Depth v1
dataset. Since the standard classification protocol removes scene ‘cafe’ from the dataset, we
use the remaining 6 different scenes. Since there are so many objects in one scene and the
correlation between images in one scene is low, it makes NYU Depth v1 a very challenging
dataset.
SUN RGB-D
We also test our RGB-D local multi-modal scene classification pipeline on SUN RGB-D
dataset. Following the setup in [231], we split the dataset to ensure approximate half for
training and half for testing in each sensor. These images which are captured from the same
building with similar furniture styles are not spread across both of the training and testing
sets. In other words, the images in SUN RGB-D dataset are either all go into the training
set or the test set. To the best of our knowledge, the SUN RGB-D dataset is the largest and
most challenging RGB-D scene dataset currently. The baseline when using GIST and RBF
kernel SVM only gives a classification accuracy of 23%.
4.4.2 Experiment Setup
The first experiment about the proposed LM-CNN is on the NYU Depth v1 dataset. During
the experiment, we obtain 131 top ranked RGB region proposals through Edge Boxes from
each image. Meanwhile, we also generate 32(96) region proposals in the top (bottom) level
by hierarchical image segmentation from each image. After region proposal screening, 15%
region proposals are removed as unrepresentative region proposals. Then we do discrimina-
tive clustering on these screened region proposals resulting in 70(30) proposal classes. To
make the region proposal classifier robust to the noisy labels, the discarded region proposals
in the screening step are considered as the 71-th proposal class. The corresponding depth
region proposals can be acquired through cropping the depth scene images into depth region
proposals along the location of these RGB region proposals on the RGB scene images. The
whole local fine-tuning fusion procedure is performed on the famous public Caffe toolbox.
We use the pre-trained model of the large-scale image classification dataset (ImageNet).
The layers from both of the stream networks are initialized from the pre-trained eight lay-
ers. The softmax layer is discarded. Then we concatenate the softmax layer of the two
individual networks. The output layer on the ImageNet 1000-way classification is changed
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into a new output layer of 71-way (31-way) classification. In our multi-level representation
step, through modified VLAD and Hybrid CNN, each image can be expressed as concate-
nated normalized VLAD features and RGB-D Hybrid Places features of the whole image.
At last, the image classification step is completed over one NN network with two layers
(200 nodes for each).
We compare LM-CNN with state-of-the-art methods including: 1) R. Socher et al.
[229]: using the combination of CNNs and RNNs; 2) Le et al. [147]: using robust soft
reconstruction cost for ICA; 3) Wang et al. [266]: using locality constraint to select similar
basis of local image descriptors; 4) Bo et al. [21]: using transfer learning based method;
5) Jin et al. [124]: using self-trained CNNs and LLC; 6) Zhou et al. [294]: using Places2
dataset for pre-training, and fine-tuning on the training set of NYU depth v1 dataset; 7)
Zhou et al. [294]: using both Places2 dataset and ImageNet dataset for pre-training, and
fine-tuning on the training set of NYU depth v1 dataset. The comparison results are shown
in Table 4.2. It can be seen that LM-CNN achieves the best performance and outperforms
state-of-the-art methods in the RGB-D scene classification task. Fig. 4.5 shows the confu-
sion matrix about our method across 6 classes on the NYU Depth v1 dataset, the diagonal
elements of which represent the recognition accuracy for each category.
Table 4.2 The comparison results of our method and other published methods on the NYU
Depth v1 dataset.
Method RGB (%) Depth (%) RGB-D (%)
CNN-RNN [229] 73.5 65.2 75.7
RICA [147] 74.5 64.7 74.5
LLC [266] 66.1 61.5 66.3
SPM [278] 52.8 53.2 63.4
HMP-S [21] 72.6 63.9 72.8
CNNs+LLC [124] 73.1 61.8 75.4
Places2-CNNs [294] 74.5 66.9 76.8
Hybrid-CNNs [294] 74.1 68.2 77.4
LM-CNN 74.7 67.8 79.3
In Table 4.2, the performance of our method achieves 79.3% on RGB-D image pairs,
which outperforms published methods, i.e., RICA, LLC, SPM, CNNs+LLC, Places2-CNNs
and Hybrid-CNNs by 4.8%, 13.0%, 15.9%, 3.9%, 2.5% and 1.9% respectively. The main
reason is that deep learned features are indeed able to achieve higher performance than
hand-crafted features when the number of training samples is large enough. However, the
individual RGB or depth performance through our method hardly shows any advantages
compared to individual performance by Places2-CNNs and Hybrid-CNNs. It proves that







































Results on NYU Depth v1 dataset
Fig. 4.5 Confusion matrix about our method on the NYU Depth v1 dataset. The labels on
the horizontal axis denote the predicted classes. The labels on the vertical axis express the
true classes.
our local fine-tuning multi-modal fusion architecture plays an important role in LM-CNN.
The second experiment is on the SUN RGB-D dataset. During the experiment, similar
with the NYU Depth v1 dataset, we firstly obtain 103 top ranked RGB region proposals
through Edge Boxes from each image. 32 (96) region proposals are generated in the top
(bottom) level by hierarchical image segmentation from each image. Following region pro-
posals screening, 15% region proposals are removed as unrepresentative region proposals.
Then we do discriminative clustering on these screened region proposals resulting in 190
(60) proposal classes. The discarded region proposals in the screening step are considered
as the 191-th proposal class. The corresponding depth region proposals are acquired through
cropping the depth scene images into depth region proposals along the location of these RG-
B region proposals on the RGB scene images. We use the pre-trained Caffe model of the
large-scale image classification dataset (ImageNet). The layers from both of the stream
networks are initialized from the pre-trained eight layers. The softmax layer is discarded.
Then we concatenate the softmax layer of the two individual networks. The output layer on
the ImageNet 1000-way classification is changed into a new output layer of 191-way (61-
way) classification. In our multi-level representation step, each image can be expressed as
concatenated normalized VLAD features and RGB-D Hybrid Places features of the whole
image. At last, a neural network with two fully-connected layers (200 nodes for each) is
trained for image-level classification.
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LM-CNN is compared with state-of-the-art methods including: 1) R. Socher et al. [229]:
using the combination of CNNs and RNNs; 2) Oliva et al. [191]: using GIST features and
RBF kernel SVM; 3) Zhou et al. [294]: using Places-CNN features and linear SVM; 4)
Zhou et al. [294]: using Places-CNN features and RBF kernel SVM; 5) Liao et al. [159]:
using the original Alexnet trained with only the SUN RGB-D dataset; 6) Liao et al. [159]:
using Places-CNNs and object-level information. Moreover, we compare our method with
two classical models: Places2-CNNs+softmax+Alexnet and Places2-CNNs+softmax+VGG
[224]. However, according to the RGB-D image pairs, we simply concatenate RGB features
and depth features. The comparison results are shown in Table. 4.3. It can be seen that
our method achieves the best performance and outperforms state-of-the-art methods in the
RGB-D scene classification task. Fig. 4.6 shows the confusion matrix about our method
across 19 classes on the SUN RGB-D dataset, the diagonal elements of which represent the
recognition accuracy for each category.
Table 4.3 The comparison results of our method and other published methods on the Sun
RGB-D dataset.
Method RGB (%) Depth (%) RGB-D (%)
CNN-RNN [229] 35.6 26.1 39.2
GIST+RBF kernel SVM [191] 19.7 20.1 23.0
Places-CNN+Linear SVM [294] 35.6 25.5 37.2
Places-CNN+RBF kernel SVM [294] 38.1 27.7 39.0
SUN RGB-D+Alexnet [159] 24.3 - 30.7
SS-CNN-R6 [159] 36.1 - 41.3
Places2-CNNs+softmax+Alexnet 41.7 32.1 42.3
Places2-CNNs+softmax+VGG [224] 43.5 34.7 45.1
LM-CNN 44.3 34.6 47.2
Table 4.3 shows that the performance of LM-CNN achieves 47.2% on RGB-D image
pairs. It outperforms published methods, i.e., GIST+RBF kernel SVM, Places-CNN+Linear
SVM, Places-CNN+RBF kernel SVM, Alexnet and SS-CNN-R6 by 24.2%, 10.0%, 8.2%,
16.5%, 5.9%, 4.9% and 2.1%, respectively. Besides, our method also outperforms two pop-
ular global fine-tuned models: Alexnet and VGG, which are both pre-trained on the Place2
scene dataset. Similar with the NYU v1 depth dataset, the individual RGB or depth per-
formance through our method hardly shows any advantages compared to individual perfor-
mance by Places2-CNNs+softmax+Alexnet and Places2-CNNs+softmax+VGG. It proves
that our architecture is efficient as a whole.

































































































































Results on Sun RGB-D dataset
Fig. 4.6 Confusion matrix about our method on the SUN RGB-D dataset. The labels on the
horizontal axis denote the predicted classes. The labels on the vertical axis express the true
classes.
4.4.3 Global and Local Fine-tuning Discussions
To show the advantages of our local fine-tuning method, we perform some additional global
fine-tuning experiments on the NYU v1 depth dataset and the SUN RGB-D dataset for im-
age classification. These experiments focus on global fine-tuning and use a pre-trained deep
network, which consider the entire images as the inputs and rely on the neural-network
itself to learn the information when a new dataset comes. We set up these experiments
with Alexnet, different pre-trained models and different classifiers. Studies on CNNs, for
example GoogLeNet [244], indicate that using deeper models can more substantially im-
prove classification performance than shallow models. Since our method is only based on
Alexnet, we ignore other deeper networks, i.e., VGG net [224] and Googlenet [244], and
choose Alexnet as the network. Three different large-scale datasets are ImageNet, Places
and Places2 which are pre-trained on Alexnet respectively. At the last step, we choose CNN
features+SVM or softmax for image classification. In total, there are six different combi-
nations in our experiment: ImageNet-CNNs features + Alexnet + SVM, ImageNet-CNNs
+ Alexnet + softmax, Places-CNNs features + Alexnet + SVM, Places-CNNs + Alexnet +
softmax, Places2-CNNs features + Alexnet + SVM and Places2-CNNs + Alexnet + softmax.
The comparison results are shown in Table 4.4.
As we can see from Table 4.4, our method outperforms other global fine-tuning methods
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Table 4.4 The comparison results of global methods and our method on the NYU Depth v1
dataset and the SUN RGB-D dataset.
Methods NYU Depth v1 dataset SUN RGB-D datasetRGB (%) Depth (%) RGB-D (%) RGB (%) Depth (%) RGB-D (%)
Global
ImageNet-CNNs features + Alexnet + SVM 71.2 59.1 72.0 27.4 23.1 30.3
ImageNet-CNNs + Alexnet + softmax 69.8 58.7 71.9 28.9 22.3 31.4
Places-CNNs features + Alexnet + SVM 72.6 62.2 74.7 35.6 25.5 37.2
Places-CNNs + Alexnet + softmax 72.4 64.3 73.8 36.2 24.6 38.7
Places2-CNNs features + Alexnet + SVM 73.8 67.1 76.5 41.9 31.8 42.1
Places2-CNNs + Alexnet + softmax 74.5 66.9 76.8 41.7 32.1 42.3
Local Our method 74.7 67.8 79.3 44.3 34.6 47.2
by 4.9% at least. It indicates the advantages of our local fine-tuning pipeline of RGB-
D region proposals and performing classification on top of them. According to other six
global experiments, under the same dataset pre-trained Alexnet, different classifier choices
result in little difference on classification performance. Therefore, the choice of the dataset
for pre-training is mostly responsible for the classification accuracy. Following the same
architecture as the network proposed in [136], the ImageNet dataset (ILSVRC 2012) for pre-
training [56] contains 1.2 million widely various high-resolution images with 1000 different
classes. Compared to the ImageNet dataset, Places is a scene-centric dataset with 205 scene
categories and 2.5 million images with category labels, and Places2 is also a scene-centric
dataset but with 8 million images from 401 scene categories. From the global results in
Table 4.4, we can find that Places-CNN and Places2-CNN perform much better. It proves
that a CNN network trained using a scene-centric dataset is able to achieve a significant
improvement on a scene benchmark in comparison with a network trained using an object-
centric dataset.
4.4.4 Ablation study
In this section, we analyze the effectiveness of individual components in our pipeline. We
discard one single component (i.e. region proposal screening, clustering, depth encoding
and local fine-tuning) and keep other components untouched. Table 4.5 shows a summary
of the comparison results on NYU Depth v1 dataset and SUN RGB-D dataset. The final
results of our full pipeline are also shown. We conduct a comprehensive analysis of these
comparison results in the following sections.
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Table 4.5 Evaluation results of ablation studies on NYU Depth v1 and SUN RGB-D datasets.
Configuration NYU Depth v1 dataset SUN RGB-D datasetRGB (%) Depth (%) RGB-D (%) RGB (%) Depth (%) RGB-D (%)
Without region proposal screening 73.9 67.4 77.8 41.9 33.7 42.8
Without discriminative region proposals clustering 73.7 67.2 77.3 41.7 33.4 42.5
Without depth region proposal encoding 74.7 57.2 74.9 44.3 21.2 44.6
Without local fine-tuning 72.5 66.4 76.9 40.1 29.7 41.6
Our full pipeline LM-CNN 74.7 67.8 79.3 44.3 34.6 47.2
Fig. 4.7 Recognition accuracies with different screening ratios on NYU Depth v1 and SUN
RGB-D.
Without region proposal screening
We directly feed all the region proposals without any screening into the subsequent compo-
nents (clustering, depth encoding and local fine-tuning). During our region proposal screen-
ing step, we discard the region proposals with lower weights (see Eq. (4.3)). In this case, we
define the screening ratio as the percentage of discarded region proposals in the screening
step. It can be seen from Fig. 4.7 that when the screening ratio is 0, the recognition accura-
cies of RGB, Depth and RGB-D in NYU Depth v1 dataset are 73.9% 67.4% and 77.8%, in
SUN RGB-D dataset are 41.9% 33.7% and 42.8%. All of the recognition accuracies without
region proposal screening are lower than those with the full pipeline (Table 4.5). This is be-
cause that, although we have obtained reasonable region proposals through the Edge Boxes
method, there still exist some proposals which are either false positives or unrepresentative
objects shared by scene categories. On the contrary, a screening ratio that is too high will
also result in a low recognition performance, because too high ratios will discard some dis-
criminative region proposals. An optimal ratio can be obtained through cross validation on
a subset of the training data.
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Fig. 4.8 Recognition accuracies with different number of clusters on NYU Depth v1 and
SUN RGB-D.
Without discriminative region proposals clustering
The collected screened region proposals are directly considered as a large codebook, and
each region proposal is treated as a visual word without region proposals clustering. Then
we utilize LSAQ [164] (100 nearest neighbors) coding and SPM pooling for building an
imagelevel representation of RGB and depth images. The recognition performances on
both of NYU Depth v1 and SUN RGB-D datasets are lower than the performances of our
method (Table 4.5), which illustrates that the discriminative region proposals clustering
step in our pipeline is crucial. In this component, the common semantic meaning shared
among similar proposals is emphasized, and the less important differences among them are
tolerated. Therefore, discriminative region proposals clustering can improve the generality
and representativeness of the discovered region proposals. Fig. 4.8 shows the recognition
accuracies with different number of clusters on NYU Depth v1 and SUN RGB-D. It shows
that an overly small number of clusters will result in the assignation of different semantic
meanings into the same discriminative region proposals, which leads to a poor performance.
On the other hand, too many clusters will also result in low recognition accuracies due to
the poor generality of the semantic meanings of discriminative region proposals.
Without depth region proposal encoding
After obtaining the depth region proposals, we directly use these depth images as inputs
for our multi-modal local fine-tuning architecture. It can be seen from Table 4.5 that the
recognition accuracies of depth and RGB-D become low without depth encoding. In ad-
dition, we conduct experiments to compare two different depth encoding methods (HHA
and Jet) described in section 3 (D). Both of these two encoding methods produce colorized
images. Compared to HHA encoding which requires additional image preprocessing, the
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Table 4.6 Comparison of different depth encoding methods on NYU Depth v1 and SUN
RGB-D datasets.
Depth Encoding NYU Depth v1 dataset SUN RGB-D datasetDepth (%) RGB-D (%) Depth (%) RGB-D (%)
Without encoding 57.2 74.9 21.2 44.6
HHA 66.9 78.3 34.2 47.1
Jet 67.8 79.3 34.6 47.2
colorizing depth process of Jet encoding has negligible computational overhead. From the
results, presented in Table 4.6, it is clear that using Jet encoding method yields slightly
better performance than the HHA encoding method.
Without local fine-tuning
We directly utilize the responses from the RIM clustering model for pooling without local
fine-tuning. From the comparison results of our experiments on NYU Depth v1 dataset
in Table. 4.5, the recognition rate of RGB-D without local fine-tuning is 76.9%, which is
around 2.4% lower than that with local fine-tuning. Similarly, the recognition rate of RGB-
D on SUN RGB-D dataset without local fine-tuning is 41.6%, which is around 5.6% lower
than that with local fine-tuning. This illustrates that in our pipeline, local fine-tuning is
consistent with the common sense, which can better define separation boundaries between
clusters.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we present a CNNs-based local multi-modal framework for RGB-D scene
classification. Our pipeline is built on the top of the pre-trained CNNs model. We firstly
perform a region proposal extraction method on an RGB-D dataset. Then we apply proposal
screening on these generated region proposals to select the representative region proposal-
s and group these selected proposals into clusters through the RIM algorithm. Aiming to
leverage large CNNs trained for proposal recognition on the ImageNet dataset, we use an
effective encoding method from depth to image data. Our local fine-tuning multi-modal
model consists of a two-stream convolutional neural network that can learn fusion infor-
mation from both RGB and depth proposals before classification. At last, the multi-level
scene image representation can be built from the top of probability distribution of the region
proposals. Experiments are conducted on both NYU v1 depth and SUN RGB-D Datasets to
thoroughly test our method’s performance. The experimental results show that our method
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with local multi-modal CNNs greatly outperforms state-of-the-art approaches.
This chapter has the potential to significantly improve RGB-D scene understanding.
An extended evaluation shows that our local fine-tuning method outperforms direct global
fine-tuning methods. The experiments also show that CNNs trained using a scene-centric
dataset is able to achieve an improvement on scene benchmarks compared to a network
trained using an object-centric dataset.
Chapter 5
RGB-D Data Fusion in Complex Space
5.1 Overview
Single RGB image understanding has been studied very well over the past decades. Nev-
ertheless, many challenges still exist in computer vision research area because of limited
information provided by RGB images. With the invention of high-quality and low-cost
depth sensor, a new stream of research turns to seek new types of image representation-
s for overcoming the traditional hard tasks [32]. For example, Gupta et al. [92] propose
algorithms that generalize the gPb−ucm approach [6] through taking advantage of depth
information for hierarchical segmentation and object boundary detection. Bo et al. [21]
propose Hierarchical Matching Pursuit (HMP) which builds feature hierarchies with an in-
creasing receptive field layer by layer to obtain representations of RGB-D data.
Beyond this, many RGB-D fusion methods have been proposed to extract RGB-D fea-
tures. Lai et al. [144] use 3D spin images and SIFT descriptors for depth features, and
texton, color histogram and standard deviation of each color channel for RGB features.
Socher et al. [229] present a model which is based on the combination of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recursive Neural Networks (RNNs), but this model extracts
features of RGB-D images separately. Song et al. [234] propose an approach which makes
a 3D volumetric scene from RGB-D images as inputs and 3D object bounding box as out-
put through Region Proposal Network (RPN) to learn objectness and a joint 2D+3D object
recognition network to extract geometric features in 3D and color features in 2D.
The rest of this chapter is organized in the following way. Sect. 5.2 gives the motivation
and contributions. Sect. 5.3 introduces our fusion method and shows the observations
and conjectures of this method from three aspects: mutual information and independence,
feature distribution and Euclidean KS-distance to uniformity. In Sect. 5.4, we describe our
C-SIFT and show some example samples produced by C-SIFT. Experimental setup, results
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and the relevant experimental result analysis are comprehensively presented in Sect. 5.5.
Finally, the summary of this chapter is given in Sect. 5.6.
5.2 Motivation and Contributions
Motivation. Above mentioned methods have not explored the correlation between raw RG-
B image and raw depth image. Most of the methods just learn features from RGB and
depth data and then simply concatenate them together as RGB-D features or encode these
two kinds of features. The major disadvantage is that the correlation and complementary
property between RGB and depth are ignored, and learning procedures cannot be adjusted
mutually. Even Gupta et al. [93] propose HHA coding approach which replaces the original
depth map with three channels (horizontal disparity, angle between point normal and in-
ferred gravity, height above ground) as RGB inputs, it still ignores the relationship between





















Fig. 5.1 The flow chart shows the difference between our fusion method and traditional
fusion methods.
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plore the correlation between the RGB pixel and the corresponding depth pixel, and take
advantage of the complementary property, we first project raw RGB-D data into a complex
space and then jointly learn features from the fused RGB-D images. The correlated and
individual parts of the RGB-D information in the new feature space are well combined. The
difference between our fusion method and traditional fusion methods is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Our fusion method can also be considered as representing the data closer to the nature of
the data. In physics, the range data correspond to the phase change and color information
corresponds to the intensity. From computer vision view, the feature representations are
expected to satisfy low mutual information and also show a lot of variations. The fused
RGB-D data should be treated holistically. Therefore, it is reasonable to fuse RGB-D im-
ages to a complex-valued representation. Beyond this, we also modify the classical SIFT
into complex-valued SIFT (C-SIFT) to evaluate our fusion method. It is worthy to note
that C-SIFT is just an example to show the advantages of the fusion method. CNNs [136],
Deep Belief Nets (DBNs) [100], GIST [191] or other methods can be introduced into com-
plex space as well. For example, in one recent work, Chiheb Trabelsi et al. [251] use the
atomic components for complex-valued deep neural networks and apply them to convolu-
tional feed-forward networks. More specifically, Chiheb Trabelsi et al. rely on complex
convolutions and present algorithms for complex batch-normalization, complex weight ini-
tialization strategies for complex-valued neural nets. The experimental results show that
such complex-valued models achieves competing or better performance against their real-
valued counterparts. Meanwhile, deep complex models are also tested on some computer
vision tasks where achieve state-of-the-art performance. In this Chapter, our experimental
results on two popular datasets also clearly show that our fusion method is advantageous.
Contributions. (1) We propose a new method which can better explore the correlation
between the RGB pixel and the corresponding depth pixel for RGB-D data fusion. It makes
the correlated and individual parts of the RGB-D information in the new feature space well
combined. (2) We modify classical SIFT to complex-valued SIFT (C-SIFT) to evaluate our
fusion method resulting in higher performance compared to classical fusion methods.
5.3 Fusion Methodology
Different from other work which treat RGB and depth images separately, the fused images
in our methodology are represented by complex values, which are closer to the nature of the
data itself. This methodology makes the representations of RGB-D images greater distinc-
tiveness, higher entropy on the whole images, higher entropy of the scale-space derivatives
and larger feature quantity. Meanwhile, it is able to preserve the correlation information be-
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tween the RGB image and the corresponding depth image. Since Kinect is able to provide
RGB image and depth image synchronously, RGB image can be considered as amplitude
measurements, which depends on the nature illumination such as sun light. According to
depth images, no matter which sensing system is chosen for depth image representation, the
pixel values of the depth images always mean the distance from the camera to the observed
objects. The depth image is often considered as the phase change measurement, which de-
pends on the measured scattering obtained from active illumination such as laser. The phase
can be regarded as actual distance. The intensities of the active sensors can generally be
considered as including two kinds of intensity: active intensity and passive intensity. The
passive intensity can be calculated by the extraneous light, such as the sun light. The ac-
tive intensity can be calculated through the active illumination from the sensor, such as the
laser. For depth measurements with the uniqueness range, inverse-square law reveals the
approximation: ID≈IR/φ2, where IR is the passive intensity of the RGB image, ID is the
active intensity of corresponding depth image, and φ is the phase which can be calculated
from the depth values d. Therefore, it proves that it is reasonable to correlate IR and ID
together through (IR, ID, φ ). In physics, the phase difference can always be considered as
a phase value from the mathematical concept, hence the representation of the RGB-D im-
ages with complex values becomes natural. It is worthy to note that all the RGB images
mentioned in our methodology are first converted into gray images. We can define IR(x,y)
as the RGB image, ID(x,y,d) as the depth image, where d = d(x,y), x and y are the image
coordinate points, d is the depth value on the coordinate (x,y). Combining the physical and
mathematical concepts, the fused image function can be presented:
f (x,y,d) = IR(x,y)+ ID(x,y,d)eiφ(x,y,d), (5.1)
where φ = φ(x,y,d) can be considered through distance:
d = n ·2πℓ+φℓ, (5.2)
where n∈N, 2πℓ is considered as the uniqueness range from camera (ℓ ∈ N). n is consid-
ered as the “wrapping number”. ℓ is denoted as the multiple of some unit of length. In our
definition, the real part is corresponding to the RGB image and the complex part is corre-
sponding to the depth image. Each value on the depth image has a different φ . The φ has
the range [0,2π). Moreover, the fused complex-valued image can be represented as Polar
representation and Cartesian representation. Note that the following Polar representation
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and Cartesian representation are the transformations of the definition:
IPf = | f |eiarg( f ), (5.3)
ICf = Re( f )+ iIm( f ), (5.4)
where | f | =
√
I2R+2IRID cosφ + I2D, arg( f ) = arctan
ID sinφ
IR+ID cosφ , Re( f ) = IR + ID cosφ and
Im( f ) = ID sinφ . Since we normalize all complex-valued images, we can obtain max| f | =
1. Fig. 5.2 shows some random example images from 8 different scenes which include
computer room, bedroom, classroom, dining room, kitchen, furniture room, lecture room
and restroom from top to bottom. Since Kinect cannot perceive the light-reflecting area,
we discard the scenes which include many mirrors and tiles, such as bathroom. Each row
of Fig. 5.2 includes RGB image, gray image, depth image, fused image and 3D graphic
simulation of one scene. From the images produced by our fusion function in the fourth
column, we can visually find that the fused images do contain the depth data and hold the
color information simultaneously. For the purpose of better understanding the fused images,
3D graphic simulations of the fused images are made in the fifth column. The size of the
2D plane which is at the bottom in the 3D graphic simulation is as the same as the size of
the gray image. The third coordinate axis represents the depth of the corresponding pixels
of the gray image.
The fused image can better explore the correlation between the RGB pixel and the cor-
responding depth pixel for RGB-D data fusion, which makes the correlated and individual
parts of the RGB-D information in the new feature space well combined. RGB image can be
considered as amplitude measurements, which depends on the nature illumination. Accord-
ing to the depth images, the pixel values of the depth images always mean the distance from
the camera to the observed objects, which depends on the measured scattering obtained from
active illumination. The depth image can often be considered as the phase change measure-
ment. Therefore, the fused images can be generated by the strategy that each pixel on the
RGB image has a phase change which can be calculated by the corresponding depth pixel:
eiφ(x,y,d).
Till now, we have obtained all our image representations in this chapter: IR(x,y) for RGB
images, ID(x,y,d) for depth images, IPf for the fused RGB-D Polar representations and I
C
f
for the fused RGB-D Cartesian representations. According to these two representations,
the gray pixels on the gray image and the corresponding depth pixels on the depth image
are corresponded point to point. In the following subsection, we will give the comparison
among these representations from three aspects: mutual information and independence,
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Fig. 5.2 Some random example images from 8 different scenes which include computer
room, bedroom, classroom, dining room, kitchen, furniture room, lecture room and restroom
from top to bottom. Each row in this figure includes RGB image, gray image, depth image,
fused image and fused image 3D graphic simulations of each scene.
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feature distribution and Euclidean KS-distance to uniformity.
5.3.1 Mutual Information and Independence
If the mutual information among the images is low, it means that these images have more
independence. According to [252], good features should be distinctive. According to the in-
formation theory [170], the information content depends on the representation of the images.
Therefore, we first expect that the fused RGB-D images have the property of distinctiveness
while containing more entropy. Through above four image representations, we can easily
obtain that E(IPf ) or E(I
C
f ) > E(IR) or E(ID). Moreover, information theory describes that
the image representation transformed from Polar coordinate to Cartesian coordinate increas-
es entropy. From computer vision view point, the procedure of our fusion method equals
to add structure information into the original gray images, which increases the entropy. S-




f yields more structure than I
P
f . The choice of the coordinates can
decide the entropy of one system. In addition, the Jacobian of the transformation can result
in the change of entropy [102]. According to the complex-valued images, it can result in
that Cartesian coordinate is better than Polar coordinate. Therefore, based on above sev-
eral conclusions, we can observe that E(ICf ) > E(I
P
f ) > E(IR) or E(ID). In the following
discussions, we only compare higher entropy image presentations: E(ICf ) and E(I
P
f ).
We define EA,ω as the joint entropy of A and B, and ER,I as the joint entropy of R=Re( f )
and I = Im( f ). We can obtain:
EA,ω = ER,I + ⟨logA⟩, (5.5)
where from differential entropy representation,
⟨logA⟩=
∫
ρ(R, I)logA(R, I)dRdI, (5.6)
where ρ(R, I) is the joint distribution function of R and I. Through the Jacobian transfor-
mation between the distributions, we can obtain ρ(R, I) = ρ(A,ω) · |J|. Under this circum-
stance, since max| f |= 1, J = A(R, I) =√R2+ I2 ≤ 1. Meanwhile, it proves ⟨logA⟩< 0.
The mutual information of (R, I) and (A,ω) are defined as:
MI(R, I) = ER+EI−ER,I, (5.7)
MI(A,ω) = EA+Eω −EA,ω . (5.8)
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Therefore, with Eq. (5.5), the difference between MI(R, I) and MI(A,ω) is as following:
ν : = MI(R, I)−MI(A,ω)
= (ER+EI)− (EA+Eω)+ ⟨logA⟩.
(5.9)
Here, ν is the measure for mutual information and independence between MI(R, I) and
MI(A,ω). Since the smaller MI(x,y) is, the more independent x and y is, if ν < 0, it means
MI(R, I) is more independent than MI(A,ω). From the information theory, the value of
(ER +EI)− (EA +Eω) is really small, which hardly affects the value ν . Meanwhile, we
have observed ⟨logA⟩ < 0. Actually, in our experiments, both ν and ⟨logA⟩ are computed
around−1. Therefore, we can confirm that ICf is more independent and contains less mutual
information than IPf .
From above observation and conjecture, according to mutual information and indepen-
dence, we consider ICf as the optimal fused image representation.
5.3.2 Feature Distribution
Better representation can be extracted larger number of features under the same method and
is also more uniformly distributed on the image plane. With the increase of the entropy
from different image representations, the number of the extracted features with the same
method increases as well. Since we have observed that E(ICf )> E(I
P
f )> E(IR) or E(ID), I
C
f
is supposed to have the most features among above four representations.
Take image scale-space feature detection for example, the entropy of the scale-space
derivatives of the image representation from Polar to Cartesian is increaseed. With the
increase of image derivative entropy, it leads to more persistent texture. The scale-space
equation ∂ f∂ t =△ f aims to find the persistent texture. Since ICf contains more entropy than
IPf over the scale-space derivatives, we define:
EA˙,ω˙ = ER˙,I˙ + ⟨A · |cosω˙sinω− sinω˙cosω|⟩, (5.10)
where A˙, ω˙ , R˙ and I˙ are the derivation of f on A, ω , R and I. In this case, ⟨A · |cosω˙sinω−
sinω˙cosω|⟩< 0.
Since E(ICf )> E(I
P
f )> E(IR) or E(ID), it follows from the Jacobian J =A ·(cosω˙sinω−
sinω˙cosω) of the transformation of derivatives. The RGB features and the depth features in
real-valued image pairs are considered to be scale-space features for IR and ID. Similarly, for
the scale-space feature, the Cartesian features and the Polar features of one complex-valued
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image can be denoted for Re( f )&Im( f ), | f |&arg( f ) respectively. Therefore, we can obtain
the comparison of the number of features about these four representations: N(ICf ) > N(I
P
f )
> N(IR) or N(ID).
From above observation and conjecture, according to feature distribution, we consider
ICf as the optimal fused image representation.
5.3.3 Euclidean KS-distance to Uniformity
In this subsection, we will focus on the distribution of the features on the image grid. Robust
features are always sampled from a uniform distribution. If the features are closer to the
uniform, it means that the features contain more entropy. Therefore, we need to calculate
the distance between the samples of Cartesian features and the uniform distributions on the
image plane. We consider the extracted n features from a scene are independently from
another, and these features are identically distributed. According to n independent and
{X1,X2, · · · ,Xi1} ∈ R as identically distributed random variables with common cumulative








where µ(−∞,x] is the indicator function. The extracted n features mentioned above can be
considered as be taken from F(x). From Glivenko–Cantelli theorem, Fn uniformly con-
verges to F :
∥Fn−F∥∞ = sup
x∈R
|Fn(x)−F(x)| −→ 0, (5.12)
For arbitrary F , ∥Fn−F∥∞ is Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic [54], which has characters
of distance among the cumulative distribution functions. We can also call it KS-distance.




here λ and λi are cumulative distribution functions of uniform distributions from coordinate
axis and plane separately. d(S,λ ) can be defined as Euclidean KS-distance to uniformity. S
can be considered as n points on the plane. We define SC as the Cartesian features sample,
SP as the Polar features sample, SR as the RGB features sample and SD as the depth features
sample. Since according to independence, SC>SP>SR or SD, and the number of features is:
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N(SC) > N(SP) > N(SR) or N(SD), we can obtain:
d(SC,λ )< d(SP,λ )< d(SR,λ ) or d(SD,λ ), (5.14)
where λ can be defined as the uniform distribution on the image plane.
From above observation and conjecture, according to Euclidean KS-distance to unifor-
mity, we consider ICf as the optimal fused image representation.
Above three subsections show that ICf is the optimal image representation among four
image representations: ICf , I
P
f , IR and ID. Therefore, in our RGB-D fusion methodology, I
C
f
is chosen as the optimal image representation.
5.4 Complex-valued SIFT
As we have shown the observations and conjectures that the features extracted from our
fusion method on Cartesian coordinate have more advantages, in this section, we modify
classical SIFT into complex-valued SIFT (C-SIFT) to evaluate our observations and con-
jectures. It is worthy to note that SIFT is just chosen for example in our article. Some
famous algorithms and models such as Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [12], Maxi-
mally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [177], DBNs and CNNs can also be generalized
for our fusion method.
The classical SIFT is designed for real-valued images, which makes it no sense on
complex-valued images. A simple way is to calculate the real part R= Re( f ) and imaginary
part I = Im( f ) separately. However, this goes against our target which hopes fused im-
ages computed together. Therefore, we modified SIFT from essences and propose C-SIFT.
Following the work in [167], we also use the only possible scale-space kernel Gaussian
function. The scale space of an image can be defined as:
L(σ) = G(σ)∗ I, (5.15)
where I is the input fused image, ∗ is the convolution operation. G(σ) is a real-valued
variable-scale Gaussian.
Aim to efficiently detect the stable feature point locations, the convolution of difference
of Gaussian (DoG) function with the image can be computed:
D(kiσ) = L(ki+1σ)−L(kiσ), (5.16)
where k is the constant multiplicative factor.
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2392 keypoints 247 keypoints 3758 keypoints
1457 keypoints 144 keypoints 2331 keypoints
Fig. 5.3 Examples of two pairs of RGB-D images by C-SIFT. It is shown that the keypoints
detected in the fused images are much more than the sum of keypoints in raw RGB images
and raw depth images. The parameters of keypoint detection are always the same.
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Then we follow the important step of SIFT to regularly sample the scale space. Follow-
ing this, an image pyramid is built with different scales of the original images, which are
grouped by octaves. Since each representation of the pixel on the fused images contains
color and depth information simultaneously, it needs to explore a new calculation method to
compute the local maxima. In the local extrema detection step, different from SIFT which
detects the local extrema and minima of D(σ) through comparing its 26 real-valued neigh-
bors, our algorithm chooses to compare the module m among these neighbors. The module
can be calculated as m2 = Re( f )2 + Im( f )2. It can make sure that the color information
and the depth information are all considered when choosing the keypoints. Examples of
two pairs of RGB-D images by C-SIFT are shown in Fig. 5.3. From Fig. 5.3, we can see
that the keypoints detected in the fused images are much more than the sum of keypoints in
raw RGB images and keypoints in raw depth images under the same parameters of keypoint
detection. It shows the advantages of our fusion method. Most of the new keypoints cluster
around the added depth profile parts on the fused images.
Once these key points have been found, we follow the steps in [167] to reject the key
points which are with low contrast or poorly localized along an edge. At last, HOG 3D
[130] is chosen in our algorithm to describe the key points. According to the original SIFT,
there are only eight directions on the plane for each orientation histogram. However, since
each pixel on the fused image has a third dimension which is the depth, it results in more
directions in the space for each orientation histogram. Therefore, SIFT is not chosen in our
algorithm to describe the key points. Instead of time being the third dimension, we choose
depth as the third dimension. For details on HOG 3D, see [130].
5.5 Experimental Setup
Since the fused images produced by our fusion method have more advantages than RGB-D
images, and the extracted features through our C-SIFT are also robust, in this section we
conduct experiments on computer vision tasks. We evaluate our work on the NYU Depth V1
dataset [223] and SUN RGB-D dataset [231]. Both of these two datasets are derived from
the publicly available RGB-D sensor-based scene database. Compared to RGB-D object
datasets, RGB-D indoor scene understanding tasks can show more advantages of depth
information. In our experiments, our work only compares with SIFT algorithm for feature
representations on scene classification application. It needs to note that it does not mean that
our work cannot outperform the state-of-the-art. Some famous algorithms (GIST) and deep
learning models (CNNs and DBNs) do have better performance on scene classification.
But it is unfair to directly compare C-SIFT with these methods. In this article, C-SIFT
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is an example to show the advantages of the fusion method. It inherits the principles of
SIFT and fully takes advantages of depth information through extended to a complex space.
Therefore, in fact, C-SIFT is still based on SIFT method. If CNNs, DBNs, GIST or some
other state-of-the-art methods can be extended into complex space, it becomes reasonable to
compare with these methods. More precisely, we hope to show the advantages of our fused
method under the same conditions without the influence from the methodological difference.
The model for classification is linear SVM. Details of the datasets and experimental results
are provided below.
5.5.1 NYU Depth v1
Aim to evaluate our work, we firstly conduct experiments on the NYU Depth V1 dataset.
Since the standard classification protocol removes scene ‘cafe’ from the dataset, we use
the remaining 6 different scenes. Since there are so many objects in one scene and the
correlation between images in one scene is low, it makes NYU Depth v1 a very challenging
dataset.
The baseline in [223] is calculated through SIFT extracted from RGB image and SIFT
on the depth image. The RGB-D SIFT features are created by concatenating RGB features
and depth features together. Our RGB-D CSIFT features are from the images produced by
our fusion method on the whole dataset. The comparison of the performance of our fusion
method plus CSIFT and the baseline with different K-means dictionary size is shown in
Table. 5.1. From Table. 5.1, we can see that the classification accuracy of our fusion method
plus CSIFT outperforms RGBD-SIFT by around 4%, which proves that our method is sig-
nificantly more effective than RGB-D SIFT on category classification tasks. The confusion
matrix of our final best results is shown in Fig. 5.4. The classification accuracy for each
category is represented on the diagonal elements.
Table 5.1 Scene classification performance on NYU Depth v1 dataset. A significant perfor-




50 100 200 400 800
RGB-SIFT 51.2 54.7 54.8 55.0 54.9
Depth-SIFT 48.1 50.3 47.9 47.0 46.8
RGBD-SIFT 52.5 56.5 55.2 56.5 59.6
RGBD-CSIFT 54.7 58.1 58.3 60.6 63.4
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Fig. 5.4 Confusion matrix about our fusion method result on NYU Depth v1 dataset. The
labels on the horizontal axis denote the predicted classes. The labels on the vertical axis
express the true classes.
5.5.2 SUN RGB-D
SUN RGB-D dataset is captured by four different sensors and contains 10,335 RGB-D
images. Following the setup in [231], we split the dataset to ensure about half for training
and half for testing in each sensor. Same with the use of SUN RGB-D dataset in Chapter 4,
these images, which are captured from the house with similar furniture styles or the same
building, only all go into one of the training and testing sets.
Table 5.2 Scene classification performance on SUN RGB-D dataset. A significant perfor-




50 100 200 400 800
RGB-SIFT 16.3 16.7 16.9 18.5 19.2
Depth-SIFT 14.6 14.2 16.8 17.7 17.5
RGBD-SIFT 18.1 19.4 18.2 20.8 21.3
RGBD-CSIFT 20.7 21.3 23.3 22.6 24.4
We evaluate our fusion method following the experimental setup in [231] which also
represents RGB-D features through concatenating RGB features and depth features. Our
RGB-D CSIFT features are from the fused images on the whole dataset. Table. 5.2 shows
the comparison of the performance of our fusion method plus CSIFT and the traditional
SIFT baseline with different K-means dictionary size. From Table. 5.2, we can find that
the classification accuracy of our fusion method plus CSIFT outperforms RGBD-SIFT by



























Results on Sun RGB-D dataset
Fig. 5.5 Confusion matrix about our fusion method results on SUN RGB-D v1 dataset. The
labels on the horizontal axis denote the predicted classes. The labels on the vertical axis
express the true classes.
on classification tasks. The confusion matrix about our fusion method across 19 classes
is shown in Fig. 5.5. The classification accuracy for each category is represented on the
diagonal elements.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed a new RGB-D fusion method and C-SIFT algorithm for
fusing RGB-D images, which can better reveal the correlation between the RGB pixels and
the corresponding depth pixels, taking advantage of the complementary property. Instead of
concatenating extracted features separately before the classification, we firstly project raw
RGB-D data into a complex space and then jointly extract features from the projected RGB-
D images. The experimental results show that our method achieves competing performance
against the classical SIFT.

Chapter 6
Recognizing RGB Information from
RGB-D data
6.1 Overview
The problem of recognizing RGB images captured by conventional surveillance cameras
through leveraging a set of labeled RGB-D data has been presented in [116] [37] [111].
This new task is considered as an unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) problem, which
aims to take advantage of the additional depth information in the source domain and reduce
the data distribution mismatch between the source and target domains simultaneously. The
training data in UDA consists of labeled RGB-D source data and unlabeled RGB target
examples [174]. It is different from traditional classification problems which often assume
that the labeled training data comes from the same distribution as that of the test data. In
realistic scenarios, the source and target domains follow different distributions, especially
when images are acquired from different cameras, or in various conditions. The classifier
which is trained on the previous dataset would fail to classify the following dataset correctly
without adaptation.
The rest of this chapter is organized in the following way. Sect. 6.2 gives a brief re-
view of NMF. Sect. 6.3 gives the motivation and contributions of this chapter. Sect. 6.4
introduces our adaptive Visual-Depth Embedding method in detail. Experimental setup, re-
sults, parameter analysis and the relevant experimental result analysis are comprehensively
presented in Sect. 6.5. Finally, the summary of this chapter is given in Sect. 6.6.
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Fig. 6.1 The outline of the proposed method. We have RGB and depth features in the source
domain, and RGB features in the target domain. Our main idea aims to find a shared latent
space so that the shared parts between RGB and depth images can be preserved. Our aVDE
can automatically adapt to the target latent space so as to further correct the classification
errors. Examples from three classes are used to show the difference between the original
decision boundaries and the new decision boundaries which are obtained by matching and
reweighting.
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6.2 Brief Review of NMF
As a matrix factorization algorithm which can learn the non-negative parts representation
of objects, Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [150] plays a significant role in the
fields of information retrieval and data mining. Suppose a non-negative matrix has M N-
dimensional data vectors X = [x1, · · · ,xn] ∈RM×N≥0 . NMF tries to factorize this non-negative
matrix into two non-negative matrices U = [uid]∈RM×D and V = [v jd]∈RD×N whose result
can have a good approximation of the original matrix X . Lee and Seung [150] also proposed
two objective functions to measure the distance between these two non-negative matrices X
and UV . The objective function which is based on the difference can be represented as







where ∥·∥ is the Frobenius norm.
For optimizing this objective function, the following iterative updating steps [150] are
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It has been proved that the local minima of OF can be effectively found by the iterative up-
dating algorithm. U can be considered as the basis. Meanwhile, the matrix V , which can be
obtained from NMF, can be regarded as the low-dimensional representation of X . Currently,
there are many algorithms based on NMF. In [157], local non-negative matrix factorization
(LNMF), which can obtain better locality of features in basis components, was proposed
to learn parts-based and spatially localized representations of visual patterns. To improve
LNMF, Cai et al. [29] proposed the Locality Preserving Non-negative Matrix Factoriza-
tion (LPNMF) which analyzes the similarity between two data points on the hidden topics.
Beyond these methods, in [282], Accelerated LPNMF (A-LPNMF) was proposed to solve
the computational complexity problem of LPNMF and compress the data using an efficient
landmark-based approach [39][166]. In order to detect the underlying manifold structure,
Cai el al. presented Graph Regularized Non-negative Matrix Factorization (GNMF) in [28],
which combines matrix factorization with the graph structure. Constrained Non-negative
Matrix Factorization (CNMF) [276] considers the label information as additional hard con-
straints and the data points in the same class are merged in the new representation space.
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Recently, motivated by the progress in the research of sparse coding, in order to ensure
the sparseness of the obtained representation, Non-negative Local Coordinate Factorization
(NLCF) adds the local coordinate constraint [41].
6.3 Motivation and Contributions
Motivation. There are two challenges in our task: 1) How to address the domain shifting
problem between the source and target domains? 2) How to effectively explore the addi-
tional depth information to boost the performance further? A very fruitful line of work has
been focusing on solving domain adaptation problem, where labeled target data is not need-
ed, yielding excellent results [52, 77, 110]. However, none of them can incorporate depth
information. On the other hand, many methods using the additional depth information have
been proposed for classification tasks as well [20] [92]. However, these methods take the
unrealistic assumption that the training and testing data are from the same domain.
In this chapter, we aim to solve above two challenges simultaneously by a novel RGB-
D UDA method, referred to as adaptive Visual-Depth Embedding (aVDE). Our method
captures the shared latent bases and individual subspaces between two representations of
labeled RGB and depth modalities in the source domain first. We utilize the advantages of
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [108] [30] [218] for the discovery of the shared
components between RGB and depth images. In addition, to preserve the significant struc-
ture of the original RGB-D data, and overcome the problem of NMF which cannot dis-
cover the intrinsic discriminating and geometrical structure in the data space, we solve this
problem from the probability distribution perspective, i.e. to minimize the Jensen-Shannon
divergence (JSD) between the probability distributions in RGB and depth spaces. Then
we transfer the knowledge of depth information to the target dataset through an orthogonal
projection to align the data in the shared latent feature space with the target domain. In
the adaptive embedding step, we minimize the nonparametric Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD) in an infinite dimensional reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) [89] for feature
matching, and minimize the ℓ2,1-norm structured sparsity penalty [175] on the shared latent
space instances for instance reweighting. We match features and reweight instances jointly
across the shared latent space and the projected target domain in a principled dimensional-
ity reduction procedure for an adaptive classifier. Feature matching can discover a shared
feature representation through the combination of the distribution difference reduction and
the important properties of input data preservation (see Fig. 6.2 (c) (d)). However, when
the domain difference is substantially large, some shared latent space instances are still not
relevant to the projected target instances even in the feature-matching subspace. Therefore,
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Fig. 6.2 Samples from the shared latent space and the projected target domain. (a) Shared
latent space; (b) Projected target domain; (c) Shared latent space after feature matching;
(d) Projected target domain after feature matching. The domain distance is still large after
feature matching. (e) Further instance reweighting on shared latent space. The irrelevant
shared latent space instances (shown as unfilled markers) are now down-weighted to further
reduce the domain difference.
we introduce instance reweighting which can minimize the distribution difference through
reweighting the shared latent data (see Fig. 6.2 (e)). The pipeline of our idea is described
in Fig. 6.1. Comprehensive experiments for object recognition and scene classification on
two pairs of real-world datasets show that aVDE can outperform state-of-the-art methods
significantly.
Contributions. To summarize, our main contributions in this chapter are: i) we propose
a novel UDA method which can effectively leverage depth information to recognize RGB
images. The target domain does not contain the additional depth information. ii) A com-
pact shared space uncovering the latent semantics can be learned by aVDE. Meanwhile,
aVDE can preserve the data joint probability distribution in the source domain, then trans-
fer the knowledge of depth information to the target dataset. iii) Through matching features
and reweighting instances jointly across domains, a bridge between the source and target
domains can be built.
6.4 Methodology
6.4.1 Notations
In this chapter, a vector is denoted by a lowercase letter in bold. The transpose of a matrix
or a vector is denoted by the superscript T . We define I as an identity matrix. Besides,
Table 6.1 shows the list of frequently used notations.
Problem (Adaptive Visual-Depth Embedding). Given two labeled modalities A and B in
the source domainDs with label set Y = [y1, · · · ,yNs] and an unlabeled target domainDt . To
find the shared component space V and the projected target domainPDt under the different
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Table 6.1 Notations and descriptions.
Notation Description Notation Description
Ds, Dt Source/target domain PDt Projected target domain
A, B RGB/depth modality X Input data matrix
V Shared data space K Kernel matrix
PA,PB Probability distributions M Adaptation matrix
P Orthogonal projection ∆ MMD matrix
Λ Connection matrix Ĝ Diagonal sub-gradient matrix
D Number of bases k Subspace bases
η , µ Regularization parameter Z Subspace embedding
marginal probability distribution and conditional probability distribution, then learn a new
feature space to reduce the domain distance by feature matching and instance reweighting
across V andPDt .
6.4.2 Shared Component Problem Formulation
We use A and B to define the two modalities in the source domain Ds with dimensions
and sample sizes M1×Ns and M2×Ns respectively: A = [a1, · · · ,aNs] ∈ RM1×Ns≥0 and B =
[b1, · · · ,bNs] ∈RM2×Ns≥0 . NMF is used to find two nonnegative matrices from A: V1 ∈RD1×Ns≥0
and U ∈ RM1×D1≥0 and two nonnegative matrices from B: V2 ∈ RD2×Ns≥0 and W ∈ RM2×D2≥0
with full rank whose product can represent the original matrix A and B approximately, i.e.,
A≈UV1 and B≈WV2. In practice, we set D1 < min(M1,Ns) and D2 < min(M2,Ns). NMF
aims to achieve the minimization of the following objective functions
L ANMF = ∥A−UV1∥2,s.t.U,V1 ≥ 0, (6.3)
L BNMF = ∥B−WV2∥2,s.t.W,V2 ≥ 0, (6.4)
where ∥·∥ is the Frobenius norm. The matrix V1 and V2 obtained from NMF are considered
as low-dimensional representations. The matrix U and W denote the basis matrixes.
To learn fully shared spaces between RGB and depth modalities, the basic idea is to find
suitable M1 basis vectors for U and M2 basis vectors for W via a shared coefficient matrix
V . To learn the required shared space, we jointly optimize a convex combination of two




∥A−UV∥2+λ∥B−WV∥2,s.t.U,W,V ≥ 0, (6.5)
where parameter λ is given to balance the importance of the two terms. In this chapter,
since RGB information and depth data are assumed equally important, for simplicity, we
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set λ = 1. The training model is used to identify the latent shared bases determined via
both RGB and depth data. Such jointed NMF can preserve shared components that make
the model leads to a high-level representation V of the training RGB-D images in the bases
space.
6.4.3 Data Distribution Divergency Reduction
NMF can learn a parts-based representation. We expect that the shared data space V ob-
tained by our NMF-based shared structure learning algorithm can have locality structure
from original data spaces A and B. However, NMF algorithm cannot find the intrinsic dis-
criminating and geometrical structure in the data space which is important for our recogni-
tion task. For the preservation of the significant structure in the original RGB-D data, it is
expected that the latent space can also balance the difference of data distribution between
the RGB and depth modalities. We consider this problem from probability distribution as-
pect. Let PA and PB be the probability distributions in space A and B. We aim to find the
joint probability distribution of the shared space Q which is shared by PA and PB as much as
possible. In this chapter, we simply assume RGB and depth are equally important, i.e., we
hope the probability distribution Q in latent space V could be Q = 12(PA+PB). We can then
minimize the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between PA and PB so that their structural





where KL(.||.) estimates the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the joint probability dis-
tributions.




B . Q can be represented as qi j.
The pairwise similarities in the original data space pi jA and p
i j










(−∥bk−bl∥2/2(σ kB)2) , (6.8)
where the conditional probability pi jA means the similarity between data points a
i and a j,
and pi jB is the similarity between data points b
i and b j. a j and b j are chosen corresponding
to their probability density under the Gaussian centered at ai and bi respectively. σ kA and
σ kB are the variances of the Gaussian distribution that is centered on the data point a
i and bi
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respectively. Each data point ai or bi makes a significant contribution to the cost function.
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B and qii to zero for only significant points needed to model pairwise similar-






B and qi j = q ji for ∀i, j.
Since the definition in Eq. (6.9) is an infinite mixture of Gaussians which does not have
an exponential, the evaluation of the density of a point becomes much faster than a single
Gaussian. The significance of the data distribution can be measured effectively by the cost
function based on JSD.
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i j
B − pi jB logqi j.
(6.10)
Therefore, with this regularization, through combining the shared structure technique
in Eq. (6.5) and the data structure preserving part in Eq. (6.10), the following objective






where A∈RM1×Ns , V ∈ {0,1}D×Ns , B∈RM2×Ns , A,U,W,V,B> 0, U ∈RM1×D,W ∈RM2×D,
and η controls the smoothness of new representation.
For real world applications, the shared space data only from NMF-based shared structure
algorithm is not effective and meaningful. Therefore, JSD is used to preserve the structure
of original RGB-D data.
6.4.4 Relaxation and Optimization
We cannot directly calculate the discreteness condition V in Eq. (6.11) in the optimization
procedure. Therefore, for the obtaination of real-values, the data V ∈ {0,1}D×Ns is firstly
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relaxed into the range V ∈ RD×Ns . Therefore, the Lagrangian of our problem is:
L = ∥A−UV∥2+∥B−WV∥2+ηJSD
+ tr(ΦUT )+ tr(ΘW T )+ tr(ΨV T ),
(6.12)
where matrices Ψ, Θ and Φ are three Lagrangian multiplier matrices. In order to make
the derivation clearer, ηJSD is simply denoted as G. Two auxiliary variables di j and Z are
defined as follows:




It needs to note that if vi changes, the only pairwise distances that change are di j and d ji.







































= η(pi jA + p
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B −2qi j)(1+d2i j)−1. (6.16)











1+∥vi−v j∥2 . (6.17)
Then for minimizing O f , each gradient ofL are considered as zero:
∂L
∂V





= 2(−AV T +UVV T )+Φ= 0, (6.19)
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∂L
∂W
= 2(−BW T +WVV T )+Θ= 0. (6.20)
Moreover, we have KKT conditions: Φi jUi j = 0, Θi jWi j = 0 and Ψi jVi j = 0, ∀i, j. Then
Vi j, Ui j and Wi j are Multiplied in the corresponding positions on both sides of Eqs. (6.18),
(6.19) and (6.20) respectively, we obtain(





2(−AV T +UVV T )i jUi j = 0, (6.22)
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B −2q jk)(Vi j−Vik)
1+∥v j−vk∥2 .
The multiplicative update rules of bases of both W and U for any i and j are obtained:
Ui j← (AV
T )i j




(WVV T )i j
Wi j. (6.25)
The update rule of the shared space preserving coefficient matrix V between RGB and depth
data spaces is:
Vi j← (U
T A)i j+(W T B)i j+ϒ
(UTUV )i j+(W TWV )i j+Γ
Vi j, (6.26)
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B )Vi j+2q jkVik
1+∥v j−vk∥2 .
All the elements in U , V and W are nonnegative from the allocation. It proves that after
every update of U , W and V , objective function is monotonically non-increasing. The proof
for the convergence of U , W and V is similar with the proof in [28, 151, 293].
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After U , W and V are converged, the real-valued shared structure representation by
a linear projection matrix can be obtained. Since our algorithm is NMF-based, a direct
projection from the target domain to the shared space does not exist for data embedding.
Therefore, inspired by [27], linear regression is used to compute our projection matrix. It
is equivalent to find a rotation to align the data in the current feature space with another,
which is a classic Orthogonal Procrustes problem [211]. Through solving this problem, we
can make the projection orthogonal:
min
P
∥PA−V∥,s.t.PTP = I, (6.27)
whereP is the orthogonal projection for target domain. According to [290], the advantages
on using orthogonal projection can be summarized as: 1) It preserves the Euclidean distance
between points; 2) It distributes the variance across the dimensions more evenly; 3) Since
orthogonal projection learns maximally uncorrelated dimensions, it can lead more compact
representations. For the optimal solution, the singular value decomposition algorithm is
firstly used to decompose the matrix: ATV = QΣST . Then we calculateP = SΛQT , where
Λ is the connection matrix Λ= [I,0] ∈ RD×M where 0 is a zero matrix. Once we obtain the
orthogonal projection P , RGB data in the target domain aˆ ∈ RM1×1 can be projected into
the latent space:
vaˆ =P aˆ. (6.28)
6.4.5 Adaptive Embedding
Although our above Visual-Depth Embedding (VDE) can correct the noise by projecting
RGB into the shared space, the domain shifting problem remains unsolved. In the fol-
lowing, we propose an adaptive strategy to make VDE adaptive to target domain RGB
data. In aVDE, we define the target domain as Dt = [aˆ1, · · · , aˆNt ]. The projected tar-
get domain is defined as PDt = [vaˆ1, · · · ,vaˆNt ] ∈ RD×Nt . The shared component space is
V = [v1, · · · ,vNs] ∈ RD×Ns .
The model proposed above learns the relationship between RGB data space and shared
bases, and the shared bases are determined via both RGB data space and depth data space
in the source domain. Since exploring feature matching and instance reweighting indepen-
dently may not be effective enough when the domain difference is substantially large, we
match features and reweight instances jointly across the latent shared space V and the new
space projected from the target domain to the shared space in a principled dimensionali-
ty reduction procedure for an accurate classifier. If we only consider matching the feature
distributions based on MMD minimization, it is not good enough for domain adaptation.
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This strategy only matches the first- and high-order statistics, and the distribution matching
is far from perfect. When the domain difference is large, there will still exist some shared
latent space instances that are not relevant to the projected target instances even in the fea-
ture matching subspace. Therefore, combining feature matching and instance reweighting
procedures should be considered to handle this difficult setting. But it is difficult to reweight
source instances when we match the feature distributions in the infinite dimensional RKHS
simultaneously. In this step, we impose the ℓ2,1-norm structured sparsity regularizer on the
transformation matrix for Kernel PCA M, which can introduce row-sparsity to the transfor-
mation matrix.
We first mix projected target data with the source data, on which we perform PCA for
data reconstruction. Let X = [x1, · · · ,xn] = [v1, · · · ,vNs,vaˆ1, · · · ,vaˆNt ] ∈ RD×n as the input
data matrix, and H = I− 1n1 as the centering matrix, where n = Ns +Nt and 1 indicates
all ones matrix, then the covariance matrix can be computed as XHXT . PCA can find
an orthogonal transformation matrix T ∈ RD×k, where k is the subspace bases such that
embedded data variance is maximized
max
T T T=I
tr(T T XHXT T ). (6.29)
Above optimization problem can be efficiently solved by eigen-decomposition XHXT T =
TΩ, where Ω = diag(ω1, · · · ,ωk) ∈ Rk×k are the k largest eigenvalues. Then we find the
optimal k-dimensional representation by Z = [z1, · · · ,zn] = T T X .
To work in the RKHSH , consider kernel mapping ϕ: x→ϕ(x), ϕ(X)= [ϕ(x1), · · · ,ϕ(xn)],
and kernel matrix K =ϕ(X)Tϕ(X)∈Rn×n. We utilize the Representer theorem T =ω(X)M
to kernelize PCA as
max
MT M=I
tr(MT KHKT M), (6.30)
where M ∈ Rn×k is the transformation matrix for Kernel PCA. We also call M is an adapta-
tion matrix. The subspace embedding becomes Z = MT K.
Then we adopt the empirical MMD [194] as the nonparametric distance measure for
comparing distributions based on the RKHS. Through k-dimensional embeddings extracted
by Kernel-PCA, MMD computes the distance between the empirical expectations of shared
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Through minimizing Eq. (6.31) such that Eq. (6.30) is maximized, the first-order and high-
order statistics of feature distributions are matched in the new representation Z = MT K.
To impose the ℓ2,1-norm structured sparsity regularizer on the transformation matrix M,
we introduce row-sparsity to the transformation matrix. The instance reweighting regular-
izer can be defined as
∥Ms∥2,1+∥Mt∥2F , (6.33)
where Ms := M1:Ns,: is the transformation matrix corresponding to the source instances, and
Mt :=M1:Ns,: is the transformation matrix corresponding to the target instances. Note that the
Frobenius norm: ∥M∥F =
√
∑ni=1 ∥mi∥22. The ℓ2,1-norm: ∥M∥2,1 = ∑ni=1 ∥mi∥2. Therefore,




tr(MT K∆KT M)+µ(∥Ms∥2,1+∥Mt∥2F), (6.34)
where µ is the regularization parameter to trade off feature matching and instance reweight-
ing. In aVED, when µ→0, aVDE optimization problem degenerates. When µ→∞, the joint
feature matching and instance reweighting is not performed. Therefore, we set µ = 1.
Since Ω = diag(ω1, · · · ,ωk) ∈ Rk×k is denoted as the Lagrange multiplier, through de-
riving the Lagrange function of problem Eq. (6.34) as
L = tr(MT K∆KT M)+∥Ms∥2,1+∥Mt∥2F
+ tr((I−MT K∆KT M)Ω).
(6.35)
Let ∂L∂M = 0, we obtain generalized eigendecomposition
(K∆KT + Ĝ )M = KHKT MΩ. (6.36)
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(6.37)
The optimal adaptation matrix M is then reduced to solve Eq. (6.36) for the k smallest
eigenvectors. An adaptive classifier f can be obtained by training on {MT ki,yi}Nsi=1. The
convergence analysis of our adaptive embedding is similar to the methods in [189] [281].
Finally, Algorithm 1 provides the details of aVDE. Since labeled data and unlabeled data
are from different distributions that leads to impossibly tuning the optimal parameters using
cross validation, following [82], nearest neighbor classifier (NN) which does not require
tuning cross-validation parameters is chosen as the base classifier.
Algorithm 1 adaptive Visual-Depth Embedding (aVDE)
Require:
The source domain Ds: A ∈ RM1×N and B ∈ RM2×N ; the target domain Dt ; number of bases D;
the subspace bases k; the regularization parameter {η , µ}; ground truth Y in source domain;.
Ensure: The basis matrix U , W , adaptation matrix M, embedding Z, adaptive classifier f .
1: Initialize V , W and U with random uniformly distributed values.
2: repeat
3: Calculate the matrixes U , W and the shared structure representation matrix V via Eqs. (6.24),
(6.25) and (6.26);
4: until convergence
5: The matrix ATV is decomposed by SVD for QΣST and computeP = SΩQT .
6: Shared component embedded representation of the coming target domain data vaˆ ∈ RD×1 is
defined in Eq. (6.28).
7: Compute MMD matrix ∆ by Eq. (6.32), and kernel matrix K by Ki j←K(xi,x j) where K(·, ·) is a
predefined kernel. Set ∆←∆/∥∆∥F , Ĝ←I;
8: repeat Solve Eq. (6.36) and choose the k smallest eigenvectors to construct the adaptation matrix
M, and Z←MT K. Update Ĝ by Eq. (6.37);
9: until convergence
10: Obtain an adaptive classifier f by training on {MT ki,yi}Nsi=1.
6.4.6 Computational Complexity Analysis
The computational complexity of aVDE consists of three parts. We compare our shared
component part in Eq. (6.5) and the cost of the basic NMF algorithm in [151]. Assuming
that the shared latent space dimensionality for decomposition of an M1×N matrix A and
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an M2×N matrix B is D, the computational complexity of the shared component part is
O(max{M1ND,M2ND}) per iteration. In [151], through the basic NMF algorithm, A and
B have the complexity O(M1ND) and O(M2ND) respectively. The first part of aVDE has
the same complexity as the basic NMF. The second part is the computation of matrices PA,
PB and Q with the complexity O(2N2D). The adaptive embedding step with the complexity
O(kn2 +mn2) is the third part. We can then obtain the final computational complexity
of aVDE is: O(max{M1ND,M2ND}t1 + 2N2D+ t2kn2 +mn2), where t1 is the number of
iterations when learning shared source space V , i.e., from Line 1 to Line 4. t2 is the number
of iterations when learning adaptive classifier f , i.e., from Line 5 to Line 9.
6.5 Experiments and Results
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our aVDE for object recognition and scene
classification on two pairs of datasets. The detailed experimental settings, relevant experi-
mental results, important parameter analysis and algorithm analysis are shown in the rest of
this section. All experiments are performed using Matlab 2014a on a server configured with
a 16-core processor and 500G of RAM running the Linux OS.
6.5.1 Datasets
Object Recognition The RGB-D Object dataset is chosen as the source domain and the
Caltech-256 dataset is considered as the target domain for object recognition. Caltech-
256 dataset contains only RGB images. They share ten common categories: “calculator”,
“ball”, “coffee mug”, “cereal box”, “Flashlight”, “light bulb”, “keyboard”, “mushroom”,
“tomato” and “soda can”. Since the RGB-D Object dataset is recorded as video sequences,
we uniformly choose images with an interval of two seconds for each category resulting
in 2059 training samples in the source domain. Note that each RGB image corresponds
to a depth image. The 1131 RGB images in the Caltech-256 dataset are used as the target
domain to evaluate our aVDE.
Scene Classification For scene classification, the NYU Depth v1 dataset is selected as the
source domain and the Scene-15 dataset is chosen as the target domain. Scene-15 dataset
contains only RGB images. We use the same four categories of NYU Depth v1 and Scene-
15 datasets, “bedroom”, “kitchen”, “living room” and “office” to demonstrate our proposed
algorithm. Finally, we have 907 RGB-D training image pairs in the source domain and 930
RGB images in the target domain to evaluate the performance of aVDE.
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6.5.2 The Selected Methods and Settings
In our experiment, for a comprehensive and fair comparison, we select following five cat-
egories as the baselines including: 1) Naive Approach: SVM_A and 1-Nearest Neighbor
Classifier which are trained by the RGB features in the source domain without considering
the domain adaptation and the depth information compensation; 2) Multi-view Learning:
Kernelisation of Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) [96] and SVM2K [65] which use
the two-view data in the source domain for training; 3) Learning Using Privileged Informa-
tion: SVM+ [255] and Rank Transfer (RT) [217] which use the additional depth features
in the source domain as privileged information; 4) Unsupervised Domain Adaptation: K-
ernel Mean Matching (KMM) [110], Domain Adaptation Machine (DAM) [59], Sampling
Geodesic Flow (SGF) [85], TCA [194], Landmark (LMK) [81], Subspace Alignment (SA)
[69], Geodesic Flow Kernel (GFK) [82], UNE [201] and Domain Invariant Projection (DIP)
[10] which use the visual features from both domains for training the classifiers, and then
predict target data based on the visual features. 5) Using Privileged Information and Un-
supervised Domain Adaptation: Domain Adaptation from Multi-view to Single-view (DA-
M2S) which uses the additional depth features in the source domain as privileged informa-
tion and reduces the data distribution mismatch between the source and target domains.
We take the factor of feature performance into consideration, and then choose shallow
features and deep features to evaluate aVDE respectively. For shallow features, we extract
Gradient kernel descriptors (KDES) features and LBP KDES features [20] which are suc-
cessful in RGB-D object dataset from each pair of RGB/depth images. The vocabulary size
is set as 1000. Three level of pyramids (1×1, 2×2, 3×3) are used. For deep features, we
choose ImageNet-CNN features [136] which are learned from the pre-trained Caffe mod-
el [123] on image classification dataset (i.e. ImageNet) for object classification, and the
Places-CNN [294] scene features which are learned from the pre-trained Caffe model on
scene classification dataset (i.e. Places dataset) for scene classification. Both of these two
kinds of models obtain great success for object and scene classification respectively. The
feature dimension after CNN is 4096. Note that the depth image is encoded as HHA image
as in [93] before extracting the features.
From Eq. (6.11) and algorithm 1, the size of matrices U ∈RM1×D, W ∈RM2×D and V ∈
RD×Ns should be predefined. M1, M2 and Ns are known when the data is given. However, the
value of number of latent bases D is difficult to be pre-determined. In aVDE, an improper
D will result in the limitation of identification of latent topics or the increase of possibility
of overfitting. In order to investigate the effects of D, we choose different number of bases,
e.g., 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 and 140. We also explore the sensitivity of the parameter η
in Eq. (6.11) on the performance of aVDE. We set the parameter η by searching η ∈
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{0,1/8,1/4,1/2,1,2,4,8}. In particular, although the subspace bases k is also related, we
can find that when k is small, data reconstruction is accurate in general. Therefore, when
comparing with the baseline methods, we set k = 20. We consider the maximum number of
t1 as 1000, and let t2 = 10 in aVDE learning phase.
6.5.3 Experimental Results
We evaluate all selected methods by strictly choosing the parameters according to their o-
riginal papers, and then report the best results of each method. The two pairs of datasets
which are used to validate the proposed method share some common objects and scene cat-
egories. However, these common objects and scene categories still suffer from the domain
shifting problem due to conventional surveillance cameras and depth sensors are using dif-
ferent mechanisms. Meanwhile, in realistic scenarios, the source and target domains follow
different distributions, especially when images are acquired from different cameras, or in
various conditions. The selected two pairs of datasets are from different cameras. RGB-D
datasets are created by Kinect. RGB datasets which are chosen as the target domain are cre-
ated by some RGB camera. Therefore, these common objects and scene categories are from
different domains. Some related papers which focus on domain adaptation can be found
in [82] [81]. The experimental results of aVDE compared with the 16 baseline methods
discussed before on the two pairs of source and target domains are reported in Table 6.2.
In Table 6.2, the first column is the number corresponding to the category of the selected
methods, the second column indicates method names, the third and forth column present
the recognition results when the RGB-D object dataset is for training and the Caltech-256
dataset is for testing, and the fifth and sixth column give recognition rate when the NYU
Depth v1 is for training and the Scene-15 dataset is for testing. We test the shallow and
deep features on both of these two pairs of datasets. In addition, we also illustrate some
samples with highest recognition accuracies from selected datasets in Fig. 6.3.
(a) tomato, shallow features accuracy = 70.31%, deep features accuracy = 92.86%
(b) bedroom, shallow features accuracy = 69.78%, deep features accuracy = 89.66%
Fig. 6.3 Example images with highest accuracy results from five selected dataset pairs.
From Table 6.2, we observe that our method outperforms all other baseline methods,
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Table 6.2 Accuracies (%) for object recognition and scene classification with shallow and










SVM_A 18.21 47.21 17.42 49.46
1-NN 18.30 48.36 19.78 50.75
2
KCCA 18.39 49.60 19.68 53.33
SVM2K 20.79 51.72 21.61 53.23
3
SVM+ 18.57 48.63 19.46 51.94
RT 17.15 46.51 16.77 49.03
4
KMM 18.13 47.21 17.53 49.57
DAM 18.21 49.60 17.10 49.25
SGF 19.27 50.04 19.25 55.27
TCA 25.11 56.23 22.04 59.03
LMK 19.45 52.34 25.81 54.73
SA 21.13 54.64 27.42 62.69
UNE 24.76 56.23 26.34 59.68
GFK 18.48 51.02 24.19 53.23
DIP 25.46 57.38 25.48 58.60
5 DA-M2S 30.06 61.54 31.08 64.52
aVDE 35.75 70.18 33.98 69.46
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sometimes by a large margin. It demonstrates the effectiveness of our method by exploring
additional depth images in the source domain and reducing the domain distribution mis-
match between the source and target domains. From the results, we find that RT performs
the worst which possibly because it is based on Rank SVM which is designed for ranking
task rather than classification task. SVM_A and 1-NN which do not consider the depth
information and domain discrepancy perform poorly. KCCA, SVM2K and SVM+ obtain
better performance generally when compared with SVM_A and 1-NN by utilizing the addi-
tional depth features. However, these three methods do not reduce the distribution mismatch
between the source and target domains. The domain adaptation methods as KMM and DAM
perform in a general way or even worse than SVM_A and 1-NN, which maybe because both
approaches are unsuitable in this application. SGF, TCA, LMK, SA, UNE, GFK and DIP
perform better than other nonadaptation methods, which reveals that considering the domain
mismatch across domains is useful. Our proposed aVDE also outperforms DA-M2S which
uses privileged information and unsupervised domain adaptation as well. It is possible be-
cause the domain mismatch between our shared latent space and the projected target domain
is less than the domain mismatch in DA-M2S.
Additionally, from the comparison of shallow and deep features, we can observe that all
deep features have higher classification performances than shallow features. For example,
the accuracy of our aVDE method on object classification task increases from 35.75% to
70.18%, which indicates that the deep features can effectively remove the domain bias. It is
possible because that the deep learning models (i.e. ImageNet model and Places model) are
pre-trained by abundant images which are from different datasets and webs. Note that the
proposed method still outperforms other methods with deep features.
6.5.4 Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
In the proposed aVDE, there are two parameters D and η involved for model tuning. We
demonstrate the accuracies with different values of D from {40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140}
and different values of η from {0,1/8,1/4,1/2,1,2,4,8} on two pairs of datasets with the
shallow and deep features in Fig. 6.4. From Fig. 6.4, we can find that with the increase of
number of bases, the performance of aVDE (with η ∈ {0,1/8,1/4,1/2,1,2,4,8}) becomes
better and better until around 100 bases in general. The former three cases reach the best
point when η = 1/2 and D = 100, and the forth case achieves the highest point when η =
1/2 and D = 120. In addition, when η is zero, the accuracy is lowest which indicates that
learning without this regularization leads to poor performance. Therefore, we can conclude
that the regularization term is important for our algorithm.
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Fig. 6.4 Parameter sensitivity analysis on the considered datasets with the shallow and deep
features.
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aVE 27.67 59.15 27.31 62.04
VDE 22.81 53.58 23.76 55.70
aVDE 35.75 70.18 33.98 69.46
6.5.5 Analysis on aVDE
We explore two special cases of our aVDE for a better understanding of our algorithm.
Case1: We do not consider depth information, which is denoted as aVE. We remove ∥B−






KL(PA∥Q),s.t.U,V ≥ 0. (6.38)
Case2: We do not consider domain adaptation, which is denoted as VDE. We directly use
the V which is acquired from Eq. (6.26) to build a NN classifier. Then the embedded
representation of the coming RGB target domain data aˆ ∈ RM1×1 can be obtained as vaˆ by
Eq. (6.28).
From Table 6.3, we can find that the results of the special cases are worse than aVDE,
which shows it is beneficial to exploit the additional depth features and domain adaptation
for learning an adaptive classifier.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel method aVDE which can utilize the addition-
al depth information in the source domain and simultaneously reduce the domain mismatch
between the source and target domains. The latent shared space is identified in Visual-Depth
embedding. Aiming to alleviate the mismatch between data distributions, aVDE matches
features and reweights instances jointly across the shared latent space and the projected tar-
get domain in a principled dimensionality reduction procedure. On two real-world image
datasets, the experimental results illustrate that the proposed method significantly outper-
forms the state-of-the-art methods.

Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
This thesis mainly focuses on the exploration of RGB-D data. We solve the problems in
RGB-D areas: performance of deep learning models in RGB-D datasets, hyper-parameter
optimization, RGB-D data fusion and recognizing RGB information from RGB-D data in
the previous chapters. In this section, the contributions of this thesis are briefly concluded.
In the first part, four prevalent deep learning models (i.e., Deep Belief Networks (DBN-
s), Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoders (SDAE), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Networks) are chosen for evaluation. We con-
duct extensive experiments on five popular RGB-D datasets including three image datasets
and two video datasets. A detailed analysis about the comparison between the learned fea-
ture representations from the four deep learning models is presented. In addition, a few
suggestions on how to adjust hyper-parameters for learning deep neural networks are made
in this part. In conclusion, we note that RGB-D fusion methods using CNNs with numerous
training samples always outperform our other selected methods (DBNs, SDAE and LST-
M). Since LSTM can learn from experience to classify, process and predict time series, it
achieved better performances than DBN and SDAE in video classification tasks. According
to the extensive experimental results, this evaluation will provide insights and a deeper un-
derstanding of different deep learning algorithms for RGB-D feature extraction and fusion.
The second part presents a simple and efficient framework for improving the efficiency
and accuracy of hyper-parameter optimization by considering the classification complex-
ity of a particular dataset. This new framework bridges dataset classification complexity
measures and hyper-parameters optimization in deep learning models. Through this frame-
work, we can quickly choose an initial set of hyper-parameters that are suitable for a new
classification task, thus reducing the number of trials in the hyper-parameter space. This
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new framework is easy and practical which improves the efficiency and accuracy of hyper-
parameter optimization by combining classification complexity and hyper-parameter opti-
mization. To verify our assumption, we choose three representative deep learning models
on six real-world RGB-D datasets. After the analysis of experiments, we confirm that our
framework can provide deeper insights into the relationship between dataset classification
tasks and hyperparameters optimization, thus quickly choosing an accurate initial set of
hyper-parameters for a new coming classification task.
In the third part, based on the observation of the category of one unknown scene mainly
relying on the object-level information which includes appearance, texture, shape and depth
of each object and the structural distribution of different objects, we propose a new Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs)-based local multi-modal feature learning framework
(LM-CNN) for RGB-D scene classification. This method can effectively capture much of
the local structure from the RGB-D scene images and automatically learn a fusion strategy
for the object-level recognition step instead of simply training a classifier on top of features
extracted from both modalities. The experimental results show that our method with local
multi-modal CNNs greatly outperforms state-of-the-art approaches. This part has the po-
tential to significantly improve RGB-D scene understanding. An extended evaluation shows
that our local fine-tuning method outperforms direct global fine-tuning methods. The ex-
periments also show that CNNs trained using a scene-centric dataset is able to achieve an
improvement on scene benchmarks compared to a network trained using an object-centric
dataset.
The forth part is motivated by the physical concept that range data correspond to the
phase change and color information corresponds to the intensity. We propose a new method
which can better explore the correlation between the RGB pixel and the corresponding depth
pixel for RGB-D data fusion. It makes the correlated and individual parts of the RGB-D
information in the new feature space well combined. The experimental results show that
our method achieves competing performance against the classical SIFT.
In the fifth part, we aim to simultaneously solve two challenges in recognizing RGB
images from RGB-D data: 1) how to take advantage of the additional depth information in
the source domain? 2) how to reduce the data distribution mismatch between the source
and target domains? We propose a novel method called adaptive Visual-Depth Embedding
(aVDE) which learns the compact shared latent space between two representations of la-
beled RGB and depth modalities in the source domain first. Then the shared latent space
can help the transfer of the depth information to the unlabeled target dataset. At last, aVDE
matches features and reweights instances jointly across the shared latent space and the pro-
jected target domain for an adaptive classifier. On two pairs of real-world image datasets,
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the experimental results illustrate that the proposed method significantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods.
In addition, the computational efficiency of recent deep learning methods are also dis-
cussed. Though deep learning methods have shown a lot of advantages in many applications,
the computational efficiency is still a difficult task for large scale data. Deep learning meth-
ods can achieve higher accuracies through a large number of hidden neurons. The iterative
computations in most of the deep learning methods are always extremely difficult to be par-
allelized. The amount of recent commercial and academic data increases quickly. Above
conditions result in that deep learning models need a significant amount of computational
burden to reach state-of-the-art performances on large size datasets.
Deep learning methods consider many training parameters, for example the learning
rate, number of hidden layers, units for each layer and initial weights. Parameter optimiza-
tion by sweeping through the parameter space is not suitable on account of the computation-
al resources and time cost. Some tricks which are proposed in Chapter 2 such as batching
which can compute the gradient on a number of training examples can speed up the com-
putation. Since the computation of the vector and matrix is well-suited for GPUs, GPUs
based deep learning models can speed up the training significantly. In the experiments of
Chapter 2, though the size of the selected datasets is not large scale, however, the imple-
mentation of the deep learning methods is based on CPU, therefore, the test for one set of
hyperparameters will still cost over 12 hours.
Some researchers have focused on large-scale learning. Deng et al. [57] present the
Deep Stacking Network (DSN), which can overcome the problem of parallelizing learning
algorithms for deep architectures. The DSN can stack simple processing modules in build-
ing deep architectures with a convex learning problem in each module. Following above
work, a novel deep architecture called Tensor Deep Stacking Network (T-DSN) [112] is
presented, which is based on the DSN. T-DSN is implemented using CPU clusters for s-
calable parallel computing. Great computing power for speeding up the training process in
large scale data deep learning obtains a lot of attention. The use of multiple CPU cores can
scale up DBNs, with each core dealing with a subset of training data. In [254], some im-
plementations which can enhance the performance of modern CPUs more for deep learning
are proposed. Moreover, [199] shows that the GPU-based implementation can increase the
speed of DBN with one million samples and 45 million parameters in a RBM. In their exper-
iments, it is around one day for CPU-based implementation and 30 minutes for GPU-based
implementation.
In summary, large-scale data deep learning has continuous progress in recent years. It
shows that single CPU is inefficient for deep learning with a large model and large-scale data
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in [199]. However, the running time will not be a big concern with many machines [55].
Some significant research progress in large-scale data deep learning can be found in [46]
[136]. From above discussions, we can conclude that major research efforts direct towards
experiments with GPUs.
7.2 Future Work
This thesis starts with the introduction of low-cost Kinect and various RGB-D datasets, then
provides some ground work to explore the applications of RGB-D information in computer
vision field. In this section, we will give several extensions, potential new frontiers and
applications about these works in the future.
RGB-D datasets. With the release of Microsoft Kinect v1, from 2011 to 2017, the back-
ground, illumination conditions and occlusion levels in the datasets become more and more
challengeable [94]. Therefor, there are a great many RGB-D datasets for benchmarking.
In the future, I will solve the lack of one comprehensive and systematic description about
the popular RGB-D datasets. Each dataset from our collection is still allocated into one
of five categories, object detection and tracking, human activity analysis, object and scene
recognition, SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) and hand gesture analysis.
The characteristics, such as ground truth, number of references about each dataset also need
to be carefully collected. This work will show the direction of the future RGB-D research
in computer vision and robotics. Following the steps of the release of Microsoft Kinect v2,
an increasing number of new available RGB-D datasets will be created for the research of
unsolved vision problems.
Correlation between dataset complexity and deep learning model hyper-parameters.
Since it has been verified that our framework plays a significant role on hyper-parameter
optimization among a small scale of datasets, to extent this work, we illustrate a scenario
for further research around our framework. In Chapter 3, we can only obtain six complex-
ity feature vectors through our six datasets. It is still not enough. It needs us and other
researchers to collect more complexity feature vectors from other datasets, which can make
the selection of initial set of hyper-parameters closer to the optimal set. Meanwhile, more
complexity feature vectors can speed up the optimization process. Furthermore, the collec-
tion of more datasets can make the hyper-parameter sets heterogeneous on different kinds
of machine learning methods. Through the contribution from other researchers, deep learn-
ing will become easier to use under this framework in the future. We will collect more
complexity feature vectors from other datasets to implement the aim.
Collection of large scale RGB-D dataset. To outperform hand-crafted features, deep learn-
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ing models need numerous training samples (over one million samples) to train the models
for extracting robust features. Some popular large scale RGB datasets such as imageNet
always have several million images. However, we still cannot find a large scale RGB-D
dataset till now. It is because that though we have convenient RGB-D sensor Kinect to ob-
tain RGB-D images now, it is still impossible to shoot that huge number of images for a
dataset in real world. Recently, some research proposed that it can estimate the depth of a
single RGB image without any additional knowledge [298] [165]. These proposed research
result in that we can obtain RGB-D images from large scale RGB datasets, which can signif-
icantly save the time. In the future, we will focus on collecting a large-scale RGB-D dataset
for better gauging new algorithms and finding convenient ways to adjust hyper-parameters.
We confirm that this dataset should contain three parts: 1) Urban areas. Urban areas can
make this dataset have more different kinds of scenes. Then this dataset can be applied into
both indoor scene tasks and outdoor scene tasks. 2) Indoor scenes. Indoor scene classifica-
tion has received increasing attention in both academia and industry over the past few years.
It plays an important role for a wide range of practical applications. 3) Maya software.
Through Maya software, we can gain some synthetic depth images. Compare to the depth
images from Kinect, these images do not contain any noise. One example image which is
created by us is shown in Fig. 7.1. There are still some challenges in the creation of syn-
thetic depth images. We will focus more on the follow-up work. Furthermore, the preparing
large scale RGB-D dataset should have a rich scene taxonomy. The preparing large scale
RGB-D dataset will have the same list of scene categories (about 476 scene categories) with
the Places dataset. At the end, the benchmarks including classification accuracy and top-5
error rate on this large scale RGB-D dataset will be provided.
RGB-D fusion in complex space. As we have mentioned in Chapter 5 that proposed C-
SIFT is just an example to show the advantages of the fusion method. CNNs, DBNs, GIST
or other methods can also be introduced into complex space as well. To extend the pro-
posed RGB-D fusion method into deep learning methods can be a direction in the future.
Take CNNs for example, a complex valued CNN model can be built with complex input
and weights. Specifically, the optimization method for this network can be handled, and the
back propagation algorithm can also be modified. The general way to train neural networks
is through the iterative gradient descent algorithm. However, the loss function is real-valued
with complex weights in the complex case. This function cannot be differentiable every-
where. Meanwhile, steepest descent direction is not able to be calculated using the gradient.
The Wirtinger derivatives can be used to adjust gradient based methods to the complex do-
main. In addition, the labels in many applications are real-valued. Also the network’s output
is real-valued. To that end, a projection layer can be added as a special case of an activation
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Fig. 7.1 One example scene image from Maya software.
function layer.
Domain adaptation. Though the RGB-D domain adaptation method aVDE which we
proposed in Chapter 6 outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on two real-world image
datasets, it can still be improved. The proposed aVDE learns the compact shared latent s-
pace between two representations of labeled RGB and depth modalities in the source domain
first. Then the shared latent space can help the transfer of the depth information to the unla-
beled target dataset. At last, aVDE matches features and reweights instances jointly across
the shared latent space and the projected target domain for an adaptive classifier. The lim-
itation is that it does not consider the correlation among source RGB images, source depth
images and target RGB images. In the future, we can extend aVDE into a method which
can reduce the mismatch between source RGB images and target RGB images, source depth
images and target RGB images simultaneously instead of a medium process which projects
target domain into the shared latent space. Besides the extension of aVDE, some direc-
tion with potential scientific contributions about the domain adaptation are also provided. It
shows that addressing domain adaptation in recent few papers only focuses on recognition
and detection tasks. Other tasks such as object segmentation, human pose or action analysis
can also be extended into domain adaptation area. Above challenging tasks are addressed by
deep learning methods recently. These deep learning methods need large amount of labeled
data. How to adapt these deep learning models between domains with limited amount of
data is one challenge that should be addressed by the visual domain adaptation community
in the future.
In addition, domain shifts are usually due to some physical causes (sensor changes,
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illumination changes, etc.). Incorporating these physical priors into statistical adaptation
approaches may lead to performance increase. This can better explore the knowledge about
image formation and better integrate other domain knowledge implied by noisy, partial and
imagery. It is expected that through incorporating physically informed adaptation paradigm
appropriately, distributional changes among different sensors can be handled.
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